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Abstract
Doctorate of Philosophy

A framework for understanding and predicting the take up and use of

social networking tools in a collaborative environment

by Rhys Shaun Aldridge Tague

Online collaborative environments, such as social networking environments, enable

users to work together to create, modify, and share media collaboratively. How-

ever, as users can be autonomous in their actions the ability to create and form

a shared understanding of the people, purpose, and process of the collaborative

effort can be complex. This complexity is compounded by the the natural implicit

social and collaborative structure of these environments, a structure that can be

modified by users dynamically and asynchronously.

Some have tried to make this implicitness explicit through data mining, and al-

location of user roles. However such methods can fail to adapt to the changing

nature of an environment’s structure relating to habits of users and their social-

connectedness. As a result, existing methods generally provide only a snapshot of

the environment at a point in time. In addition, existing methods focus on whole

user bases and the underlying social context of the environment. This makes them

unsuitable for situations where the context of collaboration can change rapidly,

for example the tools and widgets available for collaborative action and the users

available for collaborative interactions.

There is a pre-existing model for understanding the dynamic structure of these en-

vironments called the “Group Socialisation Model”. This model has been used to

understand how social group roles form and change over time as they go through

a life cycle. This model also contains a concept of characteristic behaviours or

descriptors of behaviour that an individual can use to make judgement about an-

other individual and to create an understanding of a role or social norm that may

or may not be explicit. Although studies have used components of this model to

provide a means of role identification or role composition within online collabo-

rative environments, they have not managed to provide a higher level method or

framework that can replicate the entire life cycle continuously over time within

these environments.



Using the constructive research methodology this thesis presents a research con-

struct in the form of a framework for replicating the social group role life cycle

within online collaborative environments. The framework uses an artificial neural

network with a unique capability of taking snapshots of its network structure. In

conjunction with fuzzy logic inference, collaborative role signatures composed of

characteristic behaviours can then be determined. In this work, three character-

istic behaviours were identified from the literature for characterisation of stereo-

typical online behaviour to be used within a role signature: these were publisher,

annotator, and lurker.

The use of the framework was demonstrated on three case studies. Two of the case

studies were custom built mobile applications specifically for this study, and one

was the Walk 2.0 website from a National Health and Medical Research Council

project. All three case studies allowed for collaborative actions where users could

interact with each other to create an dynamic and diverse environment. For the

use of these case studies, ethics was approved by the Western Sydney University

Human Research Ethic Committee and consistent strategies for recruitment were

carried out.

The framework was thereby demonstrated to be capable of successfully determin-

ing role signatures composed of the above characteristic behaviours, for a range of

contexts and individual users. Also, comparison of participant usage of case stud-

ies was carried out and it was established that the role signatures determined by

the framework matched usage. In addition, the top contributors within the case

studies were analysed to demonstrate the framework’s capability of handling the

dynamic and continual changing structure of an online collaborative environment.

The major contribution of this thesis is a framework construct developed to pro-

pose and demonstrate a new framework approach to successfully automate and

carry out the social group role model life cycle within online collaborative envi-

ronments. This is a significant component of foundational work towards providing

designers of online collaborative environments with the capacity of understanding

the various implicit roles and their characteristic behaviours for individual users.

Such a capability could enable more specific individual personalisation or resource

allocation, which could in turn improve the suitability of environments developed

for collaboration online.
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Introduction

The vast range of dynamic behaviour seen in our world is a result of our relation-

ships with others. Each relationship, personal, professional, or casual determines

our behaviours towards others. For instance, a project team working towards the

next milestone has an explicit structure of relationships composed of roles and

behaviours identified for each member’s interaction and contribution. Yet, a so-

cial outing with friends results in an implicit structure, and therefore so are the

individual’s roles and behaviours.

Relationships tend not to be complex, they either exist or they don’t, yet the

attributes of the relationship, such as behaviour, are. Online relationships have

brought about their own challenges, yet the online world enables tracking and cap-

turing user interactions to identify these attributes which can then be processed

and analysed to be classified as behaviour. In terms of collaborating, understand-

ing or even predicting these attributes, such as behaviour, to understand a user’s

role or intention within an Online Collaborative Environment (OCE) is complex

and troublesome because of their dynamic and asynchronous nature.

The rise of the internet has amplified the ability of individuals to create relation-

ships. Yet, there is a fundamental difference between relationships online and the

offline. It is the ability of a user to be asynchronous with their activities and

interactions. This results in a user being able to interact with historical media or

action that exists in the present. This unique characteristic of the internet has

moved it from a stale landscape of information to rich social media and collabora-

tive environments where users are able share, modify, and create media together

to achieve a task or objective.

1
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Today, these environments are used by 88% of individuals in the 15-17 year old

age group and 86% of the 18-24 year old age group [2]. It is the dominate form of

internet usage, and has resulted in some social media environments having billions

of user bases. For instance, Facebook, currently the largest Social Networking Sites

(SNS) in the world, has 1.15 billion monthly active users [3]. The size of these

environments are a result of their ability to foster the creation of relationships and

provide various interactions past and present.

The types of the relationships created within these environments are similar to

offline relationships where explicit and implicit relationships can be established.

The two types of relationships can be thought of in the terms of awareness. Where

explicit relationships are relationships users are clearly aware of, and implicit ones

are those which are not. An example is GitHub, a highly focused Computer

Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) environment for code development, allows

users to explicitly follow projects and other users, however users are also able to

clone repositories of code allowing users to create implicit ties to these repositories

and users [4]. Both type of relationships are constructive to collaboration as both

types enable a user to contribute to collaborative efforts even if it is consumption

- clone code repository.

Users can become aware of implicit relationships through awareness tools, such as

activity streams, notifications, and interaction logs [5]. These tools present past

interactions users may have had with other users or nodes, and therefore allow a

user to infer relationships, which may or may not be part of a user’s following or

friends list. For example, a user clones a code repository and an activity status is

published to an activity stream stating the user’s interaction. Another user could

infer based on the type of project cloned what the user is related to.

Even though these tools can take the implicit to the explicit for relationships

they still cannot show a representation of a user’s behaviour and its strength

within a OCE, and as a result a user’s interaction can only be represented not

their behaviour. This is a result of the Internet and its asynchronous nature.

Therefore, identifying the behaviours and its strength from a singular interaction

in a collaborative setting is futile. Instead, a user would have to track a user’s

history by collating and filtering past interactions with members and other nodes

within a network. An effort which would be hindered by the implicit relationships

and behaviours not visible to users. As a result, the user can only achieve a

fragmented picture of a user’s behaviour within a collaborative setting.
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Complexity is added as social media and CSCW result in a user’s environment

being dynamic. A result of skeletal functionality where tools and widgets allow

users to interact and create relationships, resulting in their environment. This

dynamic capability creates a complexity around understanding behaviour, as a

user may show varying behaviour between child environments created through

possible user groupings. For instance, GitHub allows a user to follow and star other

users or repositories and in each grouping their behaviour may be different [4]. The

result of this is a user’s behaviour is dependent on context of the relationships and

interactions they perform and if these relationships are implicit it is impossible for

an user to determine a user’s behaviour.

Although behaviours can be dynamic, user’s still present patterns of behaviour

over time. Patterns of behaviour derived from their habitual interactions with

tools and widgets. For example, an user uses a tool to annotate photos from a

circle of users in a photo sharing environment, yet they may never use tools to

upload new photos. This type of pattern could then change based on the circle

of friends, where they do upload photos, yet never annotate. The variation of

patterns could be infinite based on the tools and widgets available. Although

infinite, the friends who interact with a particular user will only need to know

about their behaviour within the context of their circle of friends.

These patterns of user behaviour can result in a implicit role assignment by other

user’s within an environment. In general the term role is used for classification

of relations and behaviours to manage analytic complexity that can be a result

of social systems [6]. As a result the term can be used as an umbrella to cover a

range of attributes and metrics associated with users. This is especially so with

varying environments and task oriented objectives or achievements. Although the

term may result in an umbrella effect, there are varying degrees of abstraction

from analysis of user psychological attributes with content published to the most

granular level of simplistic interactions resulting in behavioural and relational

patterns [6]. At the granular level roles are less dependent on context compared

to abstracted roles such as Social Networkers where their purpose is to build and

establish networks in a social networking environment [7]. Using a bottom up

approach for the formation of such a role, at a granular level the user would be

carrying out one of or many Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) commands

towards another user profile through the interface of tools and widgets needed to

achieve such an interaction. Their continual use of such tools would lead to a
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stereotypical behaviour and when clustered together could present a role signature.

For instance, a user may publish to another user’s profile continually, in essence

networking, yet their behaviour continually displayed is publication to a relation,

a Create or Update command from CRUD.

To provide this characterisation in real time in an collaborative environment would

be comparable to social group role formation [8]. In social groups every individual

within a group (an environment) contributes to the group’s success towards its

purpose. Each individual earns an implicit role to help achieve the group’s purpose

of existence. The role is determined through the Group Socialisation Model [8].

The model presents a life cycle for group socialisation that results in an implicit

role for individuals. Within this life cycle there is an evaluation phase where

other individuals of a group evaluate a user’s characteristic behaviours and then

determine an understanding of a user’s role. The characteristic behaviours to

determine a role is usually referred to an individuals social norm [9]. A social norm

being a generalised view of what is acceptable behaviour amongst a group. Offline

the variation of social norms is infinite, however online social norms are restricted

to the interactions an individual can carry out. Their interactions deriving from

the tools and widgets available to them or the semantic meaning of an action

carried out to achieve a task. For instance, a user is able to share content amongst

their network, and therefore it is an acceptable behaviour.

Offline the social group role life cycle is easily achieved by evaluating a individual’s

behaviour over time. Online however, as OCE are dynamic and asynchronous the

ability to carry out the social group role life cycle is hindered and complex as

a user cannot effectively start the evaluation of characteristic behaviours which

is the first phase of the life cycle. Therefore, the users fail to form implicit roles

altogether unless more they have a way to identify these characteristic behaviours.

This thesis presents a construct in the form of a research framework for automating

the social group role life cycle within OCE. Believed to be the first of its kind, such

a framework could determine role signatures composed of characteristic behaviours

that could be used in a range of scenarios from helping users form implicit roles

to personalisation of collaborative tools and interfaces supporting collaboration.
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1.1 Publications

This research has resulted in various publications:

• Rhys Tague, Anthony J Maeder, Corneel Vandelanotte, Gregory S

Kolt, Cristina M Caperchione, Richard R Rosenkranz, Trevor N

Savage, and Anetta Hinchliffe. Assessing User Engagement in a

Health Promotion Website Using Social Networking. In Global

Telehealth, pages 84–92. IOS Press, 2014

This paper presents an early analysis of user participation within the Walk

2.0 case study. In addition to this, content analysis of content published was

analysed to determine the possible reasons for use.

Appendix A

• Rhys Tague, Anthony Maeder, and Jim Basilakis. Adaptive Web

Framework for Online Collaborative Environments. Australian

Journal of Intelligent Information Processing Systems, 13(4):11–

15, 2014

This paper proposes an early design of the research framework for the pur-

pose of personalisation of tools based within an Online Collaborative Envi-

ronment.

Appendix B

• Rhys Tague, Anthony Maeder, and Jim Basilakis. Classifying col-

laborative behavior in the form of behavioral stereotypes in collab-

orative mobile applications. In Aly A. Farag, editor, Multimedia

Technology IV, chapter 165, pages 165–169. CRC Press, 2015

Initial output from the Espressobility cases study is presented in this paper.

The components of the framework are also discussed. The classification of

behavioural stereotypes are also presented.

Appendix C
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1.2 Research Question

How does one characterise and automate the creation of social group role signa-

tures through user collaborative behaviour within a dynamic and flexible online

collaborative environment?

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives

The aim of this research is to provide a construct in the form of a research frame-

work for automating the social group role life cycle for the creation of social group

role signatures within online collaborative environments.

This research aim can be broken down into the following objectives:

• Propose a research framework construct for automating the social group role

life cycle for the creation of social group role signatures with the use of:

– An asynchronous, yet life cycle design

– A dynamic and automated machine learning method for characterisa-

tion

• Investigate and identify stereotypical behaviour in online collaborative envi-

ronments.

• Provide an implementation of the framework construct to be demonstrated

in a real world online collaborative environments

• Demonstrate the implemented framework with various online collaborative

environments

• Compare and analyse framework output against actual longitudinal user

usage data.

• Explore the dynamic capability of the research construct with the imple-

mented framework output.

To achieve these objectives the following outputs are required:
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• An implementation of the research framework that can

– Formulate general social group role signature composed of characteristic

behaviours that can be compared over time

– determine context based social group role signatures composed of char-

acteristic behaviours

– adapt to new characteristic behaviours over time

– adapt to handle changing user social network structures

– be generic and accommodating of different online collaborative envi-

ronments

• Development of case studies to demonstrate real world application of the

framework

• Identification of simplistic stereotypical behaviour to represent general char-

acteristic behaviours for social group role signatures within multiple case

studies

1.4 Methodology

This study uses a constructive research methodology. This methodology enables

the creation of knowledge on how a problem can be solved, modelled, or understood

in principle for a domain specific problem [13]. The creation of a construct is the

core to this approach. A construct being an artifact, in the nature of either a

model, framework, algorithm, software, or theory to establish practical functioning

or theoretical contribution to a problem. This methodology is applicable to many

disciplines, such as computer science, management, accounting, and medicine. The

ability to identify a problem space, provide a solution in the form of a construct,

and then demonstrate the construct enables one to provide a contribution through

practical function or theoretical connection, thus providing a proof of concept.

The methodology can be characterised into 6 distinct phases [14]:

• Discover a practical problem space in the relevant discipline

• Obtain understanding of the problem space
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• Provide an innovative construct solution

• Demonstrate that the use of the construct works

• Provide theoretical connection and research contribution

• Explore the scope of application

The following outlines the various steps for each phase undertaken for this study:

1.4.1 Problem space

The ability to characterise and automate the creation of social group role signa-

tures within online collaborative environments is the problem space. The problem

space has been outlined as a research question in section 1.2 and with the research

aim in section 1.3.

1.4.2 Background and Related Work

An extensive literature review has been undertaken to understand and identify re-

lated work and problem space. This review involved using various keywords related

to the fields of collaboration, CSCW, user modelling, SNS, social group dynamics,

personalisation and recommendation systems. The findings of this review steered

the development of the research framework. This is outlined in section 2.7.

1.4.3 A Framework Model - Construct

A framework model was proposed incorporating the learnings and gaps identified

from the literature review. The framework model employs machine learning, meta

data, social ties and stereotypical behaviour classifications. It was also designed

to be dynamic and asynchronous, yet also capable of a sequential life cycle. The

model is described in chapter 3.
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1.4.4 Construct Use

1.4.4.1 Framework Implementation

Once the model was proposed an implementation of the framework was devel-

oped. This implementation was interfaced with various online collaborative en-

vironments. The implementation consisted of a client and server system where

the client side was installed within the User Interface (UI) of the online collabora-

tive environment, and the server side was independent to the online collaborative

environment server system. The implementation is presented in section 3.5

1.4.4.2 Case Studies

The resulting framework was interfaced with three different OCE to demonstrate

the practicality of the construct in real world scenarios. There were two mo-

bile applications with a local community cohort of participants and one National

Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) funded project (reference num-

ber 589903) called the Walk 2.0 project. The mobile application case studies

allowed participation registration during their operation and use. This allowed

the framework to be demonstrated in an asynchronous environment with the dy-

namics of a continually changing collaborative environment. The Walk 2.0 project

however, provided a historical trial arm of nation wide participant use allowing

for the demonstration of the framework to operate on historical participant use.

With these three case studies a real world application and practicality of the con-

struct could be demonstrated. Without such a demonstration, the construct use

and capability to carry out an asynchronous life cycle while also being able handle

the dynamics of a continually changing collaborative environment with real time

and historical participant use could not be shown. Each case study is discussed

at length in Chapter 4.

1.4.4.3 Participant Use and Data Collection

Participant use within the mobile applications resulted in data collection for the

framework. For the Walk 2.0 website the recruitment of participants was outside

the scope of this study, however data collected from the Walk 2.0 website was used

with the framework under the approved ethics of the Walk 2.0 study.
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1.4.5 Research Contribution

1.4.5.1 Framework Output

The output of the framework was analysed against actual participant use of the

case studies. In addition, the output for certain users were explored to test the

frameworks capability to handle various aspects of an OCE in regards to un-

certainty and dynamic capability of a user’s social network. This is describe in

chapter 6.

1.4.5.2 Reflect empirical findings back to literature

Once output was determined by the framework, confirmation on research objec-

tives and comparison of relevant literature against the frameworks capability to

determine social group roles signatures was discussed. This is presented in section

7.2 and 7.3

1.4.6 Explore Scope of Application

A general discussion and future work was presented to explore future applications

a this research. This is presented in section 7.4

1.5 Thesis Road Map

The following is an outline of this research thesis and a short explanation of each

chapter.

1.5.1 Introduction

The introduction gives an opening to the research and an brief outline of the

research contained within this thesis.
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1.5.2 Background and Related Work

An extensive literature review was carried out to give insight into the background

of the research, and also related work. The literature review consisted searching

for related keywords and domains of the research. The domains covered are col-

laboration, CSCW, user modelling, SNS, social group dynamics, personalisation

and recommendation systems.

1.5.3 Framework Model - Construct

In this chapter the model of the framework is presented. This includes inspiration

for the framework, the life cycle of the framework, and each component of the

framework. A implementation of the framework is also presented in this chapter.

1.5.4 Case Studies

This chapter will explain each online collaborative environment where the frame-

work has been applied, and the collaborative purpose and activities of each envi-

ronment. How the collaborative activities were represented in the framework will

also be discussed.

1.5.5 Participant Use and Data Collection

The method for recruitment of participants and their use of the case studies is

presented in this chapter.

1.5.6 Social Group Role Signatures

This chapter presents the output of the framework and its capabilities. Certain

users and their role signatures will be presented, and the ability of the framework

being capable of handling uncertainty with social-ties will also be be presented.

The output of the framework will be compared with participant use to compare

the accuracy of the frameworks output.
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1.5.7 Discussion

A discussion of the empirical findings is presented in this chapter. These findings

are compared back to the literature. Limitations of the framework is also discussed

along with future work for automation of the social group role life cycle and the

creation of role signatures. In addition this, various applications of the framework

is also discussed.

1.5.8 Conclusion

An outline of the research and its contribution will be summarised within this

chapter.

1.5.9 Reference List

Listing of literature used within the thesis will be presented within this chapter.

1.5.10 Appendices

Appendix items, such as papers published and participant recruitment information

needed for this research.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Introduction

As this research uses constructive research as its methodology a thorough and

in-depth literature review of background and related work was conducted. This

literature review will identify and explain the background of the research domains

this research pertains to, theories of those domains and related work. The findings

within the review have also provided inspiration and reasoning for the resulting

framework construct. This review is also used for the discussion of this thesis to

provide understanding and insight towards the empirical findings from the research

construct.

For this review the following approach was carried out: Based on the research

question and aims various article and journal databases were used; Google Scholar,

Computers and Applied Sciences Complete (EBSCO), ProQuest Computer Sci-

ence Collection (ProQuest), ScienceDirect (Elsevier) and Social Theory (Alexan-

der Street Press). These databases were then queried with various search terms

relating to each major domain of the research question and aims. These search

terms formed the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Literature which did not con-

tain or directly relate to these search terms were excluded. There were also various

implicit questions which steered the literature review which were:

• What does it mean to collaborate, and is there a definitive model for collab-

oration?

13
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• What models exist in research to model online collaborative behaviour?

• What approaches are used in the real world to model online collaborative

behaviour?

• How can asynchronous behaviour be acquired in online collaborative envi-

ronments?

The bibliographies of articles and journals identified as relevant were also used

as a way to navigate the literature. The resulting keywords are as follows: user

model, behaviour model, interaction patterns, recommendation algorithm, com-

puter supportive cooperative work, online social network, social networking site,

online collaborative environments, online user behaviour, collaborative behaviour,

group dynamics, social group roles, collaborative roles, role formation, character-

istic behaviours, role identification, collaborative interface. With these keywords

modifying operators were also used, AND (&), OR (—), NOT (!), to filter results.

Once all literature was collated, a synthesis was carried out to form an outline

and structure for the literature review. This entailed grouping relevant literature

together to form bodies of knowledge for each domain relevant to this research. For

instance, literature that related more to a generic model of collaboration was not

grouped with online collaborative environments although there were connections

between the two. Once this was conducted this led to the qualitative review of

the following background and related work.

2.2 Collaboration

What does one mean by the term collaboration? The Oxford Dictionary gives the

definition as a simple statement, “the action of working with someone to produce

something”, however this doesn’t encapsulate the many facets involved for suc-

cessful collaboration. The study of collaboration is extensive and there are many

theories relating to the different aspects needed for it to occur, however many of

these theories are given within a particular context. Croker et al [1] demonstrate

this through their work by attempting to define what the term collaboration means

and how it differs from team work. However, they conclude it is a simple definition

and tends to only be a component of collaboration. As a result, they then ask
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the question is collaboration so general of a term that one cannot define it? They

do however, present a simplistic three domain model where all three domains are

persistent throughout the literature: people, purpose, and processing. Figure

2.1 gives a visual representation of their three domain model. The intersection of

these three domains is where the phenomenon of collaboration occurs.

Figure 2.1: Three domains of collaboration [1]. The intersection highlighting
the point of collaboration

Although Croker et al provides a generalised model and understanding of collab-

oration without context, the intricate behaviours of individuals involved in col-

laboration are not highlighted. Instead, one could suggest as long as these three

domains exist collaboration will occur. Gray [15] further explores and provides a

detailed foundation of the intricate details of collaboration stating collaboration

as ”through which parties who see different aspects of a problem can construc-

tively explore their difference and search for solutions that go beyond their own

limited vision of what is possible.”. When compared to Croker et al model, shows

the occurrence of collaboration is more dependent on the individuals, or ‘parties’,

and their perspective of the purpose of collaboration. This early work by Gray

provided a strong foundation for these intricate details, yet more recent work by

Thomson et al [16, 17] provides a more succinct definition:

Collaboration is the process in which autonomous or semi-autonomous

actors interact through formal and information negotiation, jointly cre-

ating rules and structure governing their relationships and ways to act

or decide on the issues that brought them together; it is a process in-

volving shared norms and mutually beneficial interactions [17]
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Thomson et al show collaboration is more then the simple statement of ‘the ac-

tion of working with someone to produce something ’. Collaboration is a result of

actors and their dynamic communications and interactions with each other. This

dynamic capability leads to the structure and rules of the collaboration being

carried out.

Collaborative learning environments can highlight these interactions as partici-

pants who enter into these environments bring their unique knowledge and under-

standings [18]. When participants within the environment initially gather they

go through a knowledge building phase by asking questions to establish a ‘shared

understanding ’. This understanding is used to gauge others for the purpose of

determining gaps or capability of those who collaborate. In addition, the un-

derstanding allows collaborators to construct a state of mind for those who are

collaborating [19].

Without this shared understanding, coordination and actions taken within a col-

laborative scenario will be more cooperative than collaborative [20]. As cooper-

ative is more a division of labour, where collaborative is a mutual respect for a

problem and engagement to achieve a coordinated effort - shared understanding.

Once a shared understanding is achieved the movement towards a shared knowl-

edge starts to form. Roschelle et al [20] argue to achieve shared knowledge for

collaboration a Joint Problem Space (JPS) is needed to create structure within

such a fluid and flexible phenomenon that is collaboration. Their suggested JPS

structure integrates:

• goals

• description of the current problem state

• awareness of available problem solving actions

• associations that relate goals and features of the current problem state, and

available actions

Although such a structure encapsulates a way to establish shared knowledge, like

the term collaboration, one can see it cannot work for all types of collaboration.

However, one aspect of Roschelle’s et al argument tries to be all inclusive with

that collaborative problem solving is a result of a shared conceptual problem space,
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languages used, situation and activities carried out. However these elements of a

JPS is continually changing within some contexts of collaboration, such as online

collaboration, and therefore the ability to create a clear structure for a JPS become

problematic.

The work by Callazos et al [21] attempt to removed this complexity by presenting

an indicator called a Shared Knowledge Indicator (SKI). This indicator identi-

fies the level of shared knowledge a collaborative learning group may have. As

shared knowledge is hard to map to every context, the SKI is used to show shared

knowledge awareness. An awareness that allows an individual to understand the

collaborative structure of collaborative groups [22]. Without this awareness indi-

viduals become isolated and disconnected to other individuals collaborating.

The method of questioning to discover a trail of interaction is one of the more

simplistic methods for forming a shared understanding. Ogatta [22] et al provides

a table, as presented in table 2.1, outlining the types of questions needed to achieve

a better level of knowledge awareness. For collaboration each type of awareness is

needed and as a result the questioning an individual will ask will be a combination

of the various awareness domains.
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Awareness Example Questions

Social What should I expect from other members of this group?

How will I interact with this group?

What role will I take in this group?

What roles will other members of the group assume?

Task What do I know about this topic and the structure of the

task?

What do others know about this topic and task?

What tools are needed to complete task?

How much time is required? How much time is available?

Concept How does this task fit into what I already know about the

concept?

What else do I need to find out about this topic?

Do I need to revise any of my current ideas in light of this

new information?

Can I create a hypothesis from my current knowledge to pre-

dict the task outcome?

Workspace What are the other members of the group doing to complete

the task?

Where are they?

What are they doing?

What have they already done?

Knowledge Who is discussing looking at the same knowledge that I am

looking at now?

Who has changed the knowledge since I have last looked at

it?

What knowledge are they discussing now?

What knowledge of my input did they change?

Table 2.1: Types of Awareness

The facets of collaboration are vast and broad like the term. The literature high-

lights this and also the depth upon which one can go to understanding the com-

plexity of collaborative behaviour. Behaviour that is derived from individuals

appearing to act autonomously based on their dynamic communication and be-

haviour - a result of distributed understanding and interfaces to interact with
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other collaborators. For this research, the definition Thomson et al [17] present

in addition with a shared understanding [18] that is needed amongst individuals

will be the guide and understanding when the term collaboration is used.

2.2.1 Online Collaboration

Is there a difference between collaborating online and offline? A valid question,

as online so much is taken from an individual yet at the same time given. Tra-

ditional collaboration as discussed in the previous section is sometimes presented

as a phenomenon as every individual brings an underlying potential structure to

a collaborative process, however online, even though flexible, it is limited by the

tools and interfaces available. Therefore there is predefined interactive behaviours

to collaborate online. This restriction validates the question to distinguish collab-

oration online and offline.

Although online interfaces restrict the ability of total freedom, today these are

capable of achieving a fundamental element of collaboration. They allow users of

interfaces to be autonomous with their interactions and communications instead

of just cooperating - very much like the offline world. The way this is achieved is

through various interfaces so individuals can create the shared understanding and

awareness of the activities carried out within a collaborative scenario. Activity

theory provides a theoretical model towards understanding awareness of actions,

or activities taken place within a collaborative scenario. Traditionally the theory

was used to provide an understanding of general human activity, yet it is also used

to help understand activities and their use online and in software development [23].

Understanding activities online can help mediate collaboration as the theory can

provide context of motive, goal, and condition of activities being carried out [24].

With this context, tools and interfaces can be used to help users create an under-

standing of activity and action performed over time. The context is a result of the

theory using the principles of coordination, cooperation and co-construction [25].

Coordination being result of the act or acts a user carries out towards a common

goal, cooperation is how it is achieved, and finally, co-construction relates to the

ability of evaluation of tools and practices to achieve coordination and coopera-

tion. Hemetsberger et al [25] use an OCE for open source software development

to observe the principles of the theory to try and demonstrate this by what users

do within the environment over a 4 month period. With a focus on core activities
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users were able to, through the use of interfaces and tools, achieve a coat tailing

effect where users replicated activity sequences from other successful collaborative

projects within the environment. They were able to transfer context and proce-

dure from one project to the next. This highlights the ability to create a shared

understanding of the activities and tools needed to achieve a successful collabo-

ration. Awareness is not explicitly defined in their work, however it is central to

this shared understanding so users can be autonomous.

The concepts discussed so far are more for small group, or focused collaboration

online. However, with the rise of social media, online collaboration can be with

hundreds, if not thousands of individuals. As users having 100% autonomy and

without the need to relate to other users they are able to operate solely with the

tools and interfaces given to them within an OCE to create, modify and delete

media for their own purpose, yet still play a role within a large collaborative

effort. They have their own motivators, such as goals, tasks or activities they

wish to perform. An example of this phenomenon is with Wikipedia and its

Wikipedians [26]. Wikipedia, an online encyclopaedia, is a result of thousands of

users coming together to create an open and editable encyclopaedia online. Today,

the collaborative effort of the broad spectrum of users of Wikipedia has resulted

in the replacement of the traditional hard copy encyclopaedia, such Britannica.

Although the users of Wikipedia are not experts in areas of knowledge needed

for an encyclopaedia article, their actions and motivators to create such articles

has resulted in an encyclopaedia reputable to those in existence for over 244 years

[27]. Rafaeli et al [26] present possible motivators to help explain why users carry

out activities in such an environment. Motivators ranging from protecting one’s

ego to just having fun. Such work demonstrates how an individual online can be

solely driven by their own goals or outcomes rather than that of a collaborative

context.

Although Wikipedians may be driven by an individualistic goal or outcome, their

ability to achieve such a goal or outcome comes back to their awareness of the

interactions and actions performed within the environment. GitHub, an OCE,

allows individuals to work together to build complex software projects by creating

transparency through its interfaces too [4]. Each user within GitHub is indepen-

dent and their behaviour and interactions are made available for other users to

discover their collaborative effort. This Social Coding of projects is comparable to

Wikipedia with articles, as users do not have to commit to one overarching goal
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or outcome of a small group. Dabbish et al [4] carried out a study to test the

transparency of behaviour and interactions in relation to a user’s ability to infer

another user’s collaborative effort. Through visible cues provided by interfaces

and tools, their study showed individual users were able to infer a rich set of user

attributes. This inference not only allowed users to understand another user’s

collaborative effort, but also the level of quality of code or project the user worked

on.

In comparison to offline collaboration, online collaboration and it’s ability to pro-

vide interfaces and tools for collaboration, awareness through transparency, and

100% autonomous actions, enable a user to attain the same level of collaboration

online although users are restricted by the provided interfaces and tools. Al-

though a restriction, interfaces and tools as shown are also the enabler for a user

to achieve 100% autonomous contribution and as a result differentiate the two

types of collaboration contexts.

2.3 Group Dynamics

Individuals form groups as a group tends to be of interest to the individual [28].

This interest might be a hobby or a way to achieve an objective, such as raising

profits for a company. Another could solely because of homophily [29], where

individuals come together because of a similar interest or characteristic others

possess. We see this in our society as individuals come together for hobbies, such

as public speaking, because they have a genuine interest or it fulfils a need for the

individual.

The formation of a group, or people coming together to form a group, is an

incremental process [30]. That is, there may only be two or more individuals

who come together to form a group at formation, and over time more individuals

join. This incremental growth can lead to the groups objective, if defined, to be

changed or refined based on the type of individuals who join the group. We see

in our day-to-day life this incremental growth, it can be fast, such as individuals

rallying together because of a natural disaster, or others slow, such as a rallying

for a charitable cause.

The size of the group and the variation of individuals in the group can deter-

mine its power and capability. The term “Two Minds are Better Than One”
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lightly describes the power of a group. Every new individual who joins the group

results in the groups growth in power and capability in regards to its intellect

and strength. Woolley et al [31] demonstrate this growth in intellect through a

study they conducted on individuals who were randomly assigned to groups. Each

group was given tasks to carry out and the group’s performance was documented.

It was found there were signs of improved intellect capability of each group as

more people were added. They also showed a group would perform poorly if it

was dominated by certain characteristically chosen individuals as the group was

not collectively working together. Even though a group’s power and capability is

increased with size, a discovery by Ringelmann [32] many years ago showed the

larger a group got the less performance a single individual would contribute to the

goal or objective of the group. As a result, the groups actual output of power and

capability is hindered by the size of the group and demonstrating that individuals

in the group do not work as one. Therefore, the larger the group the more “free

riders” or people who enjoy the benefits of the group without contribution, exist.

Depending on the type of group, such as a social group, will determine the type of

actions, interactions and dynamics that go on within a group. Outlined so far are

the general aspects of group dynamics for all group types which are: reason for

group membership, group formation, and the power of groups. For this work only

social groups and the collaboration process within such a group will be reviewed.

This review will also include the group’s structure and the formation of roles within

such groups.

2.3.1 Social Groups and Their Dynamic Structure

Social groups can exist within society as a group of family members, friends, or

work colleagues. Homophily [29] tends to be the cause of such groups, with each

member having something in common with every member of the group. The dy-

namics of such groups are complex and tend to be implicit. They differentiate from

other group types because they do not need explicit structure [8, 33]. The purpose

of a social group to an individual is still about fulfilling a need the individual has

[28], but the need is not explicitly expressed by the group.

A social group’s structure is made up by the individual’s interactions with other

members of the group [8, 33]. Moreland [8] provides a model on how members of a
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social group do this. They go through three stages with every member they inter-

act with: the first is to evaluate other members, this evaluation process allows the

member to understand where other members are in regards to their contribution

to the group and their purpose within the group. Second, after a member has

evaluated their group members they then commit to their evaluation. By commit-

ting they can understand what they can expect from the other members and the

benefit the members will bring to the social interactions and goals or objectives of

the group. The last phase of Moreland’s model is the transition phase. As social

groups are very dynamic, members of the group re-evaluate members constantly

to monitor changes within the group. This re-evaluation is set off by their initial

evaluation and deviation of members or a member has from this evaluation.

Palla et al [33] also shows how the success of a social group is dependent on this

dynamic behaviour. Without this process the members carry out, the ability of the

group to change or Transition to accommodate the group’s members or its goal,

the group will disintegrate. This work however highlights a significant point when

it comes to the size of social groups. If a social group is relatively small, the group

is based off the strong relationships and therefore the group will only stay together

if theses relationships continue to be present. However, if the size of a social group

is considerable these strong relationships are not the stabilizer of the group, instead

the stabilizer is the dynamic behaviour changing and the interactions conducted

by the members. An example is a student body in a school. Students travel up

through the years until they graduate and leave, but the students in the school as

a whole is still represented as a social group, even though all the students can be

replaced with new ones.

This dynamic behaviour assignment or dynamic structure removes boundaries,

such as size, which would exist if the group had a detailed and pre-thought out

structure. It allows the group to adapt to new challenges or objectives as they

arrive. A common challenge being the entry of a new member. When a new mem-

ber joins other members of the group would evaluate their position and determine

their role or potential contribution to the social group. As a result, the group can

grow indefinitely without problem.

The unlimited boundaries of social groups, because of its dynamic structure, allow

for collective intelligence [34]. Tadeusz [34] describes the phenomenon of collective

intelligence as a result of group behaviour and he also gives examples of such

behaviour, one being seen in army ants [35]. Franks [35] show that Army ants on
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their own or in small groups are unintelligent. To demonstrate this, if you place

one hundred ants in one location each ant will follow the ant in front continuously

around in a circle until the ants die of exhaustion. However, if you have a group

with hundreds of thousands of ants the group becomes intelligent and can regulate

a ants nest within one degree Celsius, even though there seems to be no structure

and at sometimes may seem chaotic. A result of a single ant being able to evaluate

the simplistic behaviour of thousands of ants around it to understand its behaviour

forward.

We are now seeing this collective intelligence behaviour as a prevalent character-

istic found within online social networks [36, 37]. Users are able to understand

their placement within a group by other’s actions. A type of behaviour not too

dissimilar to what was discussed in section 2.2.1 where users are creating a shared

understanding and awareness to achieve collaboration.

Even though there is a lot of literature on social theory [30], there are a lot of

questions left unanswered for social groups, which leaves understanding of these

groups desired. With the rise of online social networks and the easier access to the

online social network’s data the dynamic behaviour of social groups is becoming

a focal point for research in social theory.

2.3.2 Social Group Roles

Every individual in a group contributes to a group’s success. This contribution

varies from simple existence within the group to leading or managing it. As a

result, each member is assigned either directly or indirectly a role or an area

which they look after to help achieve the group’s success. For direct assignment

of roles the resulting group tends to be called a team [38].

The roles within a team do not emerge, but instead are given out to individuals

based on their behaviour according to Belbin [38]. Belbin, who created team role

theory, provides a test for individuals within a team to complete which in turn

determines their possible role within a team. From this test one of nine possible

roles can be given to an individual: Plant, Monitor Evaluator, Co-Ordinator, Re-

source Investigators, Implementers, Completer Finishers, Team workers, Shapers

and Specialists. For a team to be successful, in terms of completing its goal, all

these roles must exist. He also suggests, all these roles be evenly distributed for
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team success. However, with the rise of online collaboration, where a team can

have thousands of members, these roles cannot be evenly distributed. Also the

ability of individuals being able to assess and assign one of Belbin’s roles to every

member is not possible, as not all members know Belbin’s team roles.

In social groups however, we don’t tend to see direct assignment or testing of

individuals to determine their role. Instead indirect assignment occurs as a re-

sult of their dynamic structure. This dynamic structure is a result of the group

member’s ability to evaluate other members. For example, each member inside

a social group can carry out their own cognitive, communicative, and interactive

tasks in a group, and as a result, these actions or behaviours determine the role

the user is undertaking in the group. Biddle [9, 39] calls this characteristic be-

haviour, where the behaviour follows a certain type of norm which has formed

by the social group. These social norms form from widespread characteristic be-

haviours throughout the social group [40]. The social norms are implicit so they

are not explicitly given to the group. They’re passed on from member to member

by members watching other members characteristic behaviours.

Figure 2.2 gives a graphical representation of Moreland’s Group Socialisation

Model combined with Biddle’s Characteristic Behaviours. The initial character-

istic behaviours, which are usually from social norms, are evaluated by other

members. After another member has finished their evaluation they commit to

that person’s role within the group until their characteristic behaviours change.

After which, a transition phase starts and the process starts again. This model

shows that a social group is continually changing as there is no end point which

makes a role terminal.
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Figure 2.2: A graphical representation of Moreland’s Model of Group Social-
isation combined with Biddle’s Characteristic Behaviours

This combined model could be compared to the establishment of shared under-

standing, however on an individual level. A method for an individual to establish

autonomy within a social group without having to understand an entire group’s

overall goal or outcome, yet being able to contribute because of their ability to eval-

uate other members to establish their own understanding and awareness of their

group members behaviours and therefore their roles. One can see this kind of be-

haviour in open source software development [41]. When an open source project

initially starts there is no real hierarchy present, however, overtime the contribu-

tions and behaviours shown by the project members form the hierarchy, the core

project leaders and roles. As a result, the characteristic behaviours present in

certain members become acceptable social norms, and in this case of open source

development the social norms of leadership or project management.

There are many theories on why roles form, which Biddle has reviewed extensively

[9], yet this is outside the scope of this study. For this work the focus will be on

how characteristic behaviours in a social group determines an individuals role or

status. This focus will be explored more in section 2.6 methods of identification

and analysis of user roles online.
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2.4 Online Collaborative Environments

Initially the World Wide Web (WWW) was stale when it came interactions, only

allowing users to consume media not create it. Those who could create were

developers in tune with the technologies to achieve the production of a web-page

or media. Although primitive in interaction, it still allowed collective intelligence.

If a user happened to take interest in a web-page and they had the capability as

a developer, they could link to that web-page of interest. This simple capability

of linking enabled the construction of a vast network of knowledge and media all

connected and accessible. Not until “Web 2.0 ” and its new design patterns were

end-users empowered to interact with a web-page and each other. Web 2.0 brought

focus towards the end user producing media instead of developers. Instead of the

consumption of a web-page a user could use a web service to participate in the

creation of media. It enabled a service to continually update itself based on its user

base and not its developer base, resulting in an environment’s architecture based

on user participation and not production of media [42]. Such an environment

enabled users to start interacting with each other and ultimately collaborating

with each other within environments.

This focus of an architecture of participation resulted in the creation of OCE lim-

ited in their media, yet complex in their functionality. Developers approached

the development of such environments with the understanding that the resulting

media will be from the actions shown by its users and their use of the function-

ality provided. This approach can be problematic to such environments as users

may not collaborate since the perceived value of the environment cannot be seen

initially due to the lack of media [43, 44]. To circumvent this, seeding of these

environments is a common practice [45]. Seeding is where users who are early

adopters, or influencers, are encouraged to start participation for some type of

reward. Their efforts create awareness for other users about the potential of such

an environment. In effect, creating a shared understanding.

Although participation is the focus of OCE, the result of this participation can be

very explicit or implicit based on the type of the environment.

Formal environments, such as groupware, where goals and objectives are explic-

itly set out to the user base, tend to focus on participation based on a user’s role

[46, 47]. For instance, in a collaborative learning environment the role of instructor
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and student are natural to the collaborative context. Therefore, the tools avail-

able to each role are explicit. For instance, an instructor is capable of producing

asynchronous media for students to consume specifically for learning [48]. This

consumption by users can be carried out in a collaborative or individual way to

help the students learn.

This type of explicitness is also found in purpose driven environments where an

environment’s existence is for one particular purpose. It does not relate to the

user base, but the service offered by the environment. Open source software de-

velopment environments are an example of purpose driven environments. GitHub,

a social coding online collaborative environment, is an example [4]. No roles are

given to users within such an environment, yet the tools and widgets provided by

the environment are explicit and therefore enable a user to adopt varying styles of

participation. Fig 2.3 demonstrates the different interfaces available which enable

users to take on different modes of interaction. Users are able to contribute to the

code base, monitor and maintain issues, or even create a Wiki for the project’s

documentation. A user is then able to take on many roles to fulfil the purpose

of the environment. Another example of a purpose driven environment is a Wiki.

There are no roles which people can explicitly take on, however, they are able to

interact in explicit ways resulting in one user being able to carry out specific roles

for an explicit purpose and for a Wiki it is the creation of an article [7].

Figure 2.3: An interface of the Social Coding Platform GitHub
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Online Social Networks (OSN) do not tend to possess this explicitness of purpose

or formal collaborative environments. Instead the purpose of a user’s participation

is a result of their own goals or objectives which may or may not relate to the other

users [49]. For instance, a user may join a group and participate with that group

on the basis of homophily [50]. Where homophily when two or more users have an

interest in a common, such as a culture, topic or goal. This establishes a shared

understanding for the purpose of collaboration. The purpose is more inferred by

users rather then made explicitly by them [51]. It is this implicit attribute of

OSN that have allowed them to achieve the dominate form of OCE. User’s are

empowered to be completely autonomous with their participation. A user can

create their own formal or purpose built environment for their own goals and

objectives and then participate according to their environment. An example of

this implicitness of an OSN is within Flickr [52]. Users tag photos and the purpose

or objective of tagging those photos is entirely dependent on the individual. One

would think tagging photos would be for organisation, or descriptors of what the

image is composed of, however users may tag for the reason of sharing by tagging

other users in the photo. This type of user behaviour is not explicitly defined by

the tools and widgets available, and as a result the behaviour is implicit and so

has to be inferred by other users so they can create a shared understanding around

the behaviour of the other user.

Although a user can be autonomous with their actions within an OSN, like all

OCE they have a context for collaboration even if the user does not adhere to it.

This is even so with the largest OSN Facebook. The over arching context of this

OCE is to create collective social action [44]. Although a user may form their own

collaborative goals or objectives within the environment, the environment’s col-

laborative context stays the same. This is because the tools and widgets available

within the environment form the foundations of the collaborative context through

mediating collaboration. An environments context is important and needs to be

taken into consideration when designing an environment, however one must know

and expect the user could have another collaborative context in mind [53, 54].

OCE have now become pervasive in terms of access. Users are able to access

the same environment through different interfaces to continue their participation.

One particular growth area for these environments is personal devices [55]. They

accompany the traditional web-application OCE, and allow the user to participate

in an always connected fashion [56]. However, a user’s participation through these
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devices can be restrictive as these personal devices tend to have a limited view port.

One such example of this is GitHub’s mobile phone application [57]. Compared to

GitHubs traditional desktop web client, a user has to adopt a general behaviour

of consume and browse media instead of actively contribute to a code base they

may belong to as the collaborative process of maintaining code would be difficult

through such a small view port.

The tools and widgets which are available to users within OCE are crucial to

the collaborative process. They promote awareness or creation of media by users

for users to connect, share, modify or interact with. An example of this is an

activity timeline tool that allows a user to navigate a chronological list of different

actions or media [58, 59]. These actions and media tend to be a result of the

user’s interaction with generic tools used within an environment, such as content

authoring [60]. Facebook, the largest social network in the world, provides such a

tool which they refer to as a user’s Facebook News Feed represented by Fig 2.4.

This feed allows users to engage with other users and their media, updates, and

activity to discover the user’s participation within the environment over a period

of time [61].

Figure 2.4: A screen capture of the Facebook News Feed

OCE can be broad and narrow with in regards to the collaborative process. As

explained, there are those that have roles and purpose explicitly defined, and

others providing a skeletal functionality for users to define their own roles and
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goals or objectives for collaboration, resulting in an implicit structure. For this

study, the latter form of environments will be used. Environments which do not

have explicit collaborative structure, yet provide tools for users to create one.

2.5 User Modelling

Users can now exist in OCE that are implicit in nature - ones where users define

the goals, purpose and participation structure. As a result the one size fits all when

it comes to interaction is limited and ineffective [62]. Therefore, knowing a user’s

behaviour allows a developer, designer, or researcher to understand and predict

the take up and use of an environment at an individual, group, or population

level. With such an understanding better decisions or interaction design for user

participation, experience and personalisation can be achieved [63]. The collection

and storage of a user’s behaviour is called user modelling.

Today, the type of the information that can be collected about a user can be

diverse, complex or simple. However, this information is useless if some sort of

understanding does not exist for the purpose of collection. For instance, if an

environment collects a user’s age and their browsing history, yet no analysis is

carried out after collection what was the purpose of collection? Regardless of this,

the more information one collects about a user the more defined a user model can

be, and therefore the analysis can be second to collection. According to Kobsa

though [64], a user model should consist of the following:

• Assumptions about one or more types of user characteristics, such as their

knowledge, misconceptions, goals, plans, preference, tasks, and abilities.

• Representation of relevant common characteristics of users pertaining to

specific user subgroups of the application system (so-called stereotypes).

• Classification of users belonging to one or more of these subgroups, and the

integration of the typical characteristics of these sub groups into the current

individual user model.

• Recording of users’ behaviour, particularly their past interaction with the

system.

• Formation of assumptions about the user based on the interaction history.
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• Generalisation of the interaction histories of many users into stereotypes.

• Drawing of additional assumptions about the current user based on initial

ones.

• Consistency maintenance in the user model

• Provision of the current assumptions about the user, as well as justifications

for these assumptions

Although Kobsa states a user model should consist of the above items, it is also

known that not all of them are present in user models today. Even if only a few

items listed are present in a user model it can still result in a successful model of

user behaviour as the items collected tend to be used for specific functions.

As the structure and characteristics of a user model is based on its purpose, the

type of information to collect should be thought out before implementation, how-

ever this is not always performed in a such a way. For instance, the function of

tagging media within an environment is a task a user can carry out as an activity.

Only after the tagging by users has established does one try and build a user

model to understand a user’s behaviour or interests from the tags used [65]. This

is usually a result of not knowing what the user will do, then waiting for data

to be collected before trying to understand what the user did to make informed

decisions or personalisation of content through recommender systems [66]. This

dilemma is so common that the term cold start is given to the scenario of a user

model with no data or structure.

The cold start dilemma is sometimes stemmed by using a technique called collab-

orative filtering [67]. A method to harness existing user models with data and

structure to make a prediction of user behaviour based on the current state of a

user without a user model. This method is used heavily when it comes to content

consumption and recommendation. Amazon, one of the largest eCommerce sites

in the world, uses collaborative filtering for recommending products to currently

browsing users, based on historical purchases and browsing habits of other users.

[68, 69].

Cold starting is not the only dilemma with user modelling. With the capability

of capturing vast quantities of user behaviour the size of the model becomes a

performance penalty for a system. With such large amounts of data to process a
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system can appear sluggish and problematic as the system is trying to understand

and predict the user’s behaviour. Yet, without this information about a user the

probability of successfully understanding and predicting behaviour of a user lowers.

Therefore, one may forgo a user model if it becomes a bottleneck to a system.

Others may focus more on the ability to exclude historical user behaviour from

the processing and focus more on recent behaviour. Luz et al [70] present a method

for creating a balance between performance and successful user understanding and

predicting, creating a lightweight user model for recommendation and feedback to

the user. By focusing on an asynchronous method of processing through steps.

This allows the system to comply with the user’s actions concurrently with the

processing of the user model.

The word behaviour is given to almost all user model elements as interests, beliefs,

goals, and interactions can be categorised as a result of a user’s behaviour [62, 64].

What a user model collects depends on it’s purpose which may change over its

life. Therefore, the developer of the user model needs to maintain it so it is fit for

purpose. For this reason the user model tends to be an extension to the system

using it instead of it being part of the system operation. Some work suggest a user

model should be a service to a system instead of a module or component [62, 71].

With such a service system can upload user behaviour to a remote system, and

then be provided with results or recommendations. Such a system enables roaming

user profiles that can be used for users who belong to multiple environments.

Although the term user behaviour suggests all behaviour is a result of the users

actions this can be misleading. For instance, within OCE, in particular OSN, users

work together and establish behaviours towards one another and as a result users

establish a group behaviour within an environment that is not individualistic [72].

For instance, if a user is wanting to collaborate they may use a particular tool pro-

vided within an environment as a form of communication, even though the chosen

tool is not the explicit tool for communication defined by developers. A group

of users may establish a shared understanding that this tool is the main form of

communication within an environment. As a result a user model may be distorted

towards a particular action because it is seen as an individualistic characteristic

to the user yet is an implicit collaborative behaviour. This type of behaviour is

commonly known as intentional social action or social norm, where users estab-

lish we-intention [73] - a group based intention instead of an individualistic one.

There has been work on providing theoretical models of social intentional action
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within an online social network [74] and other collaborative tools [75], however this

area is still in its infancy in terms of formal user modelling techniques to discover

this we-intention behaviour. Instead, to accommodate this group based behaviour

there has been some recent work with combining user models together to create

a group model [76, 77]. By doing this one can create an understanding and even

recommendation based on group preferences. However, this is very recent work,

and is yet to mature.

2.5.1 Understanding and Predicting User Behaviour

How a user model is processed is dependent on the purpose of the user model, much

like the reason for behaviour collection. Simplistic statistical methods are popular

to understand volumes of certain behaviours, yet understanding and predicting

why a user has a particular behaviour requires more complex methods.

Simplistic methods tend to result in analytical data, such as number of posts or

tags towards media [78, 79]. This type of data is good for understanding growth

of an environment in regards to the production of media and growth in a user

base size, however limited in terms of why its user base is growing. Analytical

data is also good to track impressions, such as media creation or consumption

towards media or user profiles. For instance, understanding social cascades within

an environment can only be done through an analytical approach [80]. Having such

an insight for an environment, in the sense of media production or consumption,

allows one to determine the health of a user base and understand user attrition

[79].

When one wants to understand and even predict user behaviour simplistic an-

alytical methods are not sufficient. This is because the drive why a user does

something is not always clear. To understand behaviour one needs to know why

or how a user produces media. Once known, one can personalise, design, develop

a users environment or even influence a user [81–84]. For example Hauser et al

[83] provide a method for morphing a user’s interface to align with the user’s be-

haviour and cognitive style. They achieve this through Markov model decision

making with click stream data the user has created by interacting and navigating

the site. Knowing a user’s behaviour or cognitive style not only benefits the user,

but also the developer/owners of the site. By aligning a website with a user’s

behaviour or cognitive style one can increase conversion rates which in turn leads
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to larger profit margins. This is seen extensively with site content for eCommerce

sites or commercial focused services [84]. Commonly called content filtering, con-

tent is presented to users possessing particular traits discovered by processing a

user model for a specific purpose, and therefore unveil user behaviour, such as

relational behaviour, amongst content. With simple analytical methods this type

of behaviour is hard to find.

The methods to achieve this understanding and predicting is by using soft-computing,

or more commonly known as machine learning, techniques [85]. There are many

techniques and each have their advantages and disadvantages. Some of the more

common techniques for user model processing are: Fuzzy Logic (FL) [86, 87],

Neural Network (NN) [82, 88], Neuro-Fuzzy System (NFS) [89–91], Markov Chain

Models [92], and Bayesian Methods [83, 93]. Traditional statistical methods are

also used for data mining amongst user models, such as clustering algorithms

[94]. As every method differs and has a extensive literature background, only the

relevant techniques to this study will be presented.

Fuzzy Logic, even though not a formal machine learning technique, is used often

to derive a level of certainty from uncertainty [85]. Instead of a binary result

of 0 or 1, traditional of logical statements, Fuzzy Logic can create a fuzzy set

of values between 0 and 1 and then infer a result from this set. This results in

degrees of truth very much like how our mind concludes decisions. For instance,

the concept of tall is ambiguous and one can not state someone is tall as a fact

unless including all degrees of truths resulting in absolute truth, or 1 in logical

terms. With Fuzzy Logic one could say someone is 0.62 of tallness giving the

degree of truth and it would be absolute truth [95]. This degree of truth is useful

to user modelling as one can provide a threshold towards the degree of truth to

classify users. One limitation of Fuzzy Logic is that it can not learn from data, as a

result it is often used for user modelling for recent actions within an environment.

Such an example is shown in the work by Henry et al [96] by using Fuzzy Logic

to adapt product recommendations within an environment to align with recent

user behaviour towards various products. The aim is to adapt an environments

interface with little predictable user behaviour.

Sharing traits of how the brain processes information, a Neural Network is a com-

mon form for processing user models. Their ability to be trained and retrained to

create a form of experience allows a Neural Network to identify patterns within

data. This pattern recognition makes them popular in user modelling as users can
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be classified and or grouped together. There are many types of Neural Network

and some use supervised and unsupervised learning methods. Chou et al [88]

demonstrate the use of a supervised learning Neural Network by using a back-

propagation Neural Network to classify navigation behaviour from click-stream

data. The use of the Neural Network allowed for better understanding, recom-

mendation and prediction of site content for classified users. Although they are

popular with user modelling, one of the dilemmas with discerning results from a

Neural Network is how the results are interpreted [85]. To over come this other

methods are used alongside Neural Network, one popular method is Fuzzy Infer-

ence giving the method the name Neuro-Fuzzy System.

A Neuro-Fuzzy System uses the power of a Neural Network, and its ability to

learn from experience (historical data), in combination of Fuzzy Logic to infer a

definitive result from the Neural Network output [97]. This method overcomes the

common limitation of black-box processing which tend to be found with Neural

Networks, and also the limitation of finding suitable classification values for Fuzzy

Logic [85]. Because of these characteristics it provides a powerful means of under-

standing and predicting user behaviour from a user model. Stathacopoulou et al

[98] present this behaviour with their use of a Neural-Fuzzy System for diagnostic

capabilities towards student learning style within an online collaborative learning

environment. The Neural Network provided the generalisation capability, while

the fuzzy logic used the generalised results from the neural network to infer the

student’s learning style.

The choice of method for processing a user model is a result of the user model

used while also considering the type of output desired. As a Neuro-Fuzzy System

has the ability learn from user data, while also inferring a definitive classification,

this method has been chosen for this study.

2.6 Identification and Analysis of Roles Online

The theory of social roles has already been discussed in 2.3.2, yet the identification

and analysis of such roles online is yet to be explored. The reason to identify and

analyse roles offline is the same online as shown in the work by Wu et al [99]. By

knowing a user’s role one can interact within context with another user based on

their known role. However, a user’s role is not always explicit and therefore the
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context of interaction towards a user or interface is not always known. This is one

of the reasons why it is important to understand a user’s role. For instance, in a

collaborative context understanding a user’s role explicitly or implicitly could help

provide resources and/or tasks to users who carry out that action needed in the

collaborative process. Work done by Yang et al [100] suggests this with their work

on identifying an ‘editor’ role within Wikipedia. An editor is not known to the

user base as each user can operate in an autonomous nature, as a result Yang et al

create a specific role signature and use this signature to identify users who show

traits of an editor. Knowing this they hope to provide an environment where tools

or tasks can be routed to the correct users instead of being discovered by those

users. With such an ability, it could possibly make those users more productive.

Identifying and analysing roles is not always for the purpose of interaction person-

alisation. It is quite often used to simply understand the structure of a user base or

an environment [101] especially in the social context [51]. Knowing the structure

of an environment allows a researcher or a developer to understand why there may

be certain attrition rates within groups or an environment for instance, or why

certain users interact in with particular users [102]. This desire for understanding

is the fundamental drive of sociology and other social science fields.

The type of roles identified online depend on the environment and the reason to

identify the role. Roles may be functional [103, 104], while others are purely for

social role structure understanding [105]. Functional roles can be thought of as

roles that relate to the functional activities of an online community. This is similar

to functional departments within an organisation, such as finance and marketing

[103]. These roles have activity signatures that allows a user to constitute a role

based on the purpose of those activities. For instance, a user may have a func-

tional role of an editor or contributor. An editor would have activities relating to

reviewing and updating content, while a contributor would have activities relating

to publishing and media creation. When comparing traditional organisations with

functional departments, online functional roles are not always known and some-

times are a result of analysis after continual use instead of planning and design.

As a result identification methods are used to discover or create a role signature

[100].

Approaches to identification relate to user modelling where information about a

user’s behaviour is collected and analysed for patterns as discussed in section 2.5.

However, to analyse one user and then use one user’s behaviour as a role would be
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of no use as isolated behaviour present in one user may not be present in another.

Therefore, repeated behaviour for one user, or behaviour shared amongst many

users, tends to be used to identify roles [106]. The context of identification is also

needed to understand and help classify the repeated behaviour. This can be sim-

ple behaviour such as posting or commenting to a certain Blogosphere repeatedly,

enabling one to establish a role of Standard Bloggers for instance [101]. The com-

plexity of context can extend beyond user behaviour and also be a result of social

structure and psychological attributes [6]. Psychological attributes, although not

used often and outside the scope of this study, tend to be found through content

analysis, where social structure is found through Social Network Analysis (SNA)

methods. Regardless of the behaviour the complexity of the role online is created

from it’s context.

Creating, discovering, and analysing social or network structure is the most com-

mon form used to establish a context for a role signature [6, 7, 100, 102]. The

term structural signature is also used throughout the literature [107], however for

consistency in this study the term role signature will be used to represent both

unique behaviour and social or network structure. As roles exist in interconnected

environments, such as OCE, SNA is typically the main tool used to establish

structure within an environment [108, 109]. SNA examines both content and se-

mantics of a network-based structure. There are many approaches one can take,

yet the approach is dependent on the purpose of analysis or understanding [109].

For instance, if one wanted to use a simple analytic approach they could establish

structure within an environment based on information diffusion [110]. Through

analysis of this diffusion patterns could be established and then used to form the

basis of a role signature. However if a role signature is established in regards to

behaviour, and social or network structure, it must be unique yet present for one

user or many over time.

Once roles signatures or patterns of behaviour are identified within an environ-

ment the role naming convention used are either behaviour related, original or

literature cited names decided by the researcher or the identifier of the signatures

or patterns. For instance, work by Buntain [111] et al use a social network called

reddit and its network structure to identify the answer-person role. This is a

role which is displayed by users who continually answer questions, or responds to

media rather than create or publish new media. As a result the answer-person

is a role represented by behaviour, however this particular role is also present in
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literature from where the term was a result of data visualisation of interactive be-

haviour of users [107]. Forming original role names is common and are the result

of purpose or environment specific environments [104]. Role names tend to relate

to a cohort of users who display some relation in terms of behaviour within an

online environment.

2.7 Summary of Findings

Although there are many methods and approaches to identifying roles online none

could be found which adopt the Group Socialisation Model. This might be a

result of the model being a life cycle, which is sequential, and the ability to map

this life cycle to an OCE being too complex. OCE are are dynamic, flexible and

asynchronous in nature and therefore not sequential like a life cycle. It could

also be because the definition of collaboration is broad and the ability of a user

to be individualistic and autonomous with their action, yet still be collaborative,

hard to evaluate and derive a characteristic behaviour in a real world collaborative

scenario. Another possible reason could be because the social group role life cycle

does not identify roles. It uses the understanding that social roles are implicit and

that they are established by role signatures formed by characteristic behaviours

agreed upon by other users. Therefore, the dynamic and fluid nature of role

signatures being able to grow and form based on user action too hard to foresee

or identify with out explicit structures or approaches.

The rigidity of approaches for forming roles or role signatures was strong through-

out the literature. This goes against the nature of collaboration, as collaboration

can sometimes be referred to as a phenomenon within the literature because it is so

fluid and dynamic. It also highlights these approaches and their incompatibilities

with real world applications for OCE. This is can be seen with many approaches

that employ a structural or analysis method to forming roles. Approaches that

predetermine a characteristic behaviour with rules, activities or features of an

OCE. After which data mining is used to determine the strength of a behaviour.

This goes against the literature as it presents characteristic behaviour as an out-

put of collaboration based on ones collaborative effort. Therefore, how can one

predetermine the rules, activities or features a user will align with if it is not

known until collaboration occurs. This could be the reason why many approaches

harvest data to analyse with their approach instead of real world applications.
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Although many approaches are rigid, the approaches that use generalisation meth-

ods, such as collaborative filtering, were able to provide a level of dynamic char-

acterisation. Although, their focus was more on characterisation of the user base

instead of the collaborative context of individual users. This is limiting as different

OCE allow individuals to have their own purpose for and process to collaborate.

Therefore, a user base wide classification may not be beneficial for more focused

collaboration and meet the three domains of collaboration: people, purpose and

processing.

This literature review has identified a gap for automating the formation of im-

plicit roles within dynamic, flexible and asynchronous environments such as OCE.

More specifically, there is no framework that uses characteristic behaviours in con-

junction with the social group role life cycle defined by the Group Socialisation

Model to provide an automated way to produce role signatures within dynamic

and asynchronous OCE.



Chapter 3

Framework Model - Construct

3.1 Introduction

For this study a framework has been designed and created to form a construct

for the purpose of knowledge creation. The framework uses a combination of

common and innovative practices while also using domain specific theories to solve

the problem of modelling social group role signatures for OCE. By creating a

framework that is able to produce dynamic and adaptive social group role based

signatures, one can identify, characterise and possibly predict a user’s collaborative

behaviour within an OCE.

This chapter presents a visual guide to the framework model through its life cycle,

its components and its theoretical simulation of social group role formation. The

implementation of the framework is also discussed within this chapter, which will

lead into the following chapter discussing the case study environments where the

framework was implemented.

This chapter is sectioned as follows:

• Framework Life Cycle

• Online Collaborative Environment

• Functional and Characteristic Behaviours

• Visual Representation of Implemented Framework

41
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• Widget/Tools Metadata

• Interaction Packages

• Framework Domain

• Framework Implementation Model

3.2 Framework Life Cycle

At the heart of online collaboration is autonomy towards establishing a shared

understanding. Users are able to operate independently and in an autonomous

nature of each other, yet still share a common understanding towards a collab-

orative effort. As a result, any framework that exists in this environment also

needs to be autonomous. It needs to be capable of changing and accommodat-

ing new behaviour, user to user collaboration, and new interactions that may be

implemented within an OCE. In addition, it also needs to identify different col-

laborative contexts that may exist. In the offline world, social group role theory

already provides a theoretical model for this type of framework as discussed in

2.3.2. However, after the extensive literature review no framework for OCE have

been identified where a user’s characteristic behaviours, provided by Biddle [39],

have been combined with Morelands Group Socialisation [8]. This results in the

following framework being a first of its kind and will set foundational work for

providing a dynamic and autonomous framework for characterising social group

roles through user characteristic behaviours.

The theoretical model provided by Moreland and Biddle has already been dis-

cussed at length in 2.3.2. In that section figure 2.2 shows there is a life cycle

to social group roles. Where an initial characteristic behaviour demonstrated by

an individual starts the formation of a social group role, and then others use this

initial behaviour to commit to person’s social group role until a change is seen

after evaluation. This can all be seen in Figure 3.1 where the the framework

replicates the phases of the social group role life cycle. For detail on how this is

implemented figure 3.2 presents the components needed to achieve the life cycle

in an automated and asynchronous manner to work within an OCE.

The life cycle is not an overarching life cycle for the entire user base. Instead, the

framework will carry out this life cycle for each individual user. This allows the
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framework to accommodate new users as they join an OCE. It is also in line with

how humans naturally carry out the social group role life cycle by carrying out

this process for each individual within an environment or a group.
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Figure 3.1: Framework Life Cycle represented as the social group role life
cycle
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Figure 3.2: Proposed framework emulating the social group role life cycle
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To show the framework’s emulation of the social group role model, the life cycle

will be explained through the different phases found within this model. To fully

understand this life cycle one should adopt the mindset of the framework taking

the role of an individual within a group setting amongst one or more individuals.

3.2.1 Evaluation

When comparing to the social group role model, the evaluation phase is a process

of an individual monitoring or evaluating one or more individual’s behaviour.

The framework achieves this by monitoring and evaluating the interaction of the

user within an OCE. For the life cycle to start an initial behaviour needs to be

established. In the environment where the framework uses this is through a cold

start user session. A cold start user session is a user with no previous record

of existence within the framework. Like all user sessions, the user goes through

the evaluation phase where they interact with the environment through tools and

widgets that have semantic data stored in metadata describing the collaborative

context. The metadata possess the social tie, the tool or widget identification,

and the characteristic behaviours that will be a result of interacting with the tool

or widget. For every interaction an interaction package is created, cached within

the environment and passed to the Asynchronous/Event Manager. Once at the

Asynchronous/Event Manager the resulting interaction package is passed to the

framework life cycle orchestrator to be moved to the next phase of the life cycle.

3.2.2 Commitment

The commitment phase is where, based on evaluation, an individual commits

towards the evaluated behaviour. This commitment phase offline is in the form

of an implicit understanding of an individual’s actions towards a task, a group,

or an individual. This understanding is of course subjective for the individual

carrying out this process. The framework does not have the capability to be

subjective, instead it uses machine learning. During this phase the framework

takes the user session and commits it to its experience database. This commitment

involves storing original behaviour in the form of original interaction packages, and

training the machine learning system, a back-propagation neural network, with

new behaviour. During this phase the framework also timestamps and creates a
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snapshot of its current structure. This snapshot is then used during the change

phase.

3.2.3 Change

Once committed, an individual will hold that commitment until there is a change

shown in an individual’s characteristic behaviours. This change is discovered by

an individual comparing their commitment towards another individual until they

believe there is a substantial change in characteristic behaviours to warrant a

transition. As the change is implicit this is highly subjective and dependent on

the individual. One could argue it is another form of evaluation, however this

part of the model is more aligned with comparison than evaluation, comparing

current behaviour with historical behaviour. The framework achieves this phase

by processing snapshots taken of the experience during the commitment stage. The

difference between these snapshots can vary depending on the last user session.

For instance one user may log in every day, and another may only log in every

week or longer. Because of this the difference between the two snapshots can be

substantial or negligible. Once multiple snapshots have been processed the result

can then be passed onto the transition phase of the framework.

3.2.4 Transition

The transition phase within the social group role model is where an individual

will use the change, or difference between historical and current characteristic be-

haviours, to decide to either transition their own behaviours towards an individual

or to go through the evaluation phase again to commit to a new social group role

for another user. Within the framework this phase is the use of the result sets

processed in the change phase. Fuzzy rules are used to compare the result sets to

infer an output of characteristic behaviours for a particular user over a period of

time, keeping the transition phase more stable instead of erratic which can be the

result when using unique user sessions.

How an individual handles the transition phase offline is subjective, however within

the framework this can be objective. One can use the output for personalisation,
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design and development considerations, resource allocation or simply understand-

ing social structure make up within an environment. The output is in the form of

a role signature based on the characteristic behaviours found within a OCE.

Once the transition phase is over, the life cycle starts again with a new user session.

3.3 Online Collaborative Environment

Although an OCE is not part of the framework it is however what the framework

interfaces with and is used to demonstrate real world application of the implement

research construct. For this reason, the OCE needs to possess certain attributes

for the framework to execute its life cycle. These attributes must relate to the

three domains of collaboration - people, purpose and processing. One can assume

if an environment is an OCE then it will have these attributes for the necessity

of successful collaboration. How the construct receives these three attributes is

not a consideration for the framework construct but more an implementation

issue. In section 3.5.2, the implementation of the framework with the use of

tools and widgets, this is achieved through metadata where the three domains of

collaboration form the metadata of the tools and widgets within the environment.

3.4 Functional and Characteristic Behaviours

Functional and characteristic behaviours are used to determine the role of an

individual as they form a major part of a role signature established by a group

[9, 39]. The possibilities for the different types of behaviours an individual can

possess is endless, yet online these behaviours are restricted by the functions and

interfaces a user has access to. These functions and interfaces are a result of

CRUD and processes within an environment. Although the interfaces may be

limited based on function and process, the semantic representation of behaviour

is not.

The semantic representation of functional or characteristic behaviours is a result of

the OCE. For instance, for a social coding environment the behaviour commit is an

update command, yet the term commit is a semantic meaning for the updating of a

code repository. This semantic representation of an OCE function and interaction
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creates environment dependent characteristic behaviours. For a framework to be

able to accommodate this semantic representation of behaviour it must be able to

dynamically adopt new behaviours to truly represent a role signature. However,

as semantics is a result of the environment’s function or purpose the ability to

identify a semantic behaviour relevant for a possible role signature is not precise.

An identified behaviour may be unique to one particular function or interaction

that occurs at irregular intervals and therefore not significant enough to from part

of a role signature.

The framework created has the capability to dynamically adopt new functional

or characteristic behaviours over time, and this will be explained in further detail

in how the framework processes the commitment phase (section 3.2.2. For this

study, stereotypical behaviour was chosen to represent generic characteristic be-

haviours. By using generic behaviour one can demonstrate a generic output for

various OCE. The stereotypical behaviours used for this study are inspired by lit-

erature for user behaviour, and social network usage patterns [60]. Although this

study uses stereotypical behaviour, if an environment requires a more complex and

diverse range of characteristic behaviours this can be achieved in the framework

by providing those behaviours in the tool/widget metadata. When a user demon-

strates this behaviour the framework will accommodate such new behaviour and

will present it within its output.

The stereotypical behaviours that will represent characteristic behaviours of a role

signature are: publisher, annotator, and lurker. Each of these are described below.

3.4.1 Publisher

Within CRUD the first function is Create. Although creation represents the cre-

ation of any new data, many tools within an environment allows users to publish,

create, new media for consumption by other users. For instance micro blogging

allows an individual to publish small broadcasts of media for other users to in-

teract with and annotate [112]. Therefore, any interaction a user carries out that

publishes new media for other users within the OCE will be identified as the

characteristic behaviour publisher .
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3.4.2 Annotator

Where the publisher behaviour creates new media for others, an annotator Updates

or publishes in relation to pre-existing media. For instance, those who reply to

published media via comments is publishing new media yet in relation to pre-

existing media [46, 101]. Comments are not the only form of annotation. Users

are able to Like [113, 114], edit [7, 18], or tag [52] to change or add meaning

to published media. Therefore, interaction where a user publishes in relation to

pre-existing media will be identified as the characteristic behaviour annotator .

3.4.3 Lurker

The term Lurker is commonly represented as a role, a set of behaviours [115, 116].

If one analyses these behaviours the action of a lurker is consuming media or

Reading media. Consumption of media is the most common form of behaviour

shown online [117], and therefore the term Lurker is already a stereotypical be-

haviour.

With the common use of the term and how it is the result of any interaction where

a user doesn’t not publish or annotate, yet consumes media through browsing or

interacting, the final characteristic behaviour identified as lurker .
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3.5 Implemented Framework

3.5.1 Visual Representation of Implemented Framework
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Figure 3.3: Visual Representation of Framework
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Figure 3.3 provides an overall representation of the implemented research frame-

work. From this figure one can see the framework is modular in design with a

proxy, present in the Framework Domain, allowing for interaction between mod-

ules. Because of this modular design the framework is loosely coupled to the

business logic of an OCE. This enables the framework to serve many environ-

ments through a service based architecture. The framework proxy handles the

requests sent to the framework to orchestrate the framework life cycle so the OCE

does not need to be aware of its implementation.

Although the Framework Domain has a proxy to allow OCE to interface with it,

there still needs to be an Interaction Package and User Session Manager (IPUSM)

present on the client side of the OCE. This provides the medium for maintaining

and monitoring semantic meta data about a user’s behaviour. Even though this

manager may be on the client side, it is also loosely coupled by design allowing

it to be installed without modifying the widget/tools provided by the OCE. This

loose coupling is achieved through the use of an event based architecture allowing

the manager to listen and not interrupt the normal execution of the environment.

The following is a detailed breakdown of the client and server modules to provide

how the implemented framework achieves the social group role life cycle asyn-

chronously.

3.5.2 Widget/Tools Metadata

An OCE will have many tools and widgets, and each one of these need semantic

data. This semantic data is needed by the framework to understand the con-

text of interaction performed with the tools or widget. The semantic manager is

responsible for this data by creating metadata that is assigned to a tool. This

metadata stores descriptors of context for the collaborative action undertaken

within an environment. Referring to figure 3.4 one can see the descriptors held

by this metadata comprise of the three domains of collaboration, people, purpose

and processing. These three domains are made up of three elements of the envi-

ronment: the tool/widget unique identifier, characteristic behaviours, and social

tie.

The tool/widget unique identifier is assigned by the developer during development.

This identifier is not something the developer would need to specifically assign for
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Widget/Tool Meta Data
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Figure 3.4: Widget/Tools metadata segment of framework

use with the framework, as it would already exist in some capacity for the needs

of the environment’s business logic. If one was wanting to traverse interaction

packages cached by the framework thought should be given to this identifier so

that it is descriptive in some capacity and not just for business logic. A string

representation, such as “social-post-tool” would be a good identifier. In addition

to it being descriptive, the identifier needs to be unique to prevent the package

manager creating interaction packages for multiple tools yet represented as one.

Although particular characteristic behaviours were identified in the last section,

this can be any semantic behaviour the tool or widget is capable of. As some

tools and widgets are able to carry out multiple behaviours they must be listed

within this metadata. If there are multiple characteristic behaviours for a tool or

widget the tool or widget must be able to provide some form of identification, by

firing events, when an action has been completed. As a result, this may lead to

complex rules to establish which behaviour has been carried out, however this is

at the discretion of the framework implementer and knowing when events are fired

to determine the behaviour. The rules used for the case studies will be presented

in the case studies chapter.

The final metadata item is the social tie. As the environment is an OCE any

interaction within the environment should be resulting in a collaborative effort. If

a user uses a tool in isolation and it is not contributing to a collaborative action,
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it is deemed a personal tool or widget and therefore does not have a social tie.

A social tie is any connection that can form within an environment between two

nodes. A node is a user profile to user profile, or user profile to media item. As a

social tie can be a result of interaction, such as publication of new media, it is the

tools responsibility to fulfil this attribute at some point during interaction. This

is common for almost all tools as the framework needs to know who or what the

user is interacting with.

The representation of this metadata can be in many forms. A structured represen-

tation is preferable, such as EXtensible Markup Language (XML), as it provides

a markup to identify each attribute when processing. The representation is cre-

ated and managed by the semantic manager. Once the semantic manager creates

the metadata for the tool, it will provide an event upon which the interaction

package manager will listen to so it can access and prepare the semantic data for

the interaction package that will be sent to the framework.

Listing 3.1 presents an example metadata representation in XML. From this one

can see the characteristic behaviours the tool can perform are in the behaviours

tag, the tool identifier within the tool tag, and the social-tie in the tie tag. The

social-tie is established by using the user’s profile identifier, and the node identifier

within the environment concatenated together. For instance, a user identifier of

289 and node identifier of a media item 3243 would create the social-tie ‘u289-

m3243’. The character in front of each identifier is chosen based on the node

type. For this example, as the first identifier is a user profile the character ‘u’ was

chosen. For the second, ‘m’ was chosen for media. The choice of character is a

design choice, however a character should be used to ensure identifiers are unique.

The semantic manager is not implemented into the tools or widgets, it resides on

the client side of the OCE. It is an event based manager that listens to when a

user or the system completes an action within the environment. These actions, if

not explicitly defined by the developer for the framework, are part of the normal

operation of the tool or widget. Listening to these actions enables the semantic

manager to be decoupled from the OCE, yet able to work within the framework.

The semantic manager is the first event based component of the framework. The

use of event based modules within the framework removes the burden of the frame-

work processing from the business logic. Processing can be carried out by different

processes or remotely.
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1 <?xml ve r s i o n=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>

2 <data>

3 <behaviours>

4 <behaviour>p u b l i s h e r</ behaviour>

5 <behaviour>annotator</ behaviour>

6 <behaviour> l u r k e r</ behaviour>

7 </ behaviours>

8 <t o o l>wall−post</ t o o l>

9 <t i e>u289−m3243</ t i e>

10 </ data>

Listing 3.1: Metadata Representation

3.5.3 Interaction Packages

The framework does not use traditional interaction outputs, such as clicks, or nav-

igation logs. Instead, the framework uses the metadata provided by the semantic

manager to create interaction packages. By using interaction packages instead of

crude interaction outputs one can analyse an interaction within context in real

time. The creation of interaction packages is carried out by the IPUSM which es-

tablishes a collaboration context with the user’s purpose, processing, and people

(social tie).

The IPUSM is like the semantic manager, event based manager. IPUSM role is

to source and process interactions when an event occurs. It resides on the client

side of the OCE and is decoupled from the business logic of the environment.

It is the interface between the client and server side components of the frame-

work. It achieves this by using an Application Programming Interface (API) for

passing user sessions and interaction packages to the server for instantiating the

framework’s life cycle.

The interaction package created by the IPUSM consists of available characteris-

tic behaviours, social tie, tool or widget identification, characteristic behaviour

demonstrated, current user, and a timestamp when the interaction was carried

out. The package is represented in Javascript Object Notation (JSON) which al-

lows a string based representation of an object instance to be easily accessible and

transcoded on the server.
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Listing 3.2 presents an example of an JSON interaction package. Key/value pairs

are used to represent different variables within the interaction package. Table 3.1

is a data dictionary for the various keys and values found in Listing 3.2.

1 // JSON

2 {
3 "behaviours" : [ "publisher" , "annotator" , "lurker" ] ,

4 "tool" : "wall-post" ,

5 "key" : "publisher" ,

6 "user" : 3243 ,

7 "tie" : "u289-m3243" ,

8 "timestamp" : 1444605840

9 }

Listing 3.2: Interaction Package Example

As the client and server side of the framework are independent of each other, the

IPUSM caches (stores on the client locally) until successful interfacing with the

server is established. This is needed as many OCE rely on an Internet connection

to provide functionality.

Key Description

behaviours

Behaviours represent the characteristic behaviours avail-

able by the tool or widget where the user has carried out

an interaction

tool Is the unique identifier of the tool or widget

key
The characteristic behaviour demonstrated by the user

during interaction according to framework implementer.

user The unique user identifier

tie

The concatenating of a node identifier (user, group, or

media) and the user identifier forming a unique social

tie identifier.

timestamp

The numbers of seconds since the epoch of the system.

This number can be converted to a date and time rep-

resentation.

Table 3.1: Data Dictionary for an Interaction Package
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3.5.4 Framework Domain

The framework exists on its own domain as the framework does not need to be

part of the OCE domain. The framework is capable of being remote to the OCE

and therefore act as a service if needed. This is useful when wanting to process a

pre-existing OCE to map the role signatures of the user base at a later point in

time or to use multiple OCE with one framework implementation.

Experience 
Database

Fuzzy Logic

Synapse Setup 
and Creation

Neural Network 
Process

Framework Proxy

Framework Domain (Server)

Interaction Package History

Figure 3.5: Framework Domain showing framework components

The framework domain is made up of various components as seen in figure 3.5.

These components work together to establish and infer a collaborative role signa-

ture for a user. Each component is highly coupled to one another, meaning the

components are dependent on each other to achieve the desire output.

3.5.4.1 Framework Proxy

Without orchestration the framework would not be able to carry out its life cy-

cle, and would be limited in terms of its ability to handle interaction with other

domains. The framework proxy provides this orchestration for its internal com-

ponents, while also allowing a simplistic interface for outside domains and input.

The proxy also manages the acceptance of interaction packages while also storing

them so no interaction is lost.

Through the use of a proxy the framework achieves a black box approach to external

domains. A user of the framework does not need to know how the framework
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achieves its output they only need to know of the input required for the system

[118]. Again, this decouples the framework from a OCE so it can be applied to

many environments without dependency. How it achieves this can be seen in the

Visual Representation of the Framework, figure 3.3, where the interaction from the

IPUSM and the Server Application Logic is present. These external domains do

not have access to the frameworks components only the proxy. External domains

provide requests of function upon which the framework responds with a Hypertext

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) response. This is achieved through a Representational

State Transfer (RESTful) service provided by the framework proxy.

As requests can be from any external domain, the originating domain has to be

able provide an identifier to have the proxy respond to it. This is needed as a client

application of an environment may provide a direct request of the framework and

as the client is an application and not a domain the framework would reject the

request. This feature also allows segmentation within the framework so it can

handle multiple environments without mixing previous experiences. Although not

implemented in case studies presented in the next chapter, the framework will

also allow roaming user profiles so a user’s interaction history can be segmented

by identified domains.

The proxy has simple requests that can be made. Through these requests the

different phases of the life cycle are carried out. The framework does not perform

the life cycle on every request. Instead, each request completes one or more

phases of the life cycle. This approach was chosen as the framework works in an

asynchronous environment and therefore the requests for each phase of life cycle

will be also. For instance, an environment may want to commit without the need

to process an output. In addition, the processing needed for different phases, such

as commitment, have heavier processing loads than others, such as transitioning.

Therefore, to have a framework perform the life cycle on every request would create

a bottleneck for any environment wanting it for personalisation or customisation

where real time output is needed.

The following is an outline of the requests available for the framework proxy.

These requests can be made by any domain that is able to identify itself with a

unique identifier available within the framework proxy, set by the implementer of

the framework.

Capture
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The framework proxy is able to store interaction packages without processing. This

ensures all interactions are captured in raw format so the history of interaction is

not lost after processing. The raw format is stored within a database table that

can be called upon in the future to process. The data dictionary used for the

database is found within table 3.2.

The capture request is the most common request the interaction IPUSM makes.

Column Data Type Description
id Integer Tuple identifier
domain String Unique identifier for an OCE
user Integer Identifier for user within an OCE

package String
The JSON string representing the in-
teraction package

creation DateTime
The date and time the tuple was cre-
ated within the database

processed Boolean
A boolean flag representing if inter-
action package has already been pro-
cessed within the framework

Table 3.2: Data Dictionary for Interaction History Database Table

Commit

The commit request carries out the processing of stored interaction packages. It

achieves this by coordinating the retrieval of interaction packages in the inter-

action package history database, and passing it into the frameworks processing.

This process is a computational expensive exercise as synapse creation and setup

is carried out to perform back-propagation within the Back-Propagation Neural

Network (BPNN). This type of NN uses supervised learning and therefore re-

quires coordinating input and processing of historical data to update, process and

add to the experience database. This historical data are packages stored in the

interaction package history database that are flagged as not processed.

The commit request should be carried out either by a timed event or manually.

The reason for this is to prevent the framework processing to often. An OCE

can use a new user session as the event and this would ensure sufficient time

lapse between committing and processing. This also aligns with the framework

life cycle.

The process carried out within this request will be explained in the next section

Framework Processing.
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Signature

The signature request produces the output from the framework. The framework

proxy uses the request, which has a JSON body, to feed into the framework to infer

a role signature. Listing 3.3 represents the request body delivered to the framework

proxy by the signature request. From this listing one can see it is similar to an

interaction package, however there are two additional fields - start datetime and

end datetime . These start datetime and end datetime date and time fields enable

the proxy to segment the framework processing based on experience states in time.

They are only required when a signature request is wanted for a particular time

period.

Although in listing 3.3 the fields tool, user, and tie are present, only one or more

is required. The framework only needs one or more input field to determine a role

signature. However, with every input field given, the context of the signature is

refined. Therefore, depending on the purpose and application of the role signature

will determine the level of context needed for a signature request.

How the output is achieved from this request will be explained in the next section

3.5.4.2

1 // JSON

2 {
3 "tool" : "wall-post" ,

4 "user" : 3243 ,

5 "tie" : "u289-m3243"

6 "start_datetime" : 1444605840 ,

7 "end_datetime" : 1444505320 ,

8 }

Listing 3.3: Signature Request Body

3.5.4.2 Framework Processing

A NFS is used for processing a role signature. This NFS is decoupled into segments

that are used through out the processing to achieve an output. Decoupling these

segments also enables independent operation of the stages of processing via the

framework proxy.
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After extensive research on various methods the choice of a NFS was chosen as it is

a common approach to user modelling, and it also gave the greatest flexibility and

control over the supervised learning method [85]. This is because of its ability to

set up the ANN structure before processing based on the request made. Also the

FL allowed an explicit method to determine strength based on age of behaviour.

Regardless of the machine learning method used, for it to work within the frame-

work it must be able to take snapshots of its dynamic structure and state, compare

historical and current role signatures composed of characteristic behaviours, so it

can infer a present role signature.

Artificial Neural Network

The ANN used by the framework processing is a BPNN. This type of neural net-

work uses back-propagation for learning from experience. It uses sigmoid neurons

instead of perceptron neurons. Where perceptron neurons output a 0 or 1, a sig-

moid neuron can achieve degree of 1, such as 0.23. Sigmoid neurons also have the

characteristic of: if there is a small change in neuron synapse weight, there is a

small change in the neurons output. This is beneficial as one can train incremen-

tally allow the output to change incrementally also. This characteristic of sigmoid

neurons is a result of a sigmoid transfer function - a function that has a S shaped

curve [119].

The back-propagation algorithm is a common algorithm for ANN [120]. It is

considered a supervised learning algorithm as the resulting ANN needs to

know the desired output for each input value. By knowing the desired output and

input one can calculate the gradient of a loss function for all weights within the

ANN. Therefore, one can modify this gradient based on the experience provided,

or more commonly know as, train the ANN, and update the ANN structure.

The theory of ANN is outside the scope of this research. A generic ANN approach

was used based on the ANN found in Programming Collective Intelligence: Build-

ing Smart Web 2.0 Applications [121]. This particular approach to an ANN was

chosen because of its ability to create a dynamic structure at the time of process-

ing, therefore being able to accommodate the dynamics of an OCE. Although this

approach for an ANN has been well documented [121], the resulting implementa-

tion and characteristics of the developed ANN for the framework differ. Therefore,

the implementation and characteristics of the ANN need to be explained and out-

lined. For instance, the ANN chosen has been extended for this research with the
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novel ability to allow for the creation of snapshots of experience used by the ANN.

This is a characteristic that is unique for this implementation of the framework.

Social Tie

User ID

Widget/Tool ID

Characteristic 
Behaviour 1

Characteristic 
Behaviour 2

Characteristic 
Behaviour n

Input Selectors Output 
RepresentationHidden Layer

1st

nth

2nd

x

x

x

1

2

3

w1 … n

Figure 3.6: Visual Representation of ANN

Dynamic Creation - Synapse Setup and Creation

The structure of the ANN is not hard coded within the framework. Instead a

structure is created every time a request is made. This is crucial to the design

of the framework as new users, behaviour, tools/widgets, and social-ties will be

created continually throughout the life of the OCE. This means the input and

related output for the ANN will change over time.

Figure 3.6 provides a visual representation of the ANN structure. Based on the

inputs and desired outputs this structure is created by the framework when re-

quested. The structure has one hidden layer. This hidden layer is made up of

sigmoid neurons related to each input selector received by the neural network.

These neurons are created every time a unique ‘set’ of inputs is presented to the

framework. Unique being the combination of inputs, not necessarily a new input.

This is to ensure each input has a weighted synapse towards a relevant neuron.

The dynamic creation is achieved by storing the synapses, synapse weights, and

neuron identifiers in a database called the Experience Database. When the frame-

work proxy initiates a request, the inputs passed to the framework will be used as

selectors to select related neurons, synapses and synapse weights in the database.
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This process is also carried out for all outputs. However, all characteristic be-

haviours ‘experienced’ for an OCE will be used, not a selection. This is done

because behaviour displayed throughout a user’s profile life can be used to estab-

lish role signatures.

This dynamic structure creation allows the structure to represent all related expe-

riences before processing. As a result, the framework can estimate a role signature

even if all input provided has not yet been experienced. This is a capability of an

ANN. For instance, a social-tie presented as input has not yet been committed.

The ANN, based on the other presented input selectors, will make an estimation

to approximate the behaviours for the unknown social-tie.

Figure 3.7 presents a flow chart of the ANN dynamic creation. This figure shows

the process for inputs. It is identical for outputs except for the single process of

selecting all experienced characteristic behaviours instead of receiving them from

the framework proxy.

During this dynamic creation the process of selecting snapshots is carried out.

When a request is made with start datetime and/or end datetime within the body

of the request, as shown in listing 3.3, these fields are used for conditional selection

of neurons and synapses within the database. This leaves the resulting structure at

a point in time, and as a result the processing can be carried out on this structure

at a later point in time. If there are no date and time fields, the most current

snapshot is processed.

As a snapshot exists at a particular time this can result in neurons and synapses

not existing or outside the date range specified. When this occurs the neurons

are excluded or the synapses are set to zero so they are effectively insignificant

for processing. This ability ensures the resulting ANN structure is still valid for

processing, yet the structure used for processing is at a earlier point in time.
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Figure 3.7: Flow Diagram of Dynamic Creation of the ANN Structure
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Experience Database

The experience database holds not only the synapse weights, but also the struc-

tural elements and snapshots of these structural elements for the ANN.

The tables within the database reflect the structural elements within in the ANN.

A Relational Database Management System (RDMS) should be used to ensure

relational integrity between these tables as it will also ensure a valid structure for

the ANN when created.

Figure 3.8 presents a database schema for the experience database. One can see the

domain table is related to the neuron table. This ensures when the structure of the

ANN is created only the neurons for the related domain are used. This capability

enables the framework to be used across multiple domains holding various OCE.

Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 present the data dictionary of columns within the

tables of the experience database.

Domain Table

Column Data Type Description

id INTEGER Tuple identifier

name VARCHAR

A unique name of a valid domain that

is capable of interfacing with the frame-

work

valid BOOL
Boolean flag representing if the domain

is still valid for framework interfacing

Table 3.3: Data Dictionary for Domain Table
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Neuron Table

Column Data Type Description

id INTEGER Tuple identifier

name VARCHAR
A unique name comprising of a con-

catenated selector set

domain INTEGER
Foreign key representing a related do-

main table primary key

datetime DATETIME Date and time the neuron was created

Table 3.4: Data Dictionary for Neuron Table

Synapse Table

Column Data Type Description

id INTEGER Tuple identifier

selector VARCHAR
A selector representing an input passed

to the framework

neuron INTEGER
Foreign key representing a related neu-

ron table primary key

type INTEGER
Foreign key representing a related type

table primary key

Table 3.5: Data Dictionary for Synapse Table

Synapse Weight Table

Column Data Type Description

id INTEGER Tuple identifier

synapse INTEGER
Foreign key representing a related neu-

ron table primary key

weight DOUBLE
A double representing the weight of the

synapse

datetime DATETIME
Date and time the synapse weight was

created

Table 3.6: Data Dictionary for Synapse Weight Table
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Domain
id INT - Primary
name VARCHAR(255)
valid BOOL

synapse_weight
id INT - Primary
synapse INT
weight DOUBLE
datetime DATETIME

neuron
id INT - Primary
name VARCHAR(100)
domain INT
datetime DATETIME

synapse
id INT - Primary
selector 
VARCHAR(50)
neuron INT
input BOOL

Figure 3.8: Database schema for the ANN

Neural Network Process

Once the dynamic structure of the ANN has been established the processing is

comparable to any other ANN implementation using a matrix-based approach.

The explanation of martix-based approaches for neural networks is outside the

scope of this research. However, the sigmoid transfer function and calculation of

change present in the chosen ANN approach will be outlined for understanding.

There are two types of processing a BPNN can perform, feed forward and back-

propagation. Feed forward is the processes of going through each layer of the ANN

and working out the value of each neuron based on the synapse weights, then using

those values to determine the output. By using a sigmoid neuron you can choose,

by the type of sigmoid transfer function used, how the ANN reacts to the input

presented. The sigmoid transfer function used was the hyperbolic tangent. This

is a common approach to ANN as many programming languages already provide

the tanh method. The tanh method is:

tanh x =
sinh x

cosh x
=
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
=
e2x − 1

e2x + 1
=

1− e−2x

1 + e−2x
(3.1)

Figure 3.9 presents a graphed hyperbolic tangent showing the S curve the function

produces. From this one can see the rate of change for y in relation to x. This rela-

tion is an important attribute to the framework as the output can be represented

as a degree of 1, and therefore, so can a characteristic behaviour. This aligns with

behaviour as it is not on or off, but present to an extent. Also, the S curve ensures

the behaviour shown in a user session does not become their dominate behaviour
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Figure 3.9: Hyperbolic Tangent

in a single user session. Only by a user demonstrating a behaviour multiple times

over a period of time does that behaviour move closer to 1.

Back-propagation is the process of updating the synapse weights in relation to

actual output experienced. This is achieved by providing a training key, an output

experienced that is weighted, so when the synapse weights are updated the synapse

weight representing the output experienced has a change moving towards 1, and

all other weights moving away from 1. Change occurs to all synapse weights within

the structure created from the input and desired output presented. This change

is determined by calculating deltas for each synapse weight through the derivative

of tanh:

f ′(z) = 1− (f(z)2) (3.2)

Once a set of deltas are established a learning rate is applied to each synapse

weight and then multiplied by each established delta. Once back-propagation has

occurred and has resulted in an update to the ANN structure, a snapshot is taken.

This consists of creating new tuples within the synapse weight for all synapses that

have had their weights updated. By creating new tuples within the synapse weight

table it ensures the previous state of the ANN structure still exists.
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Fuzzy Logic

The FL system is the last phase of the social group role model, which is the

transition phase. It is used to create a crisp value for each characteristic behaviour

over time using output from the ANN. Although the output from the ANN can be

used to represent a role signature, those outputs are in a state of fuzziness. This

is because time, strength and age of behaviour over time is not represented. For

instance, this could be why would a characteristic behaviour from the ANN be

valid when it is a month old - a result of no new user sessions for a month or more.

Through FL a characteristic behaviour will be inferred from historical behaviour

and current behaviour based on strength and age.

The FL process is also important as it creates stability in role signatures. A user

may demonstrate a strong behaviour within a particular user session, however

historically the behaviour is weak, therefore the behaviour displayed within that

particular user session is a possible anomaly.

The input for the fuzzy logic is the output of two snapshots provided by the

ANN. These two snapshots are determined by the signature request with the fields

start datetime and end datetime provided in the request body - as in listing 3.3.

As these fields may not be actual snapshot dates but a range, the framework will

choose the youngest and oldest snapshot between these two dates. If these fields

are not provided in the request, the framework will use the latest snapshot and

the snapshot directly before the latest.

The structure of fuzzy logic used is the Mamdani-style fuzzy inference [122]. It

was chosen for its simplicity and common approach to fuzzy logic. To determine

the degree upon which a value belongs to a fuzzy set the membership functions

used are linear fit functions [123]. These membership functions are not curved or a

mathematical equation. Instead, they result in a linear membership between sets.

Figure 3.10 visually represents this linear membership. There is a gradual linear

inclusion, therefore a value can exist within a set to a degree. Listing 3.4 pro-

vides an implementation of the membership function in the Python programming

language. From this listing, one can see the fuzziness passed into the function is

used to determine membership, and then the degree of membership.
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Figure 3.10: Visual representation of linear membership (fuzziness)

1

2 de f f u z z i f y ( s ta r tL imi t , endLimit , f u z z i n e s s , value , noEdge=None ) :

3 ””” Fuzz i fy va lue accord ing to s t a r t and end l i m i t and the amount

4 o f f u z z i n e s s

5

6 Keyword Arguments :

7 s t a r t L i m i t −− The s e t s t a r t i n g value

8 endLimit −− The s e t ending value

9 f u z z i n e s s −− The amount o f l i n e a r f u z z i n e s s

10 value −− Value to be f u z z i f i e d

11 noEdge −− I f one s ided s e t

12 ”””

13 value = f l o a t ( va lue )

14 s t a r t L i m i t = f l o a t ( s t a r t L i m i t )

15 endLimit = i n t ( endLimit )

16 i f va lue >= ( s t a r t L i m i t+f u z z i n e s s ) and value <= ( endLimit−
f u z z i n e s s ) :

17 re turn 1

18 i f noEdge == ’ l e f t ’ and value < ( s t a r t L i m i t + f u z z i n e s s ) :

19 re turn 1

20 e l i f va lue < ( s t a r t L i m i t + f u z z i n e s s ) and value > s t a r t L i m i t :

21 i f s t a r t L i m i t < f u z z i n e s s :

22 fuzzy = value / f l o a t ( f u z z i n e s s )

23 e l s e :

24 fuzzy = ( value%s t a r t L i m i t ) / f l o a t ( f u z z i n e s s )

25 re turn fuzzy

26 i f noEdge == ’ r i g h t ’ and value > ( endLimit − f u z z i n e s s ) :

27 re turn 1

28 e l i f va lue > ( endLimit−f u z z i n e s s ) and value < endLimit :
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29 fuzzy = ( f u z z i n e s s −(value−(endLimit−f u z z i n e s s ) ) ) / f l o a t (

f u z z i n e s s )

30 re turn fuzzy

31 return 0

Listing 3.4: Fuzzy Membership Function implemented in the Python

programming language

Strength and age of behaviour are the categories of fuzziness used by the frame-

work. The amount of linear fuzziness chosen for this study is between 15-20%

of the range of all possible sets. For instance, If all possible sets are within the

range of 100, then the fuzziness of a set is 15 or 20. The input to the FL is the

output from the ANN, where the ANN output is between -1 and 1. These values

cannot be used with the FL. Therefore, they are normalised so they result in a

value between 0 and 100. For instance, an output from the ANN of -0.23 becomes

38.5.

Table 3.7 presents the set terms for each category of fuzziness. The strength

category will be used for current and historical ANN output from the ANN. It

will also be used to determine the final characteristic value based on FL rules.

The age category will be used to represent the difference in time between current

and historical snapshots.

Fuzzy Set Terminology

Strength Age

Weak Young

Neutral Old

Strong

Table 3.7: Fuzzy Set Terminology

Although the linear membership of each set is configurable within the framework,

the set areas for this study is found within figure 3.11. The value ranges of each

behaviour strength set are presented in the table 3.8. With a linear fuzziness of

15-20% between sets, one can see how each behaviour strength overlaps. This

configuration of behaviour strength sets have been chosen so the characteristic

behaviours are not so volatile because of the sigmoid behaviour of the ANN. At 50

it resembles an output of 0 from the ANN. The value of 0 is where the rate of change
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within the ANN is most significant. Therefore characteristic behaviours that led

to common and regular interaction were offset from this point of 0 to ensure when

a behaviour is strong, common and regular for a user it is not in a position that

can change rapidly. This is why Weak is the largest set of behaviour, as it is

capturing behaviour that is not common, and Neutral is capturing behaviour that

could go towards Strong or Weak.
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Weak Neutral Strong

Figure 3.11: Visual representation of Behaviour Strength

Behaviour Strength Set Ranges

Set Term Start End

Weak 0 55

Neutral 40 70

Strong 60 100

Table 3.8: Ranges for behaviour strength set terms

There are two terms within the age set category, Young and Old. For this study 30

days has been chosen as the total range for time. This is configurable and will be

dependent on the OCE it is implemented in. The chosen set ranges, as presented

within table 3.9, are also dependent on the OCE. For instance an environment may

see daily use, so a Young set range would be smaller than 15 days and therefore

15 days would be considered Old. Figure 3.12 presents a visual representation of

Behaviour Age sets, demonstrating a fuzziness between the two sets of 10 days.
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Figure 3.12: Visual representation of Behaviour Age

Behaviour Age Set Ranges

Set Term Start End

Young 0 10

Old 10 30

Table 3.9: Ranges for behaviour strength set terms

Offline individuals do not transition to a new social group role instantaneously on

every engagement, and so these FL rules try to simulate this. The rules favour

a Weak characteristic behaviour over a Neutral behaviour so there is a limited

chance of a behaviour being Strong when it is an anomaly at a point in time. This

is achieved by using the strength of a current characteristic behaviour and either

an old or young historical behaviour.

The FL rules are as follows:

Let current characteristic behaviour be denoted as set C, historical characteristic

behaviour as set H, and days between two snapshots as as set A. The output of

the rule, the concluding behaviour, is denoted as set B.

1. IF C is Weak AND H is Weak THEN B is Weak

2. IF C is Weak AND H is Neutral THEN B is Weak

3. IF C is Weak AND H is Strong AND A is Young THEN B is Neutral
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4. IF C is Weak AND H is Strong AND A is Old THEN B is Neutral

5. IF C is Neutral AND H is Weak AND A is Young THEN B is Neutral

6. IF C is Neutral AND H is Weak AND A is Old THEN B is Weak

7. IF C is Neutral AND H is Neutral THEN B is Neutral

8. IF C is Neutral AND H is Strong AND A is Young THEN B is Strong

9. IF C is Neutral AND H is Strong AND A is Old THEN B is Neutral

10. IF C is Strong AND H is Weak THEN B is Weak

11. IF C is Strong AND H is Neutral AND A is Young THEN B is Strong

12. IF C is Strong AND H is Neutral AND A is Old THEN B is Neutral

13. IF C is Strong AND H is Strong THEN B is Strong

All rules are evaluated on the inputs to create a fuzzy set for defuzzification. All

rules consist of the AND operator. The method used for this operator is the

traditional min(minimum) method. This means for all conditions of a rule, the

smallest value achieved for a rule will be passed to the fuzzy set for defuzzification.

Once all rules are evaluated aggregation occurs using the common max(maximum)

method to create a fuzzy set. This fuzzy set is then defuzzified using the common

deffuzzification method centroid. This method mathematically finds the Centre of

Gravity (COG) and is expressed as:

COG =

∑b
x=a µA(x)x∑b
x=a µA(x)

(3.3)

The output of this deffuzzification method is a crisp value for each characteristic

behaviour between 0 and 100.

The whole FL process is presented in Figure 3.13. One can see that 3 input values,

fuzzy rules, and fuzzy inference results in a crisp value.
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Current Behaviour Set

Age
(Between 0 and 30)

Historical Behaviour Set

Rule 1: 
IF X is Weak AND Y is Weak THEN B is Weak

Rule 2: 
IF X is Weak AND Y is Neutral THEN B is Weak

Rule n: 
IF X is C AND Y is D AND A is E THEN B is C

∑ Output
(Crisp Value)

Defuzzification

Rule Set

Figure 3.13: Visual Representation of FL system

To demonstrate this, the crisp value from the following example output from the

ANN is as follows:

—

Current Behaviour Set = (publisher :0.09, annotator :-0.36, lurker :-0.01)

Historical Behaviour Set = (publisher :0.57, annotator :0.10, lurker :-0.20)

Age difference between sets (days) = 16

—

FL Output :

Role Signature = (publisher: 72.14%, annotator: 25.0%, lurker: 32.5%)

This example output demonstrates crisp values representing characteristic be-

haviours over time. This example also provides representation of the final output

of the framework - a social group role signature.



Chapter 4

Case Studies

4.1 Introduction

After the framework was designed and implemented it was interfaced with three

different case studies. Two of these case studies were developed specifically for

this research. The third was a pre-existing NHMRC approved research project.

The choice for these case studies were a result of being opportunistic and hav-

ing generic online collaborative environments to demonstrate the framework with.

For the mobile applications, Espressobility was chosen and developed for its sim-

plistic collaborative goal of reviewing coffee locations, Squashies was chosen and

developed because of the opportunity to use a group based environment where

users might know each other online and offline. The Walk 2.0 Project was chosen

because of the opportunity interface the framework with a historical dataset to

demonstrate the frameworks capability to handle historical instead of real time

data found within an OCE.

Although the interfacing of the framework for these case studies were the same, the

framework was ported to two different programming languages to accommodate

the different development environments used for the case studies.

This chapter will present the cases studies with the following structure:

• Case study description

• Discussion of each collaborative activity provided by the case study along

with the tools and widgets used within the environment

74
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• Any explicit user roles present within an environment

Although each case study has a different collaborative context, as discussed in the

literature review, and is only mediated by the tools and functionality provided by

environment, it will not be discussed at length in this chapter. Only the collabora-

tive functionality, tools and widgets that could lead to collaborative behaviour will

be discussed. All other details of the case studies, that is, the recruitment time

lines or phases, ethics, and participant use of these case studies will be presented

in the next chapter, Chapter 5 Participant Use and Data Collection.

4.2 Espressobility

4.2.1 Description

Espressobility is a mobile phone application specifically built as a case study for

the framework. The purpose of the application was to allow users to collabo-

rate around coffee locations identified and published by users, such as Cafés. It

achieved this by enabling users to be sole creators of content through their inter-

actions with locations and others. Users were provided with tools and widgets

for rating, tagging, commenting, and reviewing coffee and Cafés. Through their

collaborative effort an Espressobility rank between 1 and 10 was given to each

coffee establishment. The resulting effort provided a resource for users to find the

best coffee scene within their local area. Users were also able to socialise with

other users by using social networking tools for following, and posting messages

to each other.

The application was built using hybrid mobile technologies so it could be used

on both iOS and Android mobile phones. This hybrid technology was PhoneGap.

At the time of development PhoneGap was a new technology and the features

available were still in their infancy. This led to a significant increase in devel-

opment time, and also unpredictable behaviour within the application for select

users. As a result, the application was only released for mobile phones supporting

the Android operating system.
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The development of this case study was in the Python programming language.

This resulted in the framework domain also being built in the Python program-

ming language. Although, this is not necessary for the framework, it was chosen

to host the framework on the same server hosting the mobile phones applica-

tion API to save on resources. Although the framework and application were on

the same server they were two virtual domains operating on one server. This

conforms with the framework residing on its own domain and other domains in-

terfacing with it. When requests were made to the server they were made to

http://framework.espressobility.com (offline), a sub-domain to the application do-

main - there is no dependency even though it was as sub-domain.

Although the framework domain was programmed in Python on the server, the

Semantic Manager and the IPUSM, which resides on the client, where written in

Javascript. Again this was chosen as the PhoneGap client used Javascript and

HTML5.

4.2.2 Collaborative Activities

Espressobility enables a user to explore and interact with coffee locations within

their community. The application promoted autonomous interaction so users were

able to collaborate in their own time and in their own way. Through the use of

collaborative activities a user could contribute to the knowledge domain of coffee

locations around a user’s geo-location.

Upon first joining the environment users were presented with a home page showing

an activity stream. The purpose of the activity stream was to promote awareness

for the user-base so they could see the activities carried out by other users. The

activities were presented in chronological order as seen figure 4.1. The type of

activities the activity stream present within Espressobility are described in table

4.1.
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Activity Description

Coffee Review

Any user could provide a review 140 charac-

ters for a coffee beverage at a coffee estab-

lishment

Food Review
Any user could provide a review 140 charac-

ters for food served at a coffee establishment

Customer Service Re-

view

Any user could provide a review of 140 char-

acters for customer services experienced at a

coffee establishment

Price Review

Any user could provide a review of 140 char-

acters in relation to the pricing at a coffee

establishment

Location Review

Any user could provide a review of 140 char-

acters in relation to the geographical location

and atmosphere of a coffee establishment

Photo Review
Any user could take a photo and add a 140

character review at a coffee establishment

Create Establishment
Any user could create a new coffee establish-

ment if not found within the application

Update Establishment
Any user could update a coffee establish-

ments details

Establishment

favoured

Any user could indicate a coffee establish-

ment was one of their favourite establish-

ments

Table 4.1: Type of activities a user could create within the Espressobility
application

The type of activity was represented by small indicators in the top right corner of

each activity. In figure 4.1 one can see this with Point 1 and the small knife and

fork icon representing a food review next to the Espressobility Rank given to the

coffee establishment.
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Figure 4.1: Screen shot of global Activity Stream within the Espressobility
App

Activity streams were not limited to a global space. Every coffee location and

user had their own personal activity stream showing related activity. This is seen

in figure 4.2. At the top of the activity stream is an establishment users could

interact with. Activity streams had the capability of infinity scrolling. This

feature allowed users to continually scroll through streams without having wait

for new items to be loaded. This was achieved by the activity stream signalling

the end of a set list of activity items and requesting more items from the server.

Every time the application requested more items the IPUSM would listen to the

event and create an interaction package with lurker as the characteristic behaviour

demonstrated. Depending on the type of activity stream, such as global, personal

or location, the social tie used for the interaction would be the relating user profile,

establishment or a general tie to the application.
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Figure 4.2: Screen shot of the Coffee location Activity Stream within the
Espressobility App

Users were able to create activities by interacting with different locations and

users. Figure 4.3 is a screen shot of the various tools available for users to use in

relation to particular location. Point 1 opens the review post tool that allows

a user to add a new review towards the location. Horizontally from Point 5 the

different types of reviews are presented. The first, which is selected, is coffee,

followed by food, price, service and location. The interface for each type is the

same, only the type of review changes when selected. Point 6 is a range value from

0 to 10 and is the value of a particular review. Point 7 allows a user to change the

type of review to a photo review, with the user being able to take a photo which

will be used with the posted review. Once a review has been completed by the

user, the event fired by the application for posting the review is captured by the

IPUSM. The tool for posting a review is the publication tool and therefore the
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characteristic behaviour of publisher was used to represent this behaviour. The

location identifier was used as the social tie.

Point 2 within figure 4.3 allows a user to add a location as their favourite lo-

cation. This was a simple toggle. When a user favoured a location a post to

the activity stream was made. Once favoured a user could then quickly find their

favourite locations through the favourites menu item found within the applica-

tion navigation. As the favoured action resulted in a publication, the publisher

behaviour was used to represent the interaction.

Figure 4.3: A screen shot of posting tools for coffee locations

Point 3 within figure 4.3 allows a user to open an information dashboard for the

location. This dashboard is shown in figure 4.5. It shows a total of Espressobility

ranks and also a brief description about the location. When a user opens this

information dashboard the IPUSM listens for the event and an interaction package

with the lurker behaviour, location identifier as the social tie, and the information
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dashboard is created. The brief description, Point 1 within figure 4.5, is created

when a new location is created. However, this description can be updated by any

user after the locations creation. When this is carried out the IPUSM listens for

the change and when it occurs gives the behaviour of annotator as the user is

not creating new content, they are simply altering or updating old content. This

information dashboard had two possible characteristic behaviours that a user was

capable of showing while interacting with it. These two behaviours were present

in the metadata for the tool and the IPUSM was configured to listen for the events

for when these behaviours were carried out. This configuration was based on when

certain buttons were pressed within the application.

When a user visited another user’s profile page they were also able to create an

activity by posting a message directly to that particular user. Figure 4.4 shows

this with a user profile page and at Point 1 the plus icon allows another user

to post to the user’s activity stream. The characteristic behaviour given to this

action was publisher and the social tie the user identifier for the user profile where

the post was made.
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Figure 4.4: A screen shot of a user profile within the application

For each activity published, a user can interact with that activity through tag-

ging and commenting. The capability of tagging can be seen within figure 4.6.

Tagging allowed users to create their own taxonomy for different types of posts.

As seen in figure 4.6 the terms, ‘big serving’ and ‘breakfast’ were created by users

to classify the post. Once a term was created a link was formed for other users

to click and find other activities tagged with the same term. As an activity could

have two social ties, the location the review was for, and the user who posted the

review, the IPUSM creates two interaction packages for each social tie. As the

user is annotating the activity with a term the annotator characteristic behaviour

is used.
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Figure 4.5: A screen shot of the location information dashboard

Activity commenting allows a user to add a comment to an activity to create a

dialogue around the activity. Figure 4.7 presents the comments previously made

for the activity and also the comment input box. As a user may open up comments,

yet not make comment there is a possibility of two characteristic behaviours shown

by the user. One is lurker, the other annotator. If a user opens up comments

for an activity, yet does not make comment the lurker behaviour is used within

the interaction package. However, if the user makes comment the original lurker

behaviour is dropped in favour for annotator.
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Figure 4.6: Screen shot of activity commenting

Coffee locations could be created by users based on their geo-location. They would

search for a location and if it did not exist they could use location creation. By

creating a new location a user created another node within the application that

other users could interact with and establish social-ties with. Once a location

was created an activity would be posted to the global activity stream showing

the creation of the new location. This allowed users to interact with it like all

other activities while also being aware of the new location. By creating a new

location a user was creating new content, therefore the publisher characteristic

behaviour represented the action. Although this action was collaborative, there

was no explicit social-ties to relate with the action of creating a new location.

As a result, the application identifier was used as the social-tie within the tool

metadata.
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Figure 4.7: Screen shot of activity tagging

4.2.3 Explicit User Roles

There were no explicit user roles within this case study. Every user who joined

had the same functionality as every other user.

4.3 Squashies

4.3.1 Description

Squashies is a mobile application developed as a case study so the framework could

interface with with a cohort of users within an environment where explicit roles

exist in a collaborative context. In cooperation with a local Gym, Squashlands
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Gym and Fitness, within the Greater Western Sydney region of NSW, Australia,

the application was provided to the members, instructors, and staff of the gym.

The purpose of the application is to encourage use of the gym through exercise

classes, tracking workouts and socialising with other members. Both members and

instructors of the gym were able to download and install the application to their

personal mobile phone.

After the length of development with PhoneGap for Espressobility it was chosen to

develop a native application for the iOS operating system. The business logic layer

for the application was built with the Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) programming

language. Again, to save on resources the framework was ported to PHP and

resided on the same server as the business logic. The framework was on a sub-

domain to the case study - http://framework.squashies.com.au - and the mobile

application and business logic layer would make request to the framework domain.

As the mobile application was built using iOS technologies, the semantic manager

and the IPUSM were built in it also.

4.3.2 Collaborative Activities

Squashies was a custom mobile application for the members of Squashlands Gym

and Fitness in the Greater Western Sydney Region of NSW, Australia. Members

and gym instructors were able to collaborate together using various tools and

widgets to socialise, create and manage gym classes, and interact with the gym

outside of the confines of the gym.

Once a member was registered they would be presented with an activity stream.

This activity stream held different types of activities happening within the gym or

with members. Figure 4.8 provides a screen shot of the global activity stream for all

activities carried out within the application. An activity stream enabled infinity

scrolling so as the user scrolled the list of items continued to grow. As this

action is carried out the IPUSM creates an interaction package with the behaviour

of lurker. The social-tie provided by the semantic manager was dependent on

the relation the activity stream had. The global activity stream used a general

application identifier, if it was a personal activity stream for a user profile the user

identifier was used.
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The type of activities a available for a user to create are outline in table 4.2. Each

one of these activities when created would appear in the global activity screen.

Activity Description

Class attendance
Any user could indicate if they were attend-

ing a gym class or not (Point A in figure 4.8)

New class available
A gym instructor could create a new class

and have that class published

Gym class session A user could post about a class they attended

New cardio session
A user could post about a cardiovascular ses-

sion they did within the gym

New Strength Train-

ing Session

A user could post about a strength training

they did within the gym

Check in

A user could check in to the gym to indicate

they have been to the gym (Point E figure

4.8)

Gym notice
Instructors and staff of the gym could pro-

duce a notice about the gym

Progress Post
A member could post about their progress

towards their exercise goals

Status Post
A user could post to the activity stream with

a general status (Point B figure 4.8)

Table 4.2: Type of activities a user could create within the application

It was easy for a user to post an activity. Point F in figure 4.8 shows a plus symbol

which represents ‘add activity’. By pressing add activity it would open another

screen and based on the users role and if they were part of a class they would be

presented with different options to post. When a post was created, if the post

was in relation to a class, the gym, a session, or the user, the social-tie would be

established by the semantic manager. If an activity was related to a class, the

class identifier would be the social-tie. If it was a gym post, it would be the user

identifier of the instructor or the staff who posted it. If it was a personal session,

the user posting the activity would be the social-tie. This would be achieved by

creating a social-tie with the user identifier repeated twice. For instance if a user

had an identifier of 363 then the social-tie would be ‘u363-u363’. The semantic
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manager can achieve this as a social-tie is not the user, it is a unique relationship

with a user, in this instance a user has a relationship with themselves.

Figure 4.8: Screen shot of the activity stream of Squashies the mobile appli-
cation

Although the act of posting different activities is similar in nature, each activity

type posting had a different tool identifier. The reason for this was because not

only was the context different for the activity, some activities, such as personal

cardio session, had more details to enter instead of just a message. For the cardio

session the amount of minutes of cardio could be entered in addition to a message,

therefore it is a different tool to a personal status post and other activity types.

All activity postings were represented as the publisher characteristic behaviour.

Instructors were able to create classes for gym members to join and interact

with. Figure 4.9 presents a screen shot of the different class sessions available for

members that were created by instructors. When a class session was selected by a
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user they were presented with the class session view as seen in figure 4.10. Within

a class session view the user could view others attending and also indicate if they

intended to attend the session. When a user indicated they were attending, an

activity was posted to the activity stream and their behaviour was represented as

publisher. After this action two interaction packages were created by the IPUSM.

One for the type of class and the other for the classes instructor. This was chosen

as a user may choose to attend a class based on an instructor and not a class, and

therefore the behaviour may be a result of the instructor not the class.

Figure 4.9: Screen shot of a class list view in the Squashies App

Once an activity was created, a user could interact with the activity through

commenting and marking it as one of their favourites. Point C and D in figure

4.8 present the favourite and comment buttons. When a user selects the favourite

button the button toggles from a white heart to a red heart indicating the user

has favoured it. When a user favourites an item the item is listed within a user’s
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favourite activities under their profile page - Point A in figure 4.11. The favourite

action was represented as an annotator characteristic behaviour.

Figure 4.10: Screen shot of a class session view in the Squashies App

When a user pressed comment on an activity a new window would open and

present the various comments for the activity, as well as the date and time the

activity was favoured by other users. At the bottom of this window a user could

enter in a message to leave a comment. The commenting window allowed the user

to demonstrate two characteristic behaviours, annotator and lurker. If the user

did not post a comment towards the activity after they leave the commenting win-

dow, the lurker behaviour was used, however if they did comment, the annotator

behaviour would represent the posting of a comment.
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Figure 4.11: Screen shot of a user profile within the Squashies application

A user was able to navigate to another users profile page to view their personal

activity stream. Such a user profile page is presented in figure 4.11. Once a

user was at a user profile page the different activity types a user created could

be filtered. Point A, B and C of figure 4.11 highlight the links that enabled the

filtering of a user’s personal activity stream. The filtering was based on activity

type so a user could quickly find an activity they were looking for. When a

user carried out this action the behaviour of lurker would be associated with it.

The social-tie would be the user identifier of the user profile page. This type of

functionality was also available for classes, as seen in figure 4.12
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Figure 4.12: Screen shot of a class view within the Squashies Application

4.3.3 Explicit User Roles

There were two distinct roles within the Squashies Application: Members of the

Gym and Instructors of the Gym. The member role was automatically given to

users who signed up for the application. They could be considered a generic user

within the application. The instructor role however, had additional functional

capabilities to the member role. If a user was an instructor they had the ability

to create classes and class sessions. They also had the ability to send a class

status to all members who were attending a class session. For the instructor role

there was no changes in the form of how the framework was interfaced with when

comparing with the member role. However, the IPUSM did capture the actions of

an instructor when they created a class and posted to all those attending a class

session. The behaviour given to these actions was publisher.
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For a member to become an instructor they had to lodge a request to become an

instructor in the settings page of the application - Point A in figure 4.13. Upon

submission of this request, gym staff would have to log in to an administration

interface and approve or deny the request.

Figure 4.13: Screen shot of application settings within the Squashies Appli-
cation

4.4 Walk 2.0

4.4.1 Description

The Walk 2.0 website was not a case study purposely built for this research. In-

stead it was a trial arm of a NHMRC project with the reference number 589903

investigating the use of a Web 2.0 website promoting health-related physical ac-

tivity [124]. As a result, the creation of the Walk 2.0 website was outside the
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scope of this study. Although the creation was out of research scope, the Walk

2.0 website was used to provide a way to demonstrate the framework’s capabil-

ity to interface with a pre-existing environment while also highlighting its general

application and ability to meet the research aims with such an environment.

The interfacing was done post-trial to the Walk 2.0 project. This meant the

environment wasn’t real time like the other case studies. This resulted in mock

interaction events based on the data produced by users of the Walk 2.0 website

were used. The mocking of interaction data was through the use of tuple creation

timestamps within the Walk 2.0 database. A time stamp would represent when

an event occurred and this would be used by the IPUSM to create an interaction

package. One limitation for this approach was the ability to use the characteristic

behaviour of lurker. This behaviour could no longer be used as the tools and

widgets used by the framework to listen for an event to capture the related data

were not present. As a result, for this case study a new characteristic behaviour

was introduced to align with the objectives of the Walk 2.0 website. This behaviour

was logger. The logger behaviour was chosen to represent any action of logging

passive activity.

Although the Walk 2.0 website was not a case study built specifically for this

research, the development of the site was carried out by the researcher of this

study. The development environment for the website was in PHP. For this reason

the framework implementation used for the Squashies case study was used to

interface with the Walk 2.0 environment. At the time of interfacing the Walk 2.0

website was no longer in operation publicly and therefore interfacing was done

locally on a computer simulating both client and server environment for Walk

2.0. This led to a modified semantic manager and IPUSM to inspect the tuples

within the Walk 2.0 database to establish metadata, and then fire an event for the

IPUSM to capture. Although these changes to Semantic Manager, the use of the

framework with the Walk 2.0 website illustrates the capability of the framework

to interface with environments not purposely built for the framework.

4.4.2 Collaborative Activities

The purpose of the Walk 2.0 website was to use Web 2.0 tools and widgets for

logging and engaging with passive-physical activity such as walking. Users were

encouraged to login everyday and log their ‘step count’ for the previous day. When
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they logged their step count they were able to engage with other users as their

step count was also published publicly within the environment. Setting goals,

both individually and group based, was also a major focus of the Walk 2.0 study

and this saw users compete in leader boards and ask questions within a forum for

best approaches to achieve activity goals.

Once a user finished registration they were presented with their Walk 2.0 dash-

board. The dashboard presented an overview of the interactions within the site.

It was also a springboard for users to find and create new information. Figure

4.14 presents a user dashboard and the various areas of interaction a user could

undertake. Point A within the figure highlights the core objective of the Walk 2.0

website which was a passive activity logger. Users could log steps taken, or

the amount of minutes of moderate or vigorous activity completed which then was

converted to steps. As the framework could not listen to lurking events because of

its use post-trial to the website’s availability, the record of logged steps or minutes

of activity within the database was used by the semantic manager and this action

was given the characteristic behaviour of logger. The social-tie used for logging

action was the general application identifier and the passive activity logger would

be the tool/widget identifier.

In addition to logging steps, the user had the option to add a comment to the

log saved. This comment would be published to the ‘Stepper Stream’, which was

a global activity stream. Point B in figure 4.14 presents this activity stream

upon which the comment would be published. If a user did publish a comment

with their log, in addition to the logger behaviour, another interaction package

was created to capture the log comment. The characteristic behaviour used for

the comment was publisher.

The Stepper Stream enabled users to directly post general status about their

progress to the user base. This was achieved through the input box above the items

in the Stepper Stream - as seen at Point D within figure 4.14. If a user published

a general, post the action would be similar to a user posting a comment with their

logged steps. The resulting interaction package would contain the characteristic

behaviour of publisher and the application identifier as the social-tie. However,

the tool identifier was the Stepper Stream not the activity logger.

There were more than one activity streams available to users. There were also

personal activity streams for each user and group - as seen at Point A in figure
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4.15. These activity streams held items relating to the user or group and provided

the same functionality as the global activity stream, Stepper Stream, however the

tool identifier was different.

Users were able to interact with the items within an activity stream. They could

give an activity a ‘Thumbs Up’ if they liked a particular item. The Thumbs Up

button can be seen at Point C in figure 4.14. For every Thumbs Up the IPUSM

created an interaction package using the behaviour annotator and the social-tie

of the user who was the creator of the item. If the item was part of a group,

two interactions packages were created, one for the user identifier and one for the

group identifier.
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Figure 4.14: Screen shot of the site dashboard for the Walk 2.0 website
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In addition to ‘Thumbs Up’, users were able to make comment on an item.

Commenting was only permitted with items where a user was ‘friends’ with the

user who created it. Commenting resulted in a similar interaction package to

‘Thumbs Up’. The characteristic behaviour of annotator was used, the social-tie

was the creator of the activity item, and the tool was stream item.

Users were able to join groups to collectively achieve large goals, such as 1 million

steps a month. The only collaborative activities a user could perform within a

group was post items to the group activity stream and interact with those items

as previously mentioned - as seen in figure 4.16. As these actions were identical

to other activity streams, the IPUSM also performed the same behaviour with

the other activity streams. However, the semantic manager included the group

identifier for any action that occurred within the group. This ensured up to two

interactions packages, one for the user identifier and one for the group identifier,

were created if a user performed an activity in the group activity stream.

Posting forums were available for users to post and reply to topics of interests.

Figure 4.17 presents a screen shot of the various forums available for users to post

topics to. If a user posted a topic to a forum the IPUSM created an interaction

package consisting of the characteristic behaviour of publisher, the forum identifier

as the social-tie, and the posting tool identifier for the tool/widget. The forum

identifier was chosen as the social-tie for a particular forum, as this could be a

personal interest of a user. Therefore, to choose a generic identifier, such as the

application identifier, the difference of behaviour between various forums would

be lost. Users were also able to reply to topic posts posted by themselves or other

users. If a user replied to a topic the IPUSM would create a package with the

creator of the topic as the social-tie, the characteristic behaviour of annotator,

and the tool identifier for the reply tool.

Users were able to maintain a simplistic personal blog about their life. This tool

worked very similar to a general status post. However, the user was not limited

in character length. They were able to write a post of considerable length and

publish to their profile page. Other users were then able to provide comment. If a

user published a personal blog post the social-tie used was their own user identifier

with the characteristic behaviour of publisher. Similar to a general status post,

if another user made a comment the social-tie was the user who published the

personal blog post and the characteristic behaviour was comment.
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There were many other collaborative activities available within the Walk 2.0 web-

site, however for this study these were not considered for use with the framework.

This was due to the lack of the Walk 2.0 website’s user base using these extra

activities.

4.4.3 Explicit User Roles

There were no explicit user roles within this case study. Every user who joined

had the same functionality as every other user.
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Figure 4.15: Screen shot of a profile page for the Walk 2.0 website
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Figure 4.16: Screen shot of a group page within the Walk 2.0 website
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Figure 4.17: Screen shot of forums within the Walk 2.0 website



Chapter 5

Participant Use and Data

Collection

5.1 Introduction

As each case study involved human participants, ethics approval was needed for

recruitment and participation. This chapter briefly introduces the recruitment

methods used for each case study and the outcome of those methods. This chap-

ter also presents crude participant use and data created by the participants within

the case studies in the form of simple statistics of media produced or interactions

shown by all users. This participant use presented will be aligned with the col-

laborative activities presented in Chapter 4. By presenting the participant use it

provides context of how users have used each case study. It will also help pro-

vide context and understanding for the framework’s output. For instance, the

Espressobility case study promoted information creation around geographical lo-

cations that served coffee, knowing participant use for this collaborative activity

will identify users that aligned with this activity and so allow comparison to the

framework’s output and the actual participant use.

Participant use for all three case studies will be discussed as each case study had

various activities or implicit goals for collaboration that did not exist in the other

two. Therefore, presenting this will demonstrate in the next chapter, Chapter 6,

how the framework can still create role signatures even though the participant use

with an OCE may be fundamentally different.

103
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The data collected from participant use is in the form of interaction packages

and the dynamic structure of the ANN. Therefore, an outline of the amount of

interaction packages created by the framework and the resulting storage of the

dynamic structure of the ANN will also be presented.

5.2 Espressobility

5.2.1 Recruitment Method

Espressobility was created specifically for this study. As a result a National Ethics

Application Form (NEAF) was completed and ethics was approved by the Western

Sydney University (WSU) Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) with the

approval number H10021. Participants were not engaged to register with the mo-

bile application, instead recruitment was word of mouth, and simple promotional

material posted around WSU campuses - Appendix D. This method of recruitment

was used to promote a natural growth in the user base over time. The application

was released in the Android Play Store on the 18th of October 2013 and taken

down on the 7th of October 2015. This resulted in an ‘up time’ of 1 year 11 months

2 weeks and 5 days. Over this period recruitment was open to all individuals with

a mobile device with the Android operating system.

5.2.2 User Registrations

When the application was taken down from the Android Play Store there were 36

users. Of these 36 users, 6 users were highly active (users who were daily or weekly

users). The low user count is believed to be a result of the technology, which was

PhoneGap, that caused inconsistencies with the application’s user interface and

incompatibilities across devices. These inconsistencies and incompatibilities were

reduced through application updates over the life of the application. There were

7 updates handling bugs and device incompatibilities.

Of the registrations 85% occurred within the first 3 months of the application’s

release to the Android Play Store. After this period the remaining registrations

occurred erratically with the last registration on the 21st of March 2015.
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5.2.3 Participant Use

Although there was a small user base for Espressobility, the use of the application

was high. This resulted in dynamic and continually changing content for the users

to collaborate with.

Upon launch of the application there were no coffee locations for review or inter-

action. When the application was taken down from the Android Play Store there

were 179 unique coffee locations distributed over Australia in New South Wales,

Queensland, and Melbourne. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of locations cre-

ated by individual users within the application. From this, one can see the 179

locations were created by 10 users, with a single user creating 86 of those locations.

Using the user identifier as a representation of when a user registered, early users

of the application contributed the most locations.

Every user had the ability to carry out an activity towards a location, for instance,

a coffee review. From 17 users 1,126 activity items were created. Figure 5.2

presents the distribution of activity creation amongst these 17 users. One user,

user 3, accounted for the creation of 47.7% of all activities. Although a high

activity creation count, this particular user had an average of 6.11 and a standard

deviation of 6.77 activities over 88 locations. When compared to other users this

average was consistent with the following top 3 active users who had an average of

6.85 and a standard deviation of 6.48 activities per location. This means although

one user contributed 47.7% of activities, their activity creation per location was

consistent with the most active users of the application. The only difference being

user 3 visited more locations, which is consistent with their location creation count.
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Figure 5.1: Bar graph showing coffee locations created by users of Espresso-
bility

The average amount of activities published for a particular location was 6.66,

however the standard deviation was 14.44. This was a result of some locations

having high activity counts compared to others. For instance, one location had

118 activities published. This location was a local Cafe near one of the campuses

of WSU and therefore had high traffic from users. This location and the high

traffic indicates many users may be related to WSU. This could be a result of the

recruitment posters posted around the WSU campuses.
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Figure 5.2: Bar graph showing activities created by users for locations within
Espressobility

Figure 5.3 presents the distribution of the different activity types published within

the application. From this one can see that of all the activity types available, the

text review type was favoured by the users with 53% of all activities produced

being a location text review.
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Figure 5.3: The percentage of the different activity types created within the
Espressobility application

Of all activities created there were 276 activities which received one or more com-

ments. In total there were 648 comments and an average of 2.34 comments made

for each activity with a comment. 11 users were responsible for these comments,

with one user creating 226 comments. Figure 5.4 presents the distribution of

comments made by users. It is interesting to note with user 3, the user who had

created the most locations and activities, was not the highest in terms of comments

produced. Instead, they produced only 90 comments.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of comments made by each user within Espressobility

Tagging of activities was not common amongst users. Only 44 tags were produced

by 6 users across 26 activities. Of the 44 tags, one user was responsible for 32

tags.

As shown, the use of the application can be considered high for a small user base.

With this brief outline of participant use within Espressobility a context can be

established for the output determined by the framework.

5.2.4 Data Collected

The data collected for the framework was a result of participant use. As outline

in Chapter 4, the semantic manager and the IPUSM listened for events to occur

within the application upon which an interaction package was created. These

interaction packages where then sent to the framework domain via a commit re-

quest. From the above usage, as well as the addition of events within the ap-

plication which did not create data, such as consuming media, 4,892 interaction

packages were created and committed to the framework domain. This resulted

in 259 nodes and 2,038 synapses for the ANN. Although there is a large set of
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nodes and synapses, as explained in Chapter 3, the dynamic structure of the ANN

only uses relevant nodes related to the passed input selectors and therefore not all

nodes will be used for each signature request.

The capability of the framework to take snapshots of the dynamic structure led to

307,912 synapse weight records. This data enables the ability to build the dynamic

structure of the ANN through date ranges.

The resulting characteristic behaviours for role signatures within the framework,

based on the behaviours presented by the users of the application were publisher,

annotator, and lurker.

5.3 Squashies

5.3.1 Recruitment Method

The NEAF application created for Espressobility was amended to include the

Squashies application and participants in the form of gym instructors and gym

members. Amendments were approved and the recruitment method of participants

was similar to Espressobility. Instead of recruiting at WSU campuses however, the

gym had promotional material posted around high traffic zones within the gym

- Appendix E. This promotional material highlighted the benefits of using the

application with a gym membership.

The application was posted to the Apple App Store on the 16th of February 2015.

On the 24th of February 2016 the Apple App Store released the application to

the general public within the Australian region. For a period of 12 months the

application ran uninterrupted until it was taken down on the 24th of February

2016. During this period registration for the application was open to any member

of the public, however registration was focused on active members of the Squashies

gym. During this recruitment period 63 users registered for the application. Of

these 63 users, 57 were general members, and 6 became instructors.

The application was taken down to remove the capabilities of interfacing with the

framework and allow Squashlands Gym and Fitness to take over management of

the application to further develop it for their needs.
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5.3.2 Participant Use

As gym classes and announcements were available through the Squashies mobile

application the use of the application was high. This remained high throughout

the life of the application until it was taken down from the Apple App Store.

Staff initially created a timetable of different class types for members to join

and interact with. Eventually, those users who were granted the role of a gym

instructor took ownership of the creation of class types and class sessions. At

the end of the application’s life there were 26 unique class types. Although there

were a small amount of classes there were 699 class sessions. Given a class session

could be once a week this is a substantial amount of sessions users could interact

with. For the time the application was available, 12 months, this resulted in an

average of 13.44 class sessions per week. Each instructor had an average of 2.24

class sessions per week.

Users were able to interact with class types created by instructors by indicating

they were attending a session or posting a message in relation to a class session

or class type. Not including gym instructors, 21 members indicated they were

attending 271 class sessions with an average of 12.90 class sessions each. This

attendance count is considered high as the user base of Squashies was a small

subset of the actual gym membership, an estimated 1,500 members, and not all

members attend gym classes. Figure 5.5 presents this distribution of class sessions

attended by users. The first 6 users within this figure were gym instructors. Their

attendance was naturally high as they always indicated they were going to their

own class session.
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Figure 5.5: Number of class sessions attended by each user within Squashies

Indicating attendance to a class session was higher than posting a class message.

Both types of users created a total of 114 messages towards 13 classes. 45.61% of

the class messages were produced by the instructors relating to their class session

or class type.

Including class session attendance and class messages, users created 3,141 items in

total which were presented in various activity streams. Figure 5.6 presents the dis-

tribution of these items created by the users. The Check in activity was performed

the most with 1,332 items, followed by class attendance with 970. Where users

performed an activity relating to themselves, such as a status post, the number of

items were low.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of activity types within Squashies

Each activity item created enabled other users to interact with it by commenting

or making the item a favourite item. Figure 5.7 presents the number of actions

per activity type within Squashies. The ability to favourite an item was used

strongly across all item types. Commenting was also seen on every type, yet it

was considerably less then a user making an item a favourite. An example of this

was with the activity type Check in. Making an item a favourite was carried out

512 times, however only 128 comments were made.
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Figure 5.7: Number of activity actions per activity type within Squashies

5.3.3 Data Collected

Participant use with the collaborative activities outlined in Chapter 4 for Squashies

the framework created 9,238 interaction packages. Through commitment requests

these interaction packages resulted in 1,043 nodes and 7,203 synapses for the ANN.

The snapshots of the ANN created 608,239 synapse weight records.

From the available characteristic behaviours within the meta data that could be

demonstrated within Squashies the framework could use three characteristic be-

haviours for creating role signatures: publisher, annotator, and lurker.

5.4 Walk 2.0

5.4.1 Recruitment Method

The recruitment method used by the Walk 2.0 study is outside the scope of this

project. However, ethics was received by the WSU HREC with the ethics approval

number H8767. It was a registered trial with the Australian New Zealand Clinical
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Trials Registry Number: ACTRN12611000253909, and World Health Organiza-

tion Universal Trial Number: U111-1119-1755.

The recruitment resulted in 1,205 users with the first user registering on the 22nd of

February 2011 and the last user registering on 30th of June 2014. The recruitment

was not consistent because of the stages and different trials conducted for the Walk

2.0 study, however as the framework was interfaced with the final dataset of the

study the entire user base will be processed and analysed between the first and

last user registration.

5.4.2 Participant Use

The purpose of the Walk 2.0 website was to log passive physical activity, such

as walking. With this purpose users managed to log 62,607 sessions of passive

physical activity. These logs resulted in 791,969,995 steps taken by all users. Of

the 1,205 users who registered for the Walk 2.0 website only 544 logged passive

physical activity. Of these 544 users, the average number of logs per user was

112.05 and a standard deviation of 81.43. The highest log count by a single user

was 924 logs.

Logging passive physical activity within the Walk 2.0 website was a personal ac-

tivity, yet a user had the option to publish their log to an activity stream with a

comment. There were 4,350 of the 62,607 logs that were published to the public

activity stream. Only 174 users of the 544 users who logged their activity pub-

lished their log with a comment. The logs published made up 83.66% of all items

that were published. This can be seen in figure 5.8 where the distribution of the

activity types are presented.

For the activity type Status Post 727 items were published, however this activity

type had the ability to be published to different activity streams. Of the 727 items

published 57 were published directly to a user’s profile activity stream and 126

were published within a group. Figure 5.9 presents this segmentation of Status

Posts based on their visibility.

For all types of activities published, figure 5.10 presents the top 20 users and

their count of activity items posted to the community. From this figure the top

20 users achieved a publication count with an average of 141.5 posts per user.
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This demonstrates the top 20 users were highly active users when it came to

publications of various types of activity items.

Figure 5.8: Distribution of activity item types within the Walk 2.0 website

Figure 5.9: Segmentation of visibility for activity type Status Post within the
Walk 2.0 website
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Figure 5.10: Total activity items posted by the top 20 users within the Walk
2.0 website

Users were able to interact by providing comment and ‘Thumbs up’ for all activity

types. There were 1,606 comments made by 110 users towards activity items. An

average of 14.60 comments where made by each user, with a standard deviation of

35.84. The figure 5.11 presents the top 20 users with the highest count of comments

made. One can see the first 4 users accounted for 44.58% of all comments made,

followed by a consistent decrease in the amount of comments made by each user.

The ability to provide ‘Thumbs Up’ to an activity item allowed 109 users to tag

2,501 activity items and give 4,265 ‘Thumbs up’. When compared to comments,

the use of the ‘Thumbs Up’ was substantially more with an average of 39.12

‘Thumbs Up’ per user. As a ‘Thumbs Up’ could only be done once for each activity

item for each user it meant an average of 39.12 activity items had interaction by

a single user. Figure 5.12 presents the top 20 users with the highest amount of

‘Thumbs Up’.
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Figure 5.11: Top 20 users with the most comments for activity items within
the Walk 2.0 website
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Figure 5.12: Top 20 users with the most thumbs up for activity items within
the Walk 2.0 website

5.4.3 Data Collected

As the framework was interfaced post-trial to the Walk 2.0 study, this led to

the framework not being able to capture all implicit interaction (interaction that

did not result in saved data). It also led to the framework being modified to

handle simulated events based on the data within the Walk 2.0 database. The

modification was a script that traversed the records of the relevant tables within

the Walk 2.0 database which would manually fire events so the semantic manager

could create metadata for each record. As the tool identifier was not associated

with the records, these were manually assigned within the script when processing

each table. Once all records were processed for all tables the temporary metadata

representations were organised into chronological order. The script would then fire

an event manually for each metadata representation so the IPUSM could capture

and handle it. Once the IPUSM handled an event the normal life cycle of the

framework was carried out.
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From the data within the Walk 2.0 database 79,748 interaction packages were

created. After commitment requests were made to the framework 6,023 nodes

with 32,537 synapses were created. As a new user session could not be identified

because of post-trial analysis, a snapshot of the ANN would only occur if a previous

snapshot with the same input was older than 24 hours. Snapshots of the ANN led

to 947,927 synapse weight records for the 32,537 synapses.

The final characteristic behaviours available to the semantic manager for the tools

and widgets were: publisher, annotator, and logger. Through the actions of the

users all three characteristic behaviours were demonstrated by users allowing the

framework to acquire all three behaviours for use in determining role signatures.



Chapter 6

Social Group Role Signatures -

Framework Output

6.1 Introduction

The data collected from participant use was used by the framework to create an

output in terms of a social group role signature composed of characteristic be-

haviours for individual users. This chapter presents an analysis of this by demon-

strating the framework’s ability to:

• determine a general social group role signature for a user

• determine a social group role signature for a user with context

• accommodate new characteristic behaviours over time that may exist within

an OCE

• handle the dynamic and changing structure of an OCE in terms of user

social-ties and tools/widgets

These capabilities will be achieved by analysing interesting users or groups of users

with the determined role signatures from the framework for each user and then

comparing a user’s actual use within a case study. Interesting are those users

who demonstrate unique or common patterns of interaction towards other users

or within a case study that can demonstrate the frameworks capability.
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Not all signatures for all users will be presented. This is because the framework

can only produce one signature for one set of input per role signature request.

Also, because of the large number of social-tie combinations a user may have, it

would not be feasible to present all possible signatures.

6.2 General Signatures

The framework is capable of determining a social group role signature for each

input combination experienced by the framework. This experience is achieved from

the semantic data and the generated interaction packages. Although the semantic

data and interaction packages create the input combinations, which consist of the

user identifier, widget/tool identifier, and the social-tie, not all three inputs are

needed to determine a signature. This is a result of the dynamic capability of the

framework and its ability to build a signature based one or more inputs.

As a user can have many social-ties and use many tools there is no single unique

role signature for a user. This is because role signatures change based on the

context provided for collaboration. This context is create with the widget/tool

identifier and social-tie. Although there is no single unique role signature, a general

signature still can be achieved. A general signature is defined as a signature

without context, only the user identifier is used within a signature request to

determine a social group role signature. When this type of signature request

is made the framework acquires only the relevant experience towards the user

without context.

Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 present the resulting general role signatures of the top 10

most active users within each case study. The tables also present the ANN result

for a historical and current snapshot. The days between snapshots are based on a

user’s latest user session and the one preceding. As a result, each row in this table

has a unique time period as new user sessions were created by users at different

time periods. These results were achieved by the framework by a signature request

with only the user identifier present as input.

When comparing the resulting role signature for user 3 within table 6.1 and their

general use of the environment, there is a match between a user’s general partic-

ipant use and determined characteristic behaviours. For instance, with 538 posts

of activities and 86 locations created, user 3 had the most publications of all users
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within the Espressobility case study. Their publisher strength was determined to

strong at 85%. When comparing their annotator strength it was neutral at 55%.

This also matches their overall annotations as it was considerably less to their

publication count with 90 comments made. Although the lurker characteristic

behaviour did not result in any data to compare, the weakness of this behaviour

at 32.50% does suggest the user did not take time browsing and instead focused

on their ability to publish content. This suggestion will be explored further when

context based signatures are determined for this user in section 6.3.

Another interesting user within table 6.1 is user 8. The framework has shown the

user was weak with the publisher characteristic behaviour at 40% yet strong with

both annotator and lurker at 85%. When comparing their use of the environment

this is also reflected with their comment count. They had the highest comment

count with 256 comments. They also had the third highest post count of activi-

ties within the case study, however the framework has determined their publisher

behaviour to be weak. This is because this general signature is the final signature

determined by the framework. If the framework is given a date range within the

signature request the framework is able to use historical snapshots to present past

general signatures. This ability can be seen in figure 6.1where general signatures

are presented for user 8 over the user’s life within the case study. Within this

figure one can also see the variability of the user’s general signature. Their pub-

lisher characteristic behaviour was a consistent neutral to weak strength, yet their

annotator behaviour after 12 months was consistently strong. This matches their

participant use also. 64.32% of all comments made by this user was within the

last 12 months while their creation of locations and posting of activities was small

with 42 over a period of 6 months.
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Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
User Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker

3 0.78 0.1 -0.25 0.82 0.1 -0.1 4 85.00% 55.00% 32.50%
1 0.4 0.35 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.15 10 85.00% 79.54% 55.00%
6 0.23 -0.1 0.3 0.36 -0.15 0.28 18 70.00% 29.28% 71.36%
8 0.15 0.5 0.7 -0.02 0.6 0.73 5 40.00% 85.00% 85.00%
26 0.1 0.05 0.25 0.02 0.14 0.28 21 40.00% 48.07% 65.00%
25 0.06 -0.22 0.56 -0.17 0.16 0.31 28 27.06% 25.00% 74.41%
5 -0.33 -0.28 0.18 -0.27 -0.43 0.22 30+ 25.00% 25.00% 55.00%
4 -0.68 0.78 0.53 -0.53 -0.63 0.42 14 25.00% 25.00% 85.00%
7 0.72 0.38 0.13 -0.32 0.1 0.27 17 55.00% 72.14% 68.40%
13 0.68 -0.79 0.52 -0.05 -0.81 0.61 22 55.00% 25.00% 85.00%

Table 6.1: Top 10 most active users and their general social group role signatures within the Espressobility case study

Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
User Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker
3201 0.76 -0.13 -0.28 0.78 0.12 -0.01 3 76.81% 25.00% 25.00%
3200 0.36 0.23 0.14 0.41 0.14 -0.05 2 85.00% 61.27% 37.00%
3203 0.15 0.43 0.55 0.28 0.24 0.29 4 70.00% 85.00% 85.00%
3199 0.30 0.13 -0.21 0.32 0.05 0.12 6 75.76% 48.07% 55.00%
3202 -0.28 0.42 0.23 -0.05 0.23 0.33 7 37.00% 85.00% 77.07%
3204 0.22 -0.23 -0.15 -0.15 0.05 0.01 13 32.49% 41.15% 40.30%
3210 0.32 0.13 0.71 0.38 0.09 0.53 3 82.00% 53.42% 85.00%
3249 0.21 -0.73 0.32 0.24 -0.74 0.43 9 63.18% 25.00% 85.00%
3213 0.01 0.14 0.61 0.03 0.22 0.59 16 43.26% 59.28% 85.00%
3225 -0.12 0.28 0.56 0.06 0.22 0.67 2 47.00% 70.00% 85.00%

Table 6.2: Top 10 most active users and their general social group role signatures within the Squashies case study
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Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
User Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Logger Days Publisher Annotator Logger
219 0.78 0.65 0.86 0.80 0.62 0.87 3 85.00% 85.00% 85.00%
279 0.52 0.76 0.82 0.48 0.72 0.84 5 85.00% 85.00% 85.00%
97 0.34 -0.43 0.72 0.28 -0.49 0.74 9 78.33% 25.00% 85.00%
407 0.58 0.13 0.72 0.51 0.07 0.73 12 85.00% 50.71% 85.00%
212 0.45 0.13 0.59 0.35 0.04 0.64 4 85.00% 46.81% 85.00%
263 0.48 -0.23 0.71 0.53 -0.28 0.73 14 85.00% 25.00% 85.00%
108 0.12 -0.72 0.71 -0.01 -0.74 0.72 18 41.05% 25.00% 85.00%
259 0.45 0.27 0.74 0.42 0.21 0.75 13 79.19% 30.05% 85.00%
343 0.16 -0.81 0.69 0.09 -0.82 0.73 19 53.23% 25.00% 85.00%
342 0.35 -0.81 0.69 0.43 -0.82 0.73 12 85.00% 30.06% 85.00%

Table 6.3: Top 10 most active users and their general social group role signatures within the Walk 2.0 website case study
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Figure 6.1: The general signatures for user 8 within the Espressobility case
study over the user’s life

The Squashies case study had two explicit roles for its users. Users who were

general members of the gym and instructors of classes within the gym. Although

not indicated in table 6.2, the first 4 users within this table are instructors. Users:

3201, 3200, 3203, 3199. All four of these users had a strong publisher character-

istic behaviour. This aligns with their activity publication, as all instructors had

to publish class sessions to other members and also state they were attending the

class sessions they were conducting. Of these instructors, user 3203 had strong

behaviour for all characteristic behaviours available within the case study. How-

ever, initially this user did not have such a general signature. Figure 6.2 presents

the general signature for user 3203 at 3 months, 6 months and 12 months. This

figure illustrates the user was determined to be weak in both lurker and anno-

tator for the first 6 months of use, however it slowly increased to the point they

demonstrated strong behaviour in all characteristic behaviours. When compar-

ing their comments and favourite actions this matches the time line of behaviour

change. Initially the user did not provide any other publication other than their

class types, class sessions and their attendance. However, as time went on they
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were commenting and favoured activity items created by users who were attending

their classes.

When comparing gym members with instructors there is a noticeable difference

between the two types of users. The publisher strength is weak or neutral for gym

members, yet strong for instructors. This could be a result of a gym instructor

needing to publish their class session for attendance, although when comparing

the gym members use they published one check in on average for every new user

session. During this user session a check in tended to be their only publication.

They would however, favourite other gym member check ins or activities in the

same user session.

Figure 6.2: The general signatures for user 3203 within Squashies over the
user’s life

The top 10 users of the Walk 2.0 website all have one characteristic in common,

they all have been determined to be strong with the logger characteristic be-

haviour. This result aligns with the objective of the Walk 2.0 website which was

for users to log passive physical activity. The strong behaviour also matches the

log count for each user. The log count was on average the most common activity

users performed. This can be seen with figure 6.3 which presents the count of

actions carried out by the top 10 users of the Walk 2.0 website.
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Both user 219 and 279 were determined to be strong across all characteristic

behaviours. When comparing to their actions within figure 6.3 this is reflected.

They were the only users who demonstrated a constant use over each available

activity. Although user 279 had a much larger ‘Thumbs Up’ count, the framework

still determined their annotator behaviour to be strong at 85%. This is a result of

the FL layer. This layer determines a strong behaviour as 85% and therefore will

not go higher because of the fuzziness created with age and historical snapshots.

The general signatures determined by the framework for the case studies match the

amount of actions undertaken by each user. Further discussion on these general

signatures and how they can be used will be in chapter 7

Figure 6.3: The top 10 users and their actions within the Walk 2.0 website

6.3 Context Based Signatures

The previous section presented general signatures for users within the case stud-

ies. Although the framework can determine a general signature for a user, the

uniqueness of the framework comes from its ability to determine a role signature

within collaborative context. This context is established through the social-ties

created and also the tools used by a user. This section presents use of this context

to for the framework to determine context based signatures for select users. These
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signatures will be compared to a user’s general signature and also their actual

actions taken within context inside a case study.

Social-ties created by a user indicate a collaborative action where a user has car-

ried out some action towards another user that resulted in a relational tie. By

using a user identifier in combination with a social-tie a context is created for a

collaborative action. Using a social-tie within a request enables the framework to

determine role signature that is unique for the user and the context provided.

Within the Espressobility case study user 3 was determined to have a general

signature where publisher was strong with 85%, but annotator and lurker were

neutral and weak. This general signature was suggested to be a result of the

user only focusing on their ability to publish and did not take time to engage or

browse content created by other users. By providing the user identifier and

social-tie within a signature request a context can be established to explore this

suggestion. Three context based signatures for user 3 are presented in Figure 6.4

to illustrate this. Within this figure three social-ties have been used with three

of the locations the user created and interacted with the most. For all context

signatures it was determined by the framework that the publisher behaviour was

strong while annotator and lurker was either neutral or weak. This is in line with

the general signature also presented for this user. This reiterates the suggestion

the user did not demonstrate a strong desire to know what was happening at their

favourite locations or who was interacting with it.

User 1 within the Espressobility case study had a general signature of 85% pub-

lisher, 79.54% annotator and 55.00% lurker. When comparing their actual use

of the case study this is reflected with the amount of activities carried out by

the user. However, when requesting context based signatures for this user in re-

lation to a social-tie and tools/widgets used their signature changes. Figure 6.5

presents this with the general signature of user 1, and the signature of a different

context. A context where the social-tie in this figure is a tie with the user’s own

user identifier, which is u1, resulting in the social-tie u1-u1. This illustrates the

annotator behaviour is strong while both publisher and lurker are weak. This

makes it different to their general signature. When comparing with actual use of

the environment, this user would tag their own activities published. They were

also the user who produced 32 of all the 44 tags present within Espressobility.
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Figure 6.4: Location context based signatures for user 3 of Espressobility

When providing a more detailed context by providing all three input fields, the

framework can determine slight changes in behaviour even though social-tie re-

mains the same. This can be seen in figure 6.6. Within this figure User 1’s general

signature is present, the signature for the social tie with user 8 present, and also

two more signatures in with the tools the user used while interacting with user

8. From this one can see there is a slight change between the publisher behaviour

when a tool identifier is used in conjunction with a social-tie. The publisher be-

haviour decreases from neutral to weak providing a more refined context for each

signature.

This refinement is not beneficial when a tool only offers one action for a user to

perform one characteristic behaviour. However, it is beneficial when a tool is able

to do two or more actions resulting in multiple behaviours. An example of this is

the location tool within Espressobility. A user is able to publish a review, explore

details about the location and edit the location. Figure 6.7 presents a comparison

of signatures in regards to this tool with user 26 within Espressobility. The role

signature with the context of the tool shows a dramatic difference with annotator

suggesting the user did not favour this ability of the tool. However, the shape is
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Figure 6.5: User 1 and their determined general signature with their user
profile context signature within Espressobility

similar to the signature when only the location social-tie is present, which also

suggests the context of the tool identifier refined the signature. When comparing

to actual use this matches the amount of edits user 26 carried out. They only did

two edits, while their published activity count was 7.

Figure 6.8 presents a general signature for an instructor, user 3203, and also three

context based signatures within Squashies. The three context based signatures

are the result of two users an instructor has a social-tie with and a class they

have created. One of the users, user 3243, has attended the instructors class while

the other user, user 3228, did not. Although these may be isolated signatures,

looking at the third signature, which has the class context, the signature for the

user who attended the instructors class has been determined to be similar. When

comparing with actual use of the case study, instructors favoured on average 3.92

activity items posted by users who attended their class, while only favoured on

average 0.27 activity items of all users who did not attend their class.

Squashies enabled users to create various activity types for publication to activity

streams. Each activity type was regarded as a tool with its own unique identifier.
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Figure 6.6: Role signatures for user 1 with refined context based signatures
with user 8 and tools/widgets within the Epsressobility case study.

By providing a user identifier and tool identifier the framework can determine a

context based role signature towards a tool for a particular user. Table 6.4 presents

the determined context signatures for user 3199 of the Squashies case study with

the context of each activity type. From this table one can see the framework has

provided different signatures for each tool used. For some tools the user could not

carry out the publisher behaviour, such as the gym notice, as they did not have

the authority. For these tools the framework determines the publisher behaviour

on what experience exists for the user in regards to the publisher behaviour. It will

then build the dynamic structure of the ANN and determine a signature if it has

experienced the user using the tool in the past or not. It also does this for all tools

where a user has had little use or no use. An example of this is shown in Figure

6.9 where it presents the actions carried out by user 3199. It illustrates there

has been little use of various tools, however the framework has still determined a

signature based on the experience collected for the user.
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Figure 6.7: Location social-tie with location tool signature comparison for
user 26 within Epsressobility
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of context signatures for instructor user 3203 with
class members and non member within the Squahies case study.
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Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
Sig. For Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker
General 0.30 0.13 -0.21 0.32 0.05 0.12 6 75.76% 48.07% 55.00%

Status Post 0.21 0.02 -0.12 0.19 -0.06 0.03 6 57.19% 41.15% 30.85%
Progress Post 0.08 0.15 0.05 0.17 0.22 0.19 6 51.53% 59.28% 47.10%
Gym Notice 0.15 0.18 -0.09 0.11 0.14 0.1 6 55.00% 55.00% 33.35%

Check in 0.45 0.38 0.26 0.51 0.32 0.28 6 85.00% 85.00% 70.00%
Strength Session 0.12 0.08 -0.29 0.10 0.07 -0.20 6 55.00% 52.00% 25.00%
Cardio Session 0.14 0.09 -0.25 0.07 0.03 -0.28 6 55.00% 53.16% 25.00%
Class Session 0.79 0.81 0.68 0.82 0.79 0.7 6 85.00% 85.00% 85.00%

New Class 0.38 0.21 0.12 0.32 0.14 0.09 6 82.00% 57.19% 55.00%
Class Attendance 0.73 0.59 0.69 0.78 0.53 0.72 6 85.00% 85.00% 85.00%

Table 6.4: The context signatures for use 3199 and their use of the different activity types
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of total actions for user 3199 within the Squashies
case study.

6.4 Accommodating Characteristic Behaviours

The characteristic behaviours within a signature are based on the commitment

requests to the framework. This is why in chapter 5 the resulting characteristics

were presented at the end of data collection. This is because a behaviour should

not exist unless that behaviour has been demonstrated by one or more users. The

three stereotypical behaviours chosen to represent characteristic behaviours, with

exception of walk, were all present at the end of data collection. This meant at

some point in time all behaviours were displayed by the user base.

As there were only three characteristic behaviours this resulted in users from both

Espressobility and Squashies presenting the behaviours within a user’s first user

session. However, as the interaction packages were cached simulated user sessions

could be created to segment interaction packages to demonstrate when behaviour

was first was introduced to the framework from a case study. The results of the

simulated user sessions for Espressobility and Squashies can be seen in tables 6.5

and 6.6. These signatures are general signatures determined for the first users of

the case studies. From these tables one can see behaviour is strong upon initial
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commit. This is a result of how the framework commits new behaviours. The

strength of a new behaviour is dependent on how many behaviours are present

within the framework when the behaviour is committed. This is calculated by the

division of one by the present count of behaviours in the framework. For instance, if

there are 3 behaviours the new behaviour will be given an output synapse weight of

0.33. As the behaviours grow new behaviours will not be as strong initially. Using

the simulated user sessions for Espressobility and Squashies it took 6 snapshots

for user 1 to demonstrate all characteristic behaviours. However, a role signature

could be determined with only one behaviour after 2. This is the same for the

Squashies cases study.

The Walk 2.0 website did not require simulation. The first user presented new be-

haviour within each new user session after registration. Table 6.7 presents the first

user and their determined general signatures. Although the publisher behaviour

was committed the FL removed the behaviour from the resulting signature. This

was also the case for the fourth user session where the user presented the annota-

tor behaviour. This is because a behaviour strength could not be inferred by the

FL as it was not present in the historical ANN result. This example demonstrates

the capability of the framework adapting quickly to new behaviour present within

an OCE. Only after 6 user sessions was a general role signature determined for a

user.

Although these examples are of the framework accommodating behaviour for ini-

tial users, the ability of accommodating behaviour of the framework can be carried

through out the life of the OCE. If a new tool is implemented within an environ-

ment that presents a new behaviour the framework has not experienced, once a

user uses that capability of the tool the framework will then commit the new be-

haviour. Once committed all future role signatures created will include the new

behaviour and its strength for a user.
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Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
User Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker

1 1 1 0 85.00%
1 0.48 0.81 0.39 0.61 3 85.00% 85.00%
1 0.32 0.28 0.47 0.33 0.29 0.36 2 76.60% 71.53% 85.00%

Table 6.5: Initial accommodation of behaviours for the Espressobility case study by showing general signatures of first user

Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
User Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker
3916 1 1 0 85.00%
3916 0.84 0.42 0.78 0.49 7 85.00% 85.00%
3916 0.78 0.27 0.39 0.74 0.22 0.32 4 85.00% 68.40% 83.42%

Table 6.6: Initial accommodation of behaviours for the Squashies case study by showing general signatures of first user

Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
User Publisher Annotator Logger Publisher Annotator Logger Days Publisher Annotator Logger

9 1 0.5 0.81 1 85.00%
9 0.34 0.82 0.29 0.24 0.76 8 85.00% 85.00%
9 0.39 0.18 0.78 0.25 0.1 0.80 4 83.98% 55.00% 85.00%

Table 6.7: Initial accommodation of behaviours for the Walk 2.0 website case study by showing general signatures of first user
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6.5 Handling A Dynamic User Social Network

Structure

The user social network structure of an OCE is dynamic and is capable of changing

over time. This occurs as new users and tools enter an environment and increase

the amount of social-ties towards other users or media generated from tools. Be-

cause of the dynamic structure of the ANN within the framework it is able to

accomodate these new social-ties before a user interacts with it and after.

Table 6.8 presents the determined signatures of user 6 and the context of the

social-tie u6-u8 before and after its creation. Also within this table is the general

signature for the user before the social-tie is established. The second row is the

same framework snapshot for the general signature was determined, but with the

context of the social-tie before it was established by the user. The difference

between the general signature and the social tie can be seen within figure 6.10.

Both signatures share the same characteristics, however with the context of the

social-tie the framework has determined the behaviours to be slightly weaker. The

final signature within the table is after the social tie was established. The publisher

dropped to neutral strength while annotator increased from weak to neutral, but

lurker remained the same as the other two signatures. When comparing to actual

usage of the case study user 6 created a social-tie by commenting on a review post

by user 8.

When using the social-tie for context there are only slight differences between

strengths. Using the same general signature, yet adding the tool/widget identifier

to the context in addition to the social-tie a different signature is produced. Table

6.9 presents the user 6 again with the social tie u6-u8, however the context of the

tool used for the social tie creation has been provided. Using the figure 6.11 to

represent the signatures visually one can see the role signature after the social-tie

is more aligned with the role signature before a social-tie was established. In this

instance, there was an increase in the annotator behaviour taking it to strong

instead of neutral, where the logger behaviour decreased going from strong to

neutral.

The above example demonstrates the ability of the framework being capable of

determining a role signature where a context was yet to be experienced by the

framework. The framework only using what it had learnt from other interaction
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packages about the user, it inferred a signature for future actions for a user towards

another user. Within a dynamic and changing collaborative environment this

capability could provide a means for personalisation towards potential and existing

social-ties.

Figure 6.10: Visual signature of user 6 before and after the creation of a
social-tie with user 8 within the Espressobility case study
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Figure 6.11: Visual signature of user 6 with context of the review post tool
before and after the creation of a social-tie with user 8 within the Espressobility

case study
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Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
Sig. For Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker

General Before 0.48 -0.09 0.15 0.41 -0.04 0.19 5 85.00% 33.35% 55.00%
Before u6-u8 0.36 -0.18 -0.07 0.32 -0.27 0.23 5 79.54% 26.36% 40.34%
After u6-u8 0.19 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.04 0.19 7 55.00% 47.85% 55.00%

Table 6.8: Signature of user 8 before and after the creation of a social-tie with user 6 within the Espressobility case study

Historical ANN Results Latest ANN Result Inferred Signature
Sig. For Publisher Annotator Lurker Publisher Annotator Lurker Days Publisher Annotator Lurker

General Before 0.48 -0.09 0.15 0.41 -0.04 0.19 5 85.00% 33.35% 55.00%
Before u6-u8-review 0.12 0.26 0.28 0.1 0.24 0.24 5 55.00% 59.28% 70.00%
After u6-u8-review 0.09 0.29 0.24 0.12 0.24 0.14 7 53.47% 71.53% 63.18%

Table 6.9: Signature of user 8 with context of the review post tool before and after the creation of a social-tie with user 6 within the
Espressobility case study



Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a discussion of the research undertaken. This will include a

response to the research aims in relation to the research undertaken by restating

the research aims and discussing the results achieved. Also, a discussion on how

the framework compares to other models and methods for establishing roles and

role signatures will be presented. Finally, future applications and future work will

be discussed to explore the possible directions of this research.

7.2 Confirmation of Research Aims

As stated in Chapter 1 the aim of this research was to provide a construct in the

form of a research framework for automating the social group role model life cycle

for the creation of social group role signatures within an OCE. One of the com-

plexities of such an aim is the dynamic nature of an OCE. Within an OCE users

can be autonomous in an asynchronous manner and therefore their actions are

captured and are capable of existing throughout time. This disrupts the natural

cycle of the social group role life cycle as all possible behaviours throughout time

are present for a user to evaluate. Therefore the problem for a user to correctly

understand and/or identify another user’s role or social norm composition within

a group at a moment in time becomes apparent. In addition to this, users are able

to carry out implicit behaviour that is not public, such as the lurker characteristic

143
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behaviour. This causes a user to form an awareness of all characteristic behaviours

of another user. With an aim that held such complexities, the proposed frame-

work needed to be able to overcome these to successfully carry out the life cycle

continuously overtime.

Even though the ability to provide such a construct was the aim of the research,

various objectives were set out to confirm it. The first was to provide the con-

struct with the use of an asynchronous, yet life cycle design, and a dynamic and

automated machine learning method for characterisation.

For the asynchronous, yet life cycle design, the proposed use of an event based

asynchronous approach with requests to handle and organise the phases of the

social group role life cycle has been demonstrated as a successful approach. It

enabled the phases of the life cycle to operate independently of each other. It

achieved this when a request was made and the framework could organise the

life cycle sequentially via the framework proxy. This was demonstrated by the

framework evaluating and committing user sessions before the life cycle phases

change and transition were requested to determine a role signature. For example,

if a signature was requested the framework would organise and check all phases of

the life cycle were ready and capable of being carried out in a sequential manner.

However, if only the commitment phase was requested only that phase was carried

out.

The use of a NFS for the machine learning method also proved to be a valid

approach. However, unique customisation of the ANN was needed to handle the

changing and dynamic social structures and behaviours within an OCE over time.

This led to the addition of snapshot capability for the ANN structure so the ANN

could create historical output. This capability and the choice of approach with

the ANN and its ability to dynamically build its structure on request played a

significant role in the success of the framework’s dynamic and automated ability.

Without it a static ANN would present the same problem as other methods where

historical processing is lost [85]. The FL layer of the machine learning method

also played a significant role in stabilizing and inferring a role signature over time.

Without it a role signature would not be taking in account the age of behaviour

and therefore could misrepresent the strength of a characteristic behaviour leading

to a stale user model [125].
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The second objective of the aim was to have the framework determine general role

signatures composed of characteristic behaviours. As demonstrated in Chapter 6

the framework achieved this for the top 10 users of each case study. After exploring

various users, it was demonstrated that the framework could also determine mul-

tiple general role signatures overtime showing change in characteristic behaviours.

This was shown when comparing a user’s general signature to their total use of a

case study at different points in time: 3 months, 6 months and 12 months. Their

usage of the tools and related behaviours available within the case study matched

the determined characteristic behaviours within a general role signature. This was

also seen with context based role signatures.

The capability of the framework to produce context based roles signatures was the

third objective. Similar to the frameworks capability to determine general role

signatures it also demonstrated its ability to determine context role signatures.

However, the framework also demonstrated its ability to refine the role signature

as a more detailed context was given. This was illustrated in figure 6.6 when

comparing a general role signature of a user with context based signatures. The

strength of the characteristic behaviours changed to accommodate the new context

of a social-tie, and then it was refined again with the tool/widget identifier was

used in addition to the social-tie. When comparing the determined context based

role signatures with the actual use of the case studies, this was the same as the

general role signatures where the usage matched that of the signatures.

The framework being able to accommodate new behaviour over time was the fourth

objective. This objective was achieved with the use of a back-propagation ANN.

As a back-propagation ANN is a supervised learning method the framework can

be trained on new behaviour when a user demonstrates it within an environment.

This was demonstrated with the behaviour take up by initial users and the final

characteristic behaviour composition of determined role signatures for each case

study. When the framework was first applied to the case studies it contained no

experience about the users and the characteristic behaviours that are available

within a case study and only through a user performing a characteristic behaviour

could the framework learn it. Once learned though, the dynamic structure of the

ANN could then use all learned behaviour as part of a role signature.

The same method accommodating behaviour over time also allowed the framework

to accommodate changing social structures. This capability was the fifth objec-

tive. Within the case studies, users changed their social structures by forming
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new social-ties with different users and media. This led to the framework hav-

ing to accommodate this change. This was demonstrated with user 6 within the

Espressobility case study. The framework was able to determine a role signature

without a known social-tie and then the framework determined a more refined role

signature once the framework was provided with interaction packages towards the

social-tie. The first role signature determined was similar to user 6’s general role

signature, however once the social-tie existed the role signature was refined to suit

the updated social structure.

The chosen characteristic behaviours used for the role signatures determined by the

framework were three stereotypical behaviours: publisher, annotator, and lurker.

However, for the Walk 2.0 website logger was substituted for lurker as demonstra-

tion of the framework was post-trial for the Walk 2.0 project. The identification

of these characteristic behaviours was the sixth objective of the research aim. It

was needed to have generic behaviour which could be used with the framework to

demonstrate its capability across multiple case studies. The identified stereotyp-

ical behaviours represented the general behaviours derived from CRUD actions.

They were used as generic characteristic behaviours which could be used for a

more generic role signature composition to demonstrate and to compare across

multiple case studies.

The seventh objective of the research aim was to create a framework so that it

was generic and accommodating of multiple OCE. This was achieved through

a request architecture within the framework domain. It enabled the framework

to be external to an OCE and therefore not dependent on the OCE interacting

with it. The framework was also capable of handling multiple OCE through one

implementation of the framework. Although this was not demonstrated with the

case studies as they operated at different time periods and resource availability

was scarce, the framework was still demonstrated successfully across multiple case

studies with the same code base. The only changes between case studies were the

development environment and the implementation of the semantic manager and

the IPUSM. The semantic manager and the IPUSM were different as they needed

to specify which events to listen to and the mapping of user sessions for the IPUSM.

This task would be needed for each environment as each environment will have

different behaviour associated with tools. They will also have different methods

of storing a user session. With only these changes, the use of the framework over

multiple case studies demonstrates the last objective achieved.
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The last objective was the development of case studies to demonstrate real world

application of the framework. Two case studies were developed specifically for this

study, and one was acquired from another research project. The two case studies

developed were two mobile applications that were available to the public. They

both required the approval of ethics for participant use and recruitment. These

development and use of these case studies allowed real world application of the

framework as it was applied before the a case studies release to the public. This is

because the ability to apply the framework to a case study before release enabled

real time data collection that enabled the ability to demonstrate the automation

of the social group role life cycle in a real world scenario. The case study that

was acquired from another research framework, although it was post-trial use,

provided demonstration of the framework with an existing data set. These case

studies demonstrated application of the framework and its ability to be generic to

work across many OCE that are live and in use and those that are offline and are

static.

7.3 Framework Comparison

The asynchronous and implicit nature of an OCE makes the continuous identifica-

tion and analysis of collaborative and social group roles online complex [102]. This

could be the reason why the range of methods for identification of roles within an

OCE are diverse. Many are static and are carried out at a particular point in time.

This could be a result of each OCE being different, in terms of tools and purpose,

and as a result so is the data. It could also be an output of a known dataset being

easier to analyse then a changing dataset. These methods are not incorrect, as

they provide insight into the detailed structure of environments, however they fail

to work for real world scenarios because of their focus on structure. The framework

presented does not focus on structure but conforms to the dynamic and fluidity

of OCE. This allows scenarios where knowing a user’s role or role signature at

the point of interaction could help allocate resources or assist with collaborative

efforts.

The dynamic and adaptability of the framework towards various OCE is the funda-

mental difference between other methods. Generally other methods commonly use

the approach of setting structures or rules for signatures to create roles [100, 106].

However, a flaw in such an approach is the laborious task of mining the social
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structures and identifying behaviour after there is enough data to do so. This

task could be why many approaches use existing OCE to source their data and

as a result always look in the past after the collaboration has already taken place

[7, 111]. Another flaw in such an approach is having the structures and identified

behaviour tied to a particular OCE limiting their use for other OCE. This was

not the case with the framework. After two users sessions, a historical one and a

current one, the framework could determine a role signature. There was no need

to manually set structures and identify behaviour from data harvested from an

OCE.

Identification or categorisation of users into roles within an OCE is a common

objective of many studies [7, 51, 101, 102, 104]. However, identification and cat-

egorisation doesn’t align with the social group role model. This is because if an

OCE is dynamic and continually changing the identification or characterisation

of roles would be also [102]. This is amplified with the collaboration model of

three domains: people, purpose, and processing. Each user will have a different

composition of attributes for each domain so they may not associate with one par-

ticular role all the time. With this understanding it was a concious decision to not

label or categorise a user to a single role. Instead, following the social group role

model, the characteristic behaviours provide the descriptors for an “implicit role”

for a particular context. This approach of not identifying or categorising users

into roles yet creating role signatures enables the framework to be more dynamic

as typecasting of users is prevented. Meaning, there is no explicit label specifying

a set of characteristic behaviours a user must have. Instead, an OCE can have a

range of behaviours the framework can use to determine a role signature instead

of a predetermined role or classification a user belongs to.

The determined role signatures used by framework matched the user participa-

tion. However, as strength of characteristic behaviours will be a generalisation of

behaviour, a stereotype, this framework will never output an absolute representa-

tion of behaviour as it will always be an ‘approximation’ like many user models

[62]. Behaviour is subjective, therefore even if the ANN used another sigmoid

function, or the FL had more detailed membership functions it still would re-

sult in an approximated strength representation of the characteristic behaviours

shown by a user which may not be the actual user’s preference or a behaviour the

user associates with. Given this, the purpose of the research was not to provide

a mathematically accurate framework, but a framework that could characterise
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and automate the social group role life cycle in real time. This is why the results

of the framework were compared with actual participant use. By matching the

participation of users and their determined role signatures one could validate the

automation of characterising common interactions carried out by a user within a

dynamic and flexible environment.

Overall the framework achieved automation of the social group life cycle providing

a universal real world framework for contrasting OCE. Although other methods

of role identification that are static or coupled to a particular OCE might be more

accurate in terms of classification or role identification, they will always be limited

in application towards other OCE because of their dynamic and flexible nature.

Therefore, it is believed this framework is the first generic/universal framework to

provide automation of social group role identification within OCE.

7.4 General Discussion

The proposed framework has demonstrated its ability to characterise and auto-

mate the creation of social group role signatures within OCE. The success of this

demonstration provides real world validation of foundational work that is believed

to be a first of its kind for determining social group role signatures through the

social group role life cycle for these type of environments. With such a framework

for determining role signatures in a real world application, they can be used for the

design, personalisation, and resource allocation for users that may help facilitate

and support the collaboration amongst users.

The novel component of the framework is its ability to accommodate asynchronous

behaviour within an asynchronous environment, while providing a life cycle to

role signature formation base on social-ties. This allows the framework to work

for real world applications. This was the reason for the decision of using case

studies instead of harvesting data from pre-existing OCE, such as Twitter or

LinkedIn. By using case studies one can carry out processing as behaviour occurs

over time instead of a linear or sequential process as seen with the Walk 2.0

website. Harvesting also does not allow for the capture of implicit actions carried

out by users. This was also seen with the Walk 2.0 website as the framework was

interfaced post-trial and the data for the characteristic behaviour lurker was lost

and so the logger behaviour was chosen as a substitute.
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Each case study presented a different data set size. Because of the nature of the

framework creating a role signature for an individual user the differences in data

set sizes had no impact on the study. This was because the framework was capable

of determining a role signature within two user sessions - although they could be

incomplete role signatures. If there was more data for each user the NN would of

had a more refined result, however the fuzzy logic using age to determine strength

would cancel out this because it generalised the output from the ANN to prevent

pigeon-holing a user. Therefore, the only difference of more data would be a slower

change between strengths. This slower change could of been achieved by changing

the learning rate of the NN if it was needed.

Although the size of the datasets did not have an impact on the study, a larger

dataset would of allowed exploration into more users with the same general role

signatures. This would of been desirable with the Espressobility case study. This

case study had a small user base with only a few users demonstrating large amounts

of behaviour, and with those users only two general role signatures were similar

over time. To have many users with the same general role signature and then

explore their behaviour amongst many users over time would of been desirable.

A limitation of this work was the limited functionality of the case studies. Al-

though they enabled demonstration of the framework, not being able to have the

framework create role signatures for all nodes within a network was a limitation.

If there was more time, any node within an OCE could of been used. For in-

stance, if there was group based activities present the group could of been used

as a social-tie by the framework. Instead this study only used the user identifier

and optional contexts of another social-tie and/or a tool/widget identifier. This

could be future work where groups of users with a group identifier is used as an

additional option to a user identifier to provide group based role signatures. This

could provide a tiered approach to role signatures, where the framework creates

more defined context role signatures. For instance, one could use the user identi-

fier, a group identifier, a social-tie and a tool identifier to provide a refined context

role signature based on behaviour to another user within the same group.

Presented in this work were three generic stereotypical behaviours used for charac-

teristic behaviours. The use of three stereotypical behaviours, although provides

a general mapping of behaviour for all OCE, limited the complexity of role sig-

natures, and so limits the ability to make complex decisions about users because
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it is a generalisation. In future work one could include more refined semantic re-

lated behaviours for differing OCE. The framework is already capable of adopting

these refined behaviours because of its supervised learning approach - as seen with

the substitution of logger with the Walk 2.0 case study - so there would be no

modification to the current framework just the interfacing with a new OCE. An

example of this could be an environment where social coding was the collaborative

goal, and a semantic meaning for various actions within such an environment were

used. For instance, ‘pusher’ could be a semantic behaviour where the user pushes

new code to a repository for other coders to collaborate on. This approach would

lead to more refined, complex, and related role signatures instead of stereotypical

behaviour as seen in this research. This approach would be more effective for user

interface personalisation or in practice when providing resources to users as the

role signature is less of a generalisation and more detailed and focused for the

context of the collaborative environment.

Modification of the framework could also be carried out to explore the nuances

of the different components of the framework. For instance, linear fit functions

were used for membership functions of the FL layer of the framework domain.

Changing these membership functions to other functions, such as sigmoidal or bell,

could be carried out to see the effect it would have on the determined strength of

the characteristic behaviours. Changes to the membership thresholds could also

be undertaken for different OCE to experiment the rate of change in strength.

However, this type of work would require a continual live case study so not to loose

the implicit data that is shown by users. This type of work, however, would only

refine the output so that it would be more granular for characteristic behaviour

strength, it would not change the overall composition of behaviours present within

a role signature.

OCE are becoming more pervasive in our daily lives. They are also introduc-

ing new ways to empower the user to be autonomous with their actions towards

other users and media. As this continues the user’s ability to create a shared

understanding for collaboration will become more complex and diverse making it

harder to collaborate effectively. This will be because a user will find it difficult

to evaluate and commit the behaviours of other users and so will have trouble

carrying out the social group role life cycle that all individuals do. By provid-

ing a role signature derived from the social group role life cycle this complexity

could be removed. With the use of the framework users could use the determined
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role signatures to understand the characteristic behaviours other users present for

different collaborative contexts. It could make it easier for users to commit to

implicit roles for other users within a collaborative context as they have a role

signature to evaluate. By being able to evaluate it could allow their own social

group role life cycle to occur. In addition to this, users could evaluate other users

and their historical role signatures for similar collaborative contexts to find a user

who was strong with a particular behaviour. As a result, a stronger and more di-

verse collaborative context could be established. However, this relies on the user’s

understanding of the role signatures determined. This type of scenario could be

future work for this framework.

Additional work could be knowing a role signature for personalisation of interfaces

to provide responsive and personal tools that could assist in supporting collabora-

tion. This could be achieved as the tools and widgets available for different users

can allow a user to demonstrate different behaviours - as shown in the Espresso-

bility case study. This could be achieved by using a role signature so a tool could

present functionality that aligns with the strongest behaviours. In conjunction

with a social-tie a tool could also respond differently under different collaborative

contexts as the strength of behaviours change based on context. For instance, a

user may have a social-tie with a particular user when using a certain tool, however

a user may also have a social-tie with a group the user belongs to. With this sce-

nario a tool could present certain functionality for the individual user within the

group, yet when using the tool at a group level it presents different functionality.

In addition to personalisation of interfaces, personalisation of resources for users

could be provided based on the strength of certain characteristic behaviours within

a role signature. For instance allocation of media or other users that share sim-

ilar or complementing role signatures for collaborative tasks. As the framework

determines role signatures as a composition of characteristic behaviour strengths,

the type of resources allocated would be for behaviour based tasks, such as a type

of media that leads to behaviour or media that needs action against it to move it

forward in a collaborative work flow.

Given role signatures determined by the framework could be used for resource allo-

cation, they could also be used for marketing or promotional purposes. A business,

for instance, could target users with particular characteristic behaviours which are

strong. For instance, using the publisher characteristic behaviour presented in this

research, a company could provide information to them to disseminate through
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their social groups for promotion knowing they have a strong behaviour that re-

sults in publication. The business would be using the role signature for targeted

marketing or promotion.

Although a business could use role signatures for marketing, from the perspective

of an OCE developer the use of a framework that can determine role signatures for

users could provide valuable information for future design and development. Infor-

mation that could cause focus of development on areas where weak characteristic

behaviours are present amongst users. It could also be used to understand attri-

tion rates or help identify reasons why users change behaviour over time within

an environment. Regardless of how the information attained from user, the use of

role signature gives the developer the ability to make informed decisions about an

environment which could lead to better decisions when approaching design and

development of features such as tools or interfaces.

As discussed the application and future work for the framework is extensive, and

the need for this is growing as OCE continue to develop and be used for collabo-

ration. The framework proposed in this study lay the foundations for a real world

model of the social group role life cycle present in out daily ‘offline’ lives. With

continual work the divide between the offline world and the online collaboration

world will dwindle. This will allows us us to collaborate online naturally within

dynamic and flexible collaborative environments.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

The aim of this research was to provide a construct in the form of a research

framework for automating the social group role model life cycle for the creation of

social group role signatures within OCE. To achieve this aim, a constructive re-

search methodology was used. This methodology resulted in a thorough literature

review, from which a research framework construct was proposed and an imple-

mentation of the framework was presented and applied to three OCE case studies

- two uniquely developed for this research - to demonstrate the framework’s real

world application. The output of the framework was then compared to partici-

pant use to demonstrate the frameworks capability to determine role signatures for

collaboration within dynamic and flexible OCE. A discussion of the frameworks

ability was then presented and compared against the research objectives. Also,

a comparative discussion of the frameworks dynamic capability towards existing

methods for role identification and formation was presented. Finally, a general

discussion about the framework and future work was presented.

The use of this methodology has led to a viable construct to determine social group

role signatures using the life cycle of social group role theory in an asynchronous

way. This contribution is believed to be the first of its kind, as such it has laid

foundational work that could open opportunities to form new OCE that are able

to react to its user base. For instance, an OCE could identify and understand the

role signatures present or formed over time without the need of pre-thought from

the designer. Such an environment could provide resource allocation or interface

personalisation based on a social group role signature.

154
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The construct has also provided various new methods and approaches to user

modelling for OCE. The need for a predefined, structured or rigid approach to user

modelling in a collaborative context is not always required. Using social group role

theory in an asynchronous way has demonstrated that one can simulate real world

concepts or social theories to observe, understand and predict social group role

signatures or collaborative behaviours in a users social network online. With this

asynchronous approach the possibilities of future work to understand, predict and

create role signatures or to assist in successful collaboration online is extensive.
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Abstract. Remote provision of supportive mechanisms for preventive health 
is a fast-growing area in eHealth. Web-based interventions have been suggested as 
an effective way to increase adoption and maintenance of healthy lifestyle 
behaviours. This paper describes results obtained in the “Walk 2.0” trial to 
promote physical activity through a self-managed walking programme, using a 
social networking website that provided an online collaborative environment. 
Engagement of participants with the website was assessed by monitoring usage of 
the individual social networking functions (e.g. status post). The results 
demonstrate that users generally preferred contributing non-interactive public 
posts of information concerned with their individual physical activity levels, and 
more occasionally communicating privately to friends. Further analysis of topics 
within posts was done by classifying word usage frequencies. Results indicated 
that the dominant topics are well aligned with the social environment within which 
physical activity takes place. Topics centred around four main areas: description of 
the activity, timing of the activity, affective response to the activity, and context 
within which the activity occurs. These findings suggest that strong levels of user 
awareness and communication occur in the social networking setting, indicative of 
beneficial self-image and self-actualisation effects. 
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Introduction 

In the light of issues such as escalating costs, constrained resources, and the aspiration 
to improve longevity while maintaining the highest achievable quality of life, there is a 
global impetus for health system reforms. One area of emphasis in many reform 
agendas has been gaining increased value from health promotion and associated 
behaviour change supportive measures. For instance, greater use of preventive health 
interventions has been identified as one of the top national health priorities in Australia, 
as a means to reduce downstream utilisation impact on the health system [1].  
Preventive health reforms can address issues arising at a population level, such as 
demographic changes and ageing profile, where there is much concern over increased 
prevalence of lifestyle related diseases, or infectious diseases and public health issues.  

Recently, there has been much enthusiasm for remote provision of supportive 
strategies for preventive health and health promotion, making this a new and fast-
growing area in eHealth and Telehealth. Web-based or online interventions have been 
suggested as an effective way to increase adoption and maintenance of healthy lifestyle 
behaviours, such as increased physical activity, improved nutrition, and reduction of 
alcohol and smoking habits [2, 3].  These interventions have the advantages of reaching 
a large user community, easily and at an affordable cost, while allowing individualised 
usage patterns to be developed to suit user preferences.   

Online health applications are a fast growing area within the scope of Telehealth, 
both due to the remote nature of the computer-based source, and due to their 
connection with personal monitoring through self-reporting or logging data from 
wearable devices.  The ease of access through conventional computers equipped with 
web browsers, or mobile devices such as computer tablets and smart phones, ensures 
that this area will continue to develop as consumer attractiveness and demand increases. 

1. Social Networking Interventions 

Within the web-based interventions domain, a particular area of focus has been the 
provision of social networking and social media interventions, to provide collaborative 
online environments in which users can interact and thereby mutually reinforce 
behaviour change activities. Reviews on the efficacy of these interventions [4] reveal 
that current evidence is not strong for the degree of behaviour change, nor can the 
influential factors affecting it be readily identified [5]. User engagement and 
motivation have been suggested as factors contributing to behaviour change [6, 7], 
despite a lack of clear and widely applicable definition of these aspects. 

In social networking theory, the use of web-based online collaborative 
environments equates to the forming of social groups [8], which can provide certain 
influences for behaviour change [9]. These influences may be inferred from 
characteristic usage patterns observed within these environments [10] and the 
corresponding formation of social ties and norms [11].  The principles of collaboration 
as described theoretically in sociology [12] can be realised by establishing the 
existence of a number of collaborative usage patterns [13] in a certain social interactive 
setting, and classifying user habits accordingly. 

An open issue is the choice of suitable models and metrics to describe these usage 
patterns, especially in a way that they can be causally linked with behaviour change.  
Simple measures such as degree of connectivity and volume of interaction traffic [14] 
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have been augmented by measuring communication, engagement and relevance [15].  
The characterisation of engagement is of particular interest here, as the working 
hypothesis in this project has been that increased engagement through social network 
collaboration is the primary factor in achieving participant behaviour change.  
Indicators for engagement are typically related to stereotypical relationships developed 
between a user and the technology [16], and so the appraisal of engagement depends on 
the choice of the model used for describing such relationships. 

2. “Walk 2.0” Project 

The “Walk 2.0” study was established in 2010 with funding from the Australian 
National Health and Medical Research Council to develop and investigate the use and 
efficacy of Web 2.0 features in a physical activity promotion website to enhance self-
managed programmes for daily walking and associated exercise. Using Internet or 
web-based physical activity interventions such as this, which incorporate innovative 
Web 2.0 features [17] including social networking support, have the potential to reach 
large groups of individuals and contribute to physical activity promotion. 

The project aims to determine the effectiveness on participant attraction, 
engagement, retention and physical activity behaviour change in a 3-arm randomised 
controlled trial with sample size of more than 500 participants [18]. A further 
ecological trial component will explore the behaviour and experiences of users in the 
online aspects, based on open recruitment of a much larger number of users. It is 
expected that the findings from the two trials will enable generalisation of the functions 
provided in the web-based setting, and allow informed design, development and 
customisation of further online social collaborative environments for other health 
promotion purposes.  

The study has involved the development and testing of a Web 2.0 based 
collaborative environment [19] (embodied in the Walk 2.0 website, www.walk.org.au) 
to investigate the effects of  a “new generation” web-based application offering options 
such as blogs, posts and other social networking functions (see Figure 1).  This 
intervention is being compared with an existing publically available Web 1.0 physical 
activity promotion website (the Australian 10,000 Steps website, 
www.10000steps.org.au) which provides a more conventional static environment, and 
also compared with manual logging of physical activity without computer assistance 
(via logbook).  

By the end of the study, participants in the randomised controlled trial will have 
been monitored over 18 months using pedometers to log actual daily step counts, and 
presenting for detailed follow-up physical examinations and interviews. The 
information collected will enable the investigators to assess changes in levels of 
physical activity and other health indicators, as well as comparative impacts of 
utilization of the websites compared with each other and with the logbook, for user 
engagement and retention.  It is hoped that understandings gained from analysing the 
characteristics of usage patterns and the influence of user interactions on the 
participants, will provide insights to inform the design of similar web-based 
interventions in the future.  
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Figure 1. The “Walk 2.0” health promotion website, with social networking features. 

3. User Engagement 

The project methodology was not designed to specify a particular model for user 
engagement with the website, so a simple set of web usage measures were adopted, 
loosely based on the work of Burke et al. [20]. Posting was chosen as the surrogate for 
engagement on the basis that it offered users options for communicating with each 
other comparable to traditional offline conversational communication. The raw data for 
assessing user engagement was derived from a total of 5,481 user posts generated by 
254 active and unique users on the Walk 2.0 website over a 3-month period determined 
by a user’s registration date, observed via transaction counts for all sessions logged in 
the application database. The transaction counts indicated an average of 21.6 posts per 
user (with standard deviation of 123.3), based on a total of 132,185 words posted by all 
the users. The average number of words per post was 24.1, equating to an average of 
520.4 words per user overall. 

Five separate posting functions were provided for users in the application:  
Progress, Status, Private, Blog, and Forum. Progress is a public posting of an 
automated fixed single line message of user step count combined with open text 
situational information (comment) provided by the user, which is broadcasted to the 
user base upon posting (users keep track of daily number of steps taken using a 
pedometer provided by the research team). Status is an open-text user-entered short 
public posting of current user situational information. Private is an open-text user-
entered private posting of a message sent to another user profile. Blog is an extended 
open-text user-entered long public posting to an individual user-designated posting area 
through the user profile. Forum is an open-text user-entered public posting in one of six 
public topic categories, to allow discussion in a series of interleaved messages from 
multiple users responding to each others’ comments. Only Forum posts can be publicly 
replied to by all users.  
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Table 1 shows the distribution of posting function usage across the 5,481 user 
sessions. The automated Progress posts made up by far the greatest volume of session 
traffic on the website at 79.4%: it is surmised that this is because of the ease of 
generating the posting automatically. The next highest source of traffic was Status 
posts at 13.3%, a form of public post with wide visibility without initiating further 
direct interactive public communication. Private posts were at 4.0% and Blog posts at 
1.8%: this indicates that users were disinclined to post where exposure was limited 
and/or less social in nature. Use of Forum posts was negligible at 0.5%. These results 
reveal that users generally preferred contributing through broadcasting of semi-
automated open text information about their individual physical activity, with some 
lesser amount of private communication with friends and reflective blogging, than 
seeking a highly collaborative mode of communication. 

 
 

Table 1. Overall posting function usage across all users. 

Posting Function Posting Count Posting Percentage 
Progress 4350 79.4 
Status 727 13.3 
Private 220 4.0 
Blog 96 1.8 
Forum 26 0.5 

 
 
Next, we considered the habits of users who were most active in the online 

collaborative environment to establish whether they showed similar usage patterns. It 
was established that 50% of the posts (2,781) were made by 21 users out of 254 (8% of 
all users), and 25% of the posts (1,416) were made by 8 users (3% of all users).  The 
highest number of posts made by the top user was 259, almost 5% of the total number 
of posts and equating to a rate of approximately 3 posts per day. The average number 
of posts was equalled or exceeded by 65 users (25% of all users). Fewer than 5 postings 
were made by 126 users (50% of users), and only one posting was made by 77 users 
(30% of all users). This highly skewed distribution is typical of social networking sites 
[20]. Figure 2 shows the posting rate, ordered (left to right) from most to least active 
users.  

 
 

 
Figure 2. Cumulative posting rate for all users. 
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Table 2 shows the distribution of the number of postings of all types made in the 
top 50% (25%) of postings. The patterns of usage are comparable with those in the 
whole population of users shown in Table 1, with some discernible increase in Progress 
postings and decrease in Status, Private and Blog postings, which is even more marked 
in the top 25%. It appears that more online-active users wish to spend less effort 
communicating in open text and instead concentrate on the easy automated broadcast 
mechanism offered by Progress postings. 

 
 

Table 2. Posting function usage by most active users making 50% (25%) of all posts. 
Posting Function Posting Count 50% (25%) Posting Percentage 50% (25%) 
Progress 2251 (1261) 80.9 (89.1) 
Status 408 (116) 14.7 (8.2) 
Private 78 (22) 2.8 (1.6) 
Blog 37 (14) 1.3 (1.0) 
Forum 3 (2) 0.1 (0.1) 

4. Topic Analysis 

Further indication of engagement and the emergence of collaborative social norms 
between users can be gauged by analysis of task-related topics covered during postings. 
Following a simplified probabilistic topic modelling approach [21], a frequency count 
was made of all unique words occurring within the 132,185 words contributed by user 
open text. A total of 240 words were found to occur 50 or more times, with the most 
frequent words occurring almost 1,000 times (day = 974; steps = 885). Trivial words 
such as prepositions, which did not convey meaningful concepts, were excluded from 
the analysis. 

A random sample of approximately 10% of the text in the 5,481 postings was read 
and four distinctive topics were identified, associated with the typical user behaviour 
and general social environment within which the main task (i.e. physical activity) takes 
place. These topics were: 

� Description of the activity (e.g. intensity, timing, variety) 
� Timing of the activity (e.g. time of day, duration, repetition) 
� Affective response to the activity (e.g. emotions, reflections, attitudes) 
� Context in which the activity occurs (e.g. other forms of physical activity, 

companionship, lifestyle, location).    
Words associated with each of these topics were grouped according to similarity of 

meaning or intent. The similarity criteria were developed from the postings read, by 
establishing links between frequently occurring words. Table 3 provides details for 
some of the more frequent words in these groupings. There are relatively few 
groupings in each topic, indicating that the posts are generally narrowly focussed 
around topical themes and users are not directing their comments to matters outside the 
online social collaborative environment. 
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Table 3. Selection of frequent words for the four topics. 

Topic Words 

Description of the activity 
step/steps/walk/walked/walking (2,245); pedometer 
(198); goal (121); extra (97); exercise (84); count 
(75); 

Timing of the activity 
time/hour/day/week/month (1,224);  
night/morning/early/late (359); 
today/tomorrow/yesterday/daily (279); 

Affective response to the activity 
few/some/more/short/long/many/much/again 
(1,023); good/better/hard (418) ; active/busy (234); 
hope/happy (115); 

Context in which the activity occurs 

house/home (286); weather/rain (174); gym (114); 
group/family/couple (203); dog/dogs (162); 
shopping (98); bike (71); beach (70); 
down/up/around/back (696); 

 
 
Considering the size of word counts for major groups of concepts associated with 

the undertaking of the desired physical activity, it can be inferred that users were 
posting comments that were highly relevant to their activities in meeting their goals.  
Very few words indicating distraction from purpose were detected. These findings 
suggest that strong levels of user awareness and communication of intent occur in the 
collaborative social media setting, which are indicative of beneficial self-image and 
self-actualisation effects. This claim is supported by the presence of a number of strong 
affective responses displaying positive attitudes and messages of mutual 
encouragement. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has presented some initial findings from a project which aimed to explore 
the effect of a Web 2.0 based social collaborative user environment, specifically for 
influencing user engagement for increasing and maintaining their level of physical 
activity. Without a specific model for the emergence of social relationships which such 
an environment could support, a basic analysis was undertaken using simple models of 
social collaboration behaviour. 

The patterns of use for website functions that were provided for posting 
information revealed that broadcast, non-interactive communications (in the form of 
comments) were preferred to interactive or private discussions. This may be a 
consequence of the focussed nature of the task, which is a highly individual and 
personal challenge endeavour, or the approach to recruitment being a randomised 
controlled trial where participants were socially unrelated. The topic analysis showed 
that users’ attention is very well aligned with the task, as most high frequency words 
are directly related to the undertaking of the physical activity. Further insights could be 
gained by conducting interviews with users to establish reasons for their preferences in 
use of the functions, and whether they were subject to peer pressure when using those 
functions which encouraged them to adopt a different priority than they naturally 
would. 

It is acknowledged in the literature [22] that web based interventions are complex 
to evaluate, and that their effectiveness is subtle to measure. It would be beneficial to 
develop and apply specific models to analyse such situations, based on the conjunction 
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of available functions for user communication and interaction, and the user goals which 
exist in the underlying intervention. Use of such models could provide more consistent 
and comparable quantitative results concerning user engagement and reinforcement. 
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Abstract. Online social networks are online collaborative environments where users can interact with other
users to create, annotate, communicate, modify and delete media together. However, online social networks do
not provide adaptive interfaces, by which one user might be presented with tools which are relative to their
collaborative behaviour with another. This work presents behavioural stereotypes derived from the literature to
help understand and predict user behaviour in an online social network underpinned by an adaptive interface
framework. A user’s behaviour stereotype will be determined by a proposed classification framework which
processes usage data in real time.

Keywords: semantic web, collaborative work, adaptive systems, user interfaces, human computer interaction

1 Introduction

With the continual rise of online social networks, which are essentially software driven user environments which are
“personal” in nature, users naturally desire more personal interaction experiences. We do see some personalisation
in content [1], and it is the predominant adaptive medium today, but tool or interface adaption is limited.

With the use of interface adaption in an online collaborative environment, such as a online social network,
a user may be more efficient and engaged in interaction with another user compared to a static interface. This
paper presents five behaviour stereotypes which are derived from the literature to be used in a web personalisation
framework to provide adaptive interfaces in a online social networking environment. The framework will adapt an
interface based on a user’s behaviour over time when interacting with another user. By providing interface adaption
based on user to user links in combination with behaviour, a user can be represented by a behavioural stereotype
to increase collaboration.

2 Background

2.1 Social Groups and Collaboration

When one looks at online social networks as an environment for collaboration one also needs to look at the dynamics
of groups and the different components which make them successful. Online social networks tend to be made up of
social groups as social networks fulfill some need or user interest [2]. The formation is not designated but continually
grows and evolves over time as more people become interested or believe the group fulfils a need. A result of this is
social groups tend to be fluid and dynamic and they lack explicit structure. Instead, their structure is derived by
the interactions the members carry out with each other over time. Moreland’s Model of Group Socialisation [3] and
Biddle’s characteristic behaviours [4] show us ways we can represent how the structure of such social groups form.
Figure 1 shows Moreland’s model in combination with Biddle’s model. From this figure the circular and evolving
nature of the group’s structure throughout its life is apparent. Each member of a social group applies this model
to assign roles to other members of the group. By so doing this the member is capable of understanding another
members role and their own characteristic behaviours towards the other member. This dynamic role assigning of
social groups is how online social networks can create environments which are made up of millions of users and still
provide successful collaboration. Wikis are an example of this. Bryant et al [5] give an example of how a Wiki’s
environment based on the different behaviour of users can lead to successful collaboration. Without the different
user-adopted behaviours users take on the collaboration would be unsuccessful.
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Fig. 1. How social group roles are implicitly created. Moreland and Biddle.

2.2 Adaptive Interfaces

Adaptive methods for web interfaces have been around since the early 1990s starting out as adaptive hypermedia [6].
Adaptive hypermedia was the method of adapting a user’s navigation links based on their navigational path. Over
the years it has moved into content [1] and web user interfaces [7]. For instance Linden et al [1] shows how product
recommendations are made based on past media consumption, and the effects of presenting such recommendations.
Schmidt et al [7] presents a method of personalising a user interface in a rich internet application which the user
has been interacting with and the consequence of that personalisation.

There are two general components of adaptive environments. These components work together to achieve an
approximation of what a user is doing or will do in relation to user interaction. The first component is a user
model. A user model is a storage of user characteristics which are collected over the life of the user profile. The
characteristics stored are used to build knowledge about the user, therefore it is a fundamental component to any
successful adaptive interface. There are many methods for developing user models from researchers intuition to
formal structure based methods such as Pohls [8]. However, the end user model and its design is determined by its
purpose. The more data is collected in user models over time the more accurate in predicting and understanding
different characteristics of users. The second component of adaptive environments is soft computing techniques
which are used to data mine or to find patterns of behaviour in the user model. There are many ways to carry out
data mining and Frias et al [9] presents a detailed review of the different techniques one can use. For the framework,
neural networks and fuzzy logic are used for the soft computing component.

Typically user models are used to represent users in singular interaction patterns, meaning the focus of the user
model is on the tools which the user has used or the content which they have consumed. There has not been much
work on collaborative user behaviour modelling, such as taking into account the user profile link and behaviour.
However, there is still a lot of literature on modelling users in online social networks [10, 11]. Schifanella et als
[10] work looks at the characteristics of user profiles in online social networks to determine how a user’s actions
are similar to the users close to their user profile. However, this work doesn’t look at the collaborative behaviour
between the two user profiles, but instead focuses on the user’s interests and folksonomies. Benevenuto et al [11]
also look at user characteristics, but their work focuses more on click streams and various similar variables such as
login rates which they mine to try and represent user workloads when using online social networks.

What is to be adapted tends to be part of the design process of the adaptive interface framework. Each tool or
interface component has to be designed so that it can change over it’s life or provide another type of action, for
instance [7] uses Asynchronous Javascript and XML to dynamically build new components of the interface during
run time, where [12] get the user to fill out questions to determine their cognitive style and then morph the web-page
by replacing some elements with others according to the user’s cognitive style. Both methods are vastly different
however they still provide an adaptive interface based on the user’s characteristics.

2.3 User Behaviour In Online Social Networks

In user modeling terms, behaviour can be represented as interests, tasks, goals, beliefs and/or interactions. For this
work we will be focusing on the behaviour of interaction where two or more profiles are involved in the interaction.
Currently a majority of the literature does not focus on collaborative behaviour user modelling, however there are
some typical behaviours, or usage patterns, which are described in the literature based on observations of online
social networks [13, 14]. These behaviours and usage patterns are not true representations of a user’s behaviour. For
instance Hussein et al [14] presents various usage patterns which are seen in online social networks, however they
are traditionally used more in software design and development. For this reason the general purpose of these usage
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patterns need to be examined to determine the underlying behaviour, as some of these usage patterns when refined
encompass many tools which fall under a general behaviour.

There is a lot of literature in regards to psychological behaviour which is determine by behavioural tests or
Natural Language Processing, such as a The Big Five behaviours and shyness [15]. They discover these behaviours
through questionnaires and tests the user completes. The results are more subjective compared to quantitative
methods such as using click stream data and other means.

Overall literature on collaborative behaviour in online social networks is very limited. Through the analysis of
usage patterns presented by [14] one can generalise behaviour by looking at the purpose of the tools available in
the online social network.

3 Behaviour Stereotypes in Online Social Networks

As there is very limited collaborative behaviour literature in online social networks which does not just focus on
psychological aspects, we have to look at the underlying roles or behaviours users carry out when using tools in
online social networks. The work by Hussein et al [14] can be used as as general starting point, but we have to look at
the tools of these usage patterns and their purpose in a collaborative context to determine a general behaviour. The
general behaviour for this work will be called a behavioural stereotype, as the behaviour is not a true representation
of the user’s behaviour but a generalisation of interaction the user has performed.

If we look at tools such as microblogging/status updates, file uploads, or blogs we can state that the user
is publishing content when using these types of tools. For instance microblogging allows users to publish small
messages with a time stamp to be shared in another tool for user’s who are lurking [16]. The underlying behaviour
stereotype here is publishing so the user is a publisher when using these tools.

Tools which allow users to annotate content by providing tagging, comments, and ratings give more meaning to
the original media and makes it easier to retreive [17]. The behaviour stereotype chosen for these types of tools is
annotator - a user who uses annotating tools to add more meaning to other user’s content.

Very recently tools are appearing whose functions are dedicated to sharing content within online social networks
from other user profiles. We have seen similar action in microblogging where people repost the message on their own
profile instead of producing an exact copy [18]. However the new tools are more dedicated more towards creating
exact copies of the content, which then allows the user to annotate the original. This allows content which has been
already published to be passed on internally through an online social network. The general behaviour chosen here
is sharing, where the user shares content which they have not created. The behaviour stereotype chosen for these
distinctive tools is sharer.

Majority of tools which exist on social networks involves asynchronous communication, however there are some
tools which allow communication in a synchronous manner, such as chat or video conferencing. Even though there
are not many tools which adopt this type of behaviour they are still a vital component of any online social network.
The behaviour stereotype for these types of tools is communicator.

Our final behaviour stereotype model chosen is lurker [13]. The lurker behaviour stereotype represents any
user who consumers media but doesn’t contribute or engage in the media. Lurkers are the most common type of
behaviour seen in online social networks today [13].

These behaviour stereotypes will be used to add semantic meaning to the interactions user’s carry out when
collaborating with other users. They will be used by the framework to represent state and function of the interfaces
presented in a online social network.

4 Framework

4.1 Framework Design

The adaptive interface framework is made up of various components which exist on the client side and server side of
the online social network. Figure 2 gives a representation of the adaptive interface framework. Showing the various
components: Fuzzy Logic System, Neural Network System, User Model Storage, Experience Storage.

The Fuzzy Logic system and the Neural Network System are the components of the framework that provide the
approximation and determination of the behaviour stereotype. The Fuzzy logic determines the stereotype during
an interaction session by using Fuzzy rules to determine fuzziness in regards to the user being engaged or if the
tool is the dominate tool during the session. The Fuzzy Logic system is programmed in Javascript, so it produces
a fuzzy set which will be passed back to the Neural Network via AJAX to determine the behavioural stereotype.
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Fig. 2. A representation of the adaptive interface framework.

The type of Neural Network which will be used for this framework is a dynamic node allocation network. This
type of Neural Network was chosen as it can dynamically update the nodes of the network when the user starts to
interact with another user in their social network. With this the neural network is capable of providing a separate
approximation for all the users the user interacts with. It is built out of the Python programming language with a
noSQL database to store the experience information which the neural network outputs when it is put to training.

The user model storage of the system is a storage of all the behaviour stereotype fuzzy sets and defuzzified
results with timestamps. This user model is used to train the neural network on intervals and the results of the
training stored in the Experience storage. The user model can be represented visually and can be used to adjust
the results of the adaption. Figure 3 gives the visual representation that the user can use to increase or decrease a
behaviour stereotype for a particular user they interact with.

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Publisher

Annotator

SharerCommunicator

Lurker

Fig. 3. A visual representation of the behaviour stereotypes one user may have with another user.

The framework understands which behaviour stereotypes the user is undertaking as the behaviour stereotype is
applied to the interface tools as semantic data. This way the system will be able to record clicks and interactions
from the user and provide meaning to each event which occurs. These type of semantic events are similar to the
work by Schmidt et al [?].

4.2 Framework Testing

The framework is still being implemented into a social network to determine if the adaptive interface components
in the online social network do indeed improve the user’s engagement in a collaborative environment. There will
be two trial arms which will be run to compare against, one being a control group where the user’s behaviour
stereotypes are collected but not acted on, and the second the experimental, where the behaviour stereotypes of
the users are collected and the interface is adapted based on the users being interacted with.
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5 Discussion

There is a great need for understanding collaborative behaviours in online social networks and modelling those
behaviours so environments are not generic across every user profile. With an adaptive interface framework like the
one presented one can provide an interface moderated not merely on context but on actual collaborative behaviour,
even though it is only a stereotype. The usage patterns presented by Hussein et al [14] do provide insight into users’
use of online social networks, but as mentioned they are more for software design applications than user modelling
applications.

The number of behaviour stereotypes may grow in size over time as new tools are designed and implemented. This
is normal for social networks which are dynamic in their nature as the user’s characteristic behaviours determine
the networks structure. As a result, any framework which applies any type of adaptive technology requires the
flexibility handle this change. As shown this framework takes into consideration the dynamic behaviours displayed
in social networks as well as account for the growing membership of interactive users.

6 Conclusion

An examination of existing social groups show how a social group’s structure is implicitly defined by its members’
characteristic behaviours. In addition, it has been discussed how online social networks are online collaborative
environments, and yet the interfaces are generic for all users. To overcome this limitation this paper presents an
adaptive interface framework that can be employed in an online social network which adapts a user’s interface based
on their behavioural stereotype and the user they are interacting with. We have also used semantics on interface
tools to determine a user’s behaviour stereotype to help understand the type of behaviours a user is undertaking
with another.
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Classifying collaborative behavior in the form of behavioral
stereotypes in collaborative mobile applications

Rhys Tague, Anthony Maeder & Jim Basilakis
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ABSTRACT: Online Social networks empower users to collaborate with other users through complex inter-
faces. They enable users to take on various behaviors to achieve an objective or goal together. However, with
the rise of smart devices and their small view ports these interfaces have been restricted. This results in the user
having to wait until they have access to a desktop version before they can interact with these complex inter-
faces again. This paper presents a framework for classifying collaborative behavior in the form of Behavioral
Stereotypes. In addition it presents initial results of a implementation of the framework in a collaborative mobile
application to demonstrate its ability to help understand user behavior and how it changes from social ties users
establish.

Keywords: classifying behaviour; collaborative envrionment; user modelling; mobile computing

1 INTRODUCTION

Actions speak louder than words. This old proverb can
be mapped to a user’s interactions with an interface.
When a user clicks, slides, scrolls, or manipulates an
interface their actions not only result in system feed-
back, but also behaviors and intentions to achieve an
overall goal or desire.

Today, with Online Social Networks (OSNs) mak-
ing up 66% of online usage within Australia alone
[1], users are able to create new behaviors and have
new intentions with other users through interfaces.
This has derived from OSNs enabling users to connect
and collaborate together through interfaces to carry
out collaborative tasks together. Users are encour-
aged to create social ties with other users or nodes,
such as media. For example, GitHub, an online pro-
gramming code sharing and publishing environment,
enables users to achieve code production and mainte-
nance through the use of various interfaces [2]. In this
environment users are able to take on varying stereo-
typical behaviors you would normally associate within
a software development company. For instance, a user
is able discuss future development releases, identify
bugs, provide patches and also create documentation.
In addition, they are able to do this for multiple projects
with different subsets of users.

Although these environments can provide such
interfaces, their ability to provide the same variance
through smart devices is limited. The viewport smart
devices possess can be a fraction of the size of its desk-
top counterpart. For this reason, interfaces are more
focused and sub-level interactions are found deeper
within the interface or don’t exist at all. It is up to

the designer of the interface to choose the most cru-
cial or important features for their environment [3].
Therefore, the capability of the user to carry out stereo-
typical behavior, like that found in complex interfaces,
diminishes. Instead, they are left only with simplis-
tic behaviors that may or may not coincide with their
normal behavior and current needs.

By understanding a user’s stereotypical behavior
within a smart device environment, users could be
provided with personalized and frictionless interfaces
to overcome this barrier found within smart device
environments.

This paper presents initial results for classify-
ing stereotypical collaborative user behavior within
a smart device environment. It demonstrates this
through the use of a collaborative mobile application
for the capture of user interactions with other users or
social ties. These interactions were classified through
the use of a framework implemented within the mobile
application environment.

2 BACKGROUND

Today with OSNs the type of information that can be
collected is endless. This information can consist of
user preferences or their interactions within an envi-
ronment. This information though can be difficult to
understand without a formal approach. One approach
is user modeling [4]. It provides methods and theories
on how to understand user behavior and capture data
in a meaningful way to create a model that represents a
user. Although effective, a user model’s characteristics
are based on the purpose of the user model’s existence,
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which leaves it open for interpretation. For this rea-
son, in recent times there have been many approaches
to user modeling, and more importantly, classifying
user behavior, or roles, within OSNs [5][6]. These
approaches focus on singular users and their overall
behavior within an OSN as an entity, or their position
within the user population, or a sub-set of users. The
behaviors, or roles, used for these studies are general
role or status based, which is dependent on their con-
tent types and the number of items published. There
are other approaches for classifying which exists using
online social network analysis and is more aligned
with this work [7]. Instead of how much content a
user publishes, it focuses on the connections made
and actions taken on those to find patterns of behavior
and usage. The approach is after the interaction has
taken place, and therefore, can only be used as future
steering instead of assisting the user at the point of
interaction.

Many user-adaptive techniques have been used to
prevent this lag time seen with these approaches to
OSNs and other collaborative environments [8][9].
They achieve this through machine learning tech-
niques and other logic based systems. However, their
focus is either on a individual user or the whole
population, such as in collaborative filtering [9].

3 METHOD

3.1 Environment

This study involved the development of an online col-
laborative environment focusing on tools and actions
towards collaboration. The resulting environment was
a mobile application built using the PhoneGap Soft-
ware Developer Kit. The mobile application was pro-
vided in the Google Play Store as a free download
with public access. Upon installation a basic registra-
tion form with personal details, such as email address,
was presented to all participants before they could be
part of the environment. The only criteria for users to
enter the environment were that they were 18 years of
age or older.

Within the environment the tools available pro-
moted social interaction and collaboration for the
purpose of content creation and discovery. The theme
for content was around establishments that served cof-
fee or food. The tools provided in this collaborative
environment were simple traditional tools found in
other similar environments such as Yelp [10]. Every
tool within the environment had three major objec-
tives, one, to promote collaboration between users for
the purpose of content creation, two, awareness of
other users and locations and their interactions, and
finally, social tie creation. This involved users being
able to communicate with each other and also be noti-
fied when a user carried out an action towards a social
tie that is relative to another. Users were also able to
favorite other users and locations to “keep tabs” on
their interactions.

Figure 1. Screenshot of content publication tools.

The sets of tools available to users were: con-
tent publication, content reply, content annotation,
expanding views, location creation.

Content publication empowers users to create new
and original content for a geographical location. In
addition, they were also able to create new geograph-
ical locations for other users to interact with. Fig. 1
presents a screenshot of the tools available for this
category. They allowed a user to segment their publi-
cation into one of five service areas an establishment
possesses: Coffee, Food, Price, Customer Service, and
Location. They were also able to compound the pub-
lication with images and a review of 140 characters
or less. Upon completing the content publication the
content created is accessible globally within the envi-
ronment for others to discover. This is shown in Fig. 2.
A global stream of all user content is presented for
user’s to discover and be aware of other user behavior
and interactions.

Content annotation is the annotation in the form
of content replies to and tagging content published.
Annotation allowed users to establish a dialogue
around content a user may have published. Users were
also able to annotate locations in the form of small
brief summary statements so others users could dis-
cover when finding a new location. Fig. 3 provides
a screenshot of tagging user content. The tags result
in hyperlinks allowing users to “follow breadcrumbs”
to discover new content. This category of tools also
allowed user’s to add comments to existing content in
the form of additional 140 character replies.

Expanding views enabled users to explore addi-
tional content for user publication or geographical
location. Expanding views are a common element used
in smart device applications to cater for the small view
port they possess [3]. Fig. 4 gives an example of an
expanded view for the user to investigate additional
content about a location.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of global status stream.

Figure 3. Screenshot of available annotation tools.

Location creation was the final tool set available. It
allowed users to use their geographical location to gen-
erate new locations within the environment for other
users to annotate and publish new content to.

3.2 Framework

Fig. 5 presents the model of the framework and its
components implemented within the application. The
framework extends between client and server side of
the application environment to achieve classification.
Having the framework on the client enables real time
logging of user interaction that may or may not result
in content publication. For instance, a user carries out
large amounts of content scrolling that doesn’t result
in content creation or manipulation.

Figure 4. Screenshot of an expanding view.

Figure 5. A simple representation of the framework com-
ponents.

Although the framework extends to the client, or
smart device, it is limited to meta-data and basic inter-
action identification data. The meta-data consists of
the tool’s identification, and the stereotypical behav-
iors the tool are categorized in. The behaviors used
are derived from behavioral stereotypes a represen-
tation of common behavior when interacting with
social ties [11]. Only three behavioral stereotypes
were chosen for this environment: publisher, annota-
tor, and lurker. These three behavior stereotypes align
with the tool sets used through out the environment.
A Publisher stereotype results when a user predomi-
nantly creates content with or for a common social tie.
For instance, when they continually visit a particular
coffee location or user profile and publish new con-
tent for that particular user or location. An Annotator
stereotype results when a user predominantly anno-
tates a common social tie’s interactions or content. The
final stereotype, Lurker, is a result of a user consum-
ing or discovering content that a social tie creates or
annotates, yet does not interact with.
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The server side of the framework composes of
a dynamic node neural network for the purpose of
generalizing behavior towards social ties and user col-
laboration. This type of artificial neural network was
chosen because of its ability to be trained over a period
of time, and also the ability to not know and adapt to
the environment’s social network that will exist in the
future.

To maintain performance, the training of the neural
network was carried out for every user session that was
24 hours old or more. The training consisted of back
propagating the cached interaction packages sent from
the client. Below is an example of such an interaction
package as a JSON string:

From this example the package is made up of
three objects: Inputs, outputs and a training key. These
objects are used for the neural network during back
propagation (training). Inputs consist of a user id, inter-
face tool id, and social tie id.The nature of the dynamic
node neural network enables the outputs to be any num-
ber of behaviors. This flexibility enables new tools that
may present new behaviors to be integrated in the envi-
ronment without having to alter the environment or
framework in the future. Finally the last segment of the
package is the training key. This is the behavior stereo-
type shown by the user during the interaction with the
tool, and it has to be one of the elements within the
output object.

The final component of the framework is the use
of the classification returned by the framework. This
is in the form of a behavior weighting. Each behavior
that a user can undertake with a social tie is given a
weighting from −1 to +1. This weighting can be used
to personalize the interface based on the social tie and
current interface present.

4 RESULTS

The recruitment of participants involved the posting of
brochures and dissemination of material for the pur-
pose of downloading the application from the Google
Play Store. Registration was open to anyone who was
able to download and install the application on a com-
patible device. Upon registration users were asked for
their email address, and basic details. These details
were used to provide daily emails to remind them to
use the app.

The initial recruitment phase resulted in 22 partici-
pants downloading and registering for the application.
Of these 22 participants, 16 have carried out initial
interaction in the environment. This initial interaction
ranges from browsing to content creation. They have
also created 54 geographical locations for others to
review and interact with. This has lead to 185 content
producing interactions. For instance, location reviews
and annotation of those reviews.

Figure 6. Distribution of behaviour packages created by the
framework for each user.

Table 1. Results created by the framework for behaviuoral
stereotype.

User Publsiher Lurker Annotator

1 0.2695 0.7133 0.0608
2 0.286 0.6489 0.0335
3 0.239 0.6281 0.0271
4 0.3796 0.6761 0.0659
5 0.1664 0.7048 −0.0158
6 0.3821 0.5998 0.0386
7 0.054 0.7625 −0.0327
8 0.1134 0.7154 0.1057
10 0.2508 0.6109 0.0569
11 0.0771 0.5476 −0.0045
12 0.3017 0.5127 −0.0073

From these standard interactions the framework
has created 745 interaction packages with an aver-
age of 46.56 packages per user. Although the average
number of packages per user is high the standard
deviation is 87.12. This is a result of dominant users
within the environment producing the majority of the
interactions.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of these packages.
The users are ordered in the date of the registration.The
first user, being the user who has been in the system
the longest has the largest number of packages. This is
a result of continual use over the period of time. The
most recent users, 13, 14, 15, and 16 only have one
behavior package consisting of lurking. For this reason
they were not passed through the neural network for
classifying.

Table 1 presents the results produced by the frame-
work of the dominant behavioral stereotype each user
presented when interacting in the environment with
no social ties. These results represent the weight-
ing of behavior between −1 and +1. The closer the
value is towards +1 the more dominant the behav-
ior. After analyzing these results the users have shown
a dominant behavioral stereotype of Lurker consis-
tently throughout the environment.This coincides with
many other studies when users enter a new envi-
ronment where they lurk and explore before they
participate [12].
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Although all users present Lurker globally, each
user’s behavioral stereotype changes when the frame-
work uses a user’s social tie to determine their behav-
ioral stereotype. For brevity, analysis of only a few
examples is given.

User 1, User 6 and User 8 have the most behav-
ior packages. These users have established social ties
amongst each other. When analyzing User 1 to User
6, User 1’s behavioral stereotype remains as a Lurker,
however their Publisher value increases considerably;
Publisher: 0.5431, Lurker: 0.7268,Annotator: 0.0400.
The inverse to this relationship though, User 6 to
User 1, results in User 6’s dominate behavioral stereo-
type changing to Publisher; Publisher: 0.7007, Lurker:
0.6613, Annotator: −0.092. User 1 to User 8 results in
a similar to that of User 1 to User 6: Publisher: 0.5014,
Lurker: 0.6759, Annotator: 0.0419.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a framework for classifying
user behavior in a collaborative mobile application in
the form of behavioral stereotypes. In addition, ini-
tial results have been presented showing early stages
of generalized stereotypical behavior and more per-
sonalized interactions with social ties changing such
behavior. These results will help establish direction
for future work in using the framework to provide
personalized collaborative environments within smart
devices.
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D Espressobility Recruitment Brochure



“A new dimension to...

Scan to go to the app

Calling all Cafeinates!

see the vibe.

enjoy the hit.

who will reign supreme.

discover.

espressobility.com.au
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E Squashies Recruitment Brochure



Get the free Squashies App!
You can:
• See upcoming classes
• Book your class spot
• Socialise with other members
• Follow other members
• Keep up to date with gym news
• See opening times on holidays
• ... with lots more to come!

Don’t worry, Android is coming soon

squashies.com.au
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F Ethics Consent with Terms and Conditions

of Participant Use



(This	  information	  will	  be	  represented	  in	  electronic	  
form	  presented	  on	  either	  a	  web	  page	  or	  a	  mobile	  
window/dialog/box.	  It	  will	  be	  formatted	  according	  to	  
the	  device	  upon	  access)	  
	  
Participant	  Information	  
Human	  Research	  Ethics	  Committee	  
Office	  of	  Research	  Services,	  University	  of	  Western	  Sydney	  
	  
Hi!	  
You’re	  invited	  to	  participate	  in	  a	  study	  conducted	  by	  Rhys	  Tague,	  PhD	  Student	  of	  
the	  School	  of	  Computing,	  Engineering,	  Mathematics	  as	  the	  University	  of	  Western	  
Sydney.	  	  
	  
Project	  Title:	  	  
A	  framework	  for	  understanding	  and	  predicting	  the	  take	  up	  and	  use	  of	  social	  
networking	  tools	  in	  an	  online	  collaborative	  environment.	  	  
	  
Who	  is	  carrying	  out	  the	  study?	  
The	  principal	  researcher	  of	  this	  project	  is	  Rhys	  Tague.	  He	  is	  a	  current	  PhD	  
student	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Western	  Sydney	  and	  supervised	  by	  Professor	  
Anthony	  Meader,	  Doctor	  Jim	  Basilakis.	  If	  you	  have	  any	  questions	  about	  this	  
project	  please	  use	  the	  contact	  form	  or	  send	  mail	  to	  one	  of	  the	  following	  contacts:	  
	  
Rhys	  Tague	  
Bld.	  21.G.37	  
Campbelltown	  Campus	  
Locked	  Bag	  1797	  
Penrith	  South	  DC	  
NSW	  1797	  Australia	  
	  
Principle	  Research	  Supervisor	  
Professor	  Anthony	  Maeder	  
Bld,	  26.1.24	  
Campbelltown	  Campus	  
Locked	  Bag	  1797	  
Penrith	  South	  DC	  
NSW	  1797	  Australia	  
	  
Co-‐Superviser	  
Doctor	  Jim	  Basilakis	  
Bld.	  26.1.21	  
Campelltown	  Campus	  
Locked	  Bag	  1797	  
Penrith	  Bag	  South	  DC	  



NSW	  1797	  Australia	  
	  
What	  is	  this	  study	  about?	  
The	  project	  involves	  an	  online	  social	  network	  where	  users	  can	  collaborate	  and	  
produce	  content	  for	  reference,	  sharing,	  socialising,	  and	  general	  interaction.	  The	  
online	  social	  network	  will	  have	  a	  framework	  applied	  to	  test	  if	  we	  can	  predict	  and	  
understand	  how	  you	  use	  the	  network.	  If	  we	  are	  successful	  we	  will	  achieve	  a	  
more	  engaging	  and	  entertaining	  environment	  that	  allows	  for	  easier	  collaboration	  
with	  others.	  	  
	  
What	  does	  this	  study	  involve?	  
It	  involves	  users	  who	  are	  in	  an	  online	  social	  network	  who	  collaborate	  together.	  
This	  means	  be	  yourself.	  Explore.	  Discover	  new	  things.	  It	  is	  like	  any	  other	  mobile	  
app	  or	  web	  site	  you	  visit.	  	  
	  
How	  much	  time	  will	  the	  study	  take?	  
It’s	  up	  to	  you.	  You	  can	  use	  the	  site/mobile	  apps	  as	  much	  as	  your	  like	  or	  you	  can	  
use	  them	  once	  and	  never	  use	  them	  again.	  
	  
Will	  the	  study	  benefit	  me?	  
The	  study	  involves	  entertainment	  and	  knowledge	  creation,	  so	  it	  might!	  You	  may	  
use	  it	  and	  find	  it	  does	  something	  that	  you	  like.	  It’s	  really	  up	  to	  you.	  
	  
Will	  the	  study	  involve	  any	  discomfort	  for	  me?	  
No.	  	  
	  
How	  is	  this	  study	  paid	  for?	  
This	  study	  is	  getting	  funds	  from	  the	  principle	  researchers	  involved.	  If	  there	  
needs	  to	  be	  more	  funding	  we’ll	  seek	  it	  from	  the	  School	  of	  Computing,	  
Engineering	  and	  Mathematics	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Western	  Sydney	  
	  
Will	  anyone	  else	  know	  the	  results?	  How	  will	  the	  results	  be	  disseminated?	  
Once	  we’ve	  finished	  will	  publish	  a	  generalised	  form	  of	  results.	  This	  will	  be	  in	  the	  
form	  of	  a	  blog	  article	  or	  similar.	  	  
	  
Can	  I	  withdraw	  form	  the	  study?	  
Yes.	  At	  any	  point	  where	  you	  don’t	  want	  to	  be	  part	  of	  the	  project	  just	  stop	  using	  it.	  	  
It’s	  that	  simple.	  You	  have	  the	  power.	  The	  anonymous	  information	  we	  collect	  for	  
research	  up	  until	  your	  last	  login	  will	  still	  be	  used	  for	  research.	  	  
	  
Can	  I	  tell	  other	  people	  about	  the	  study?	  
Yes	  PLEASE!	  The	  more	  users	  we	  have	  the	  better,	  also	  it	  will	  make	  the	  
environment	  just	  that	  little	  bit	  more	  fun.	  In	  fact,	  you	  can	  even	  share	  our	  apps	  and	  
site	  on	  other	  social	  networks.	  
	  
What	  is	  being	  collected?	  
Even	  though	  you	  signed	  up	  with	  some	  basic	  details	  such	  as	  your	  name	  and	  email	  
address,	  we	  won’t	  be	  using	  that	  in	  our	  research.	  We	  are	  collecting	  anonymous	  
information	  on	  how	  you	  use	  the	  web	  site,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  applications.	  What	  



we	  collect	  has	  nothing	  to	  do	  with	  who	  you	  are,	  so	  you	  can	  be	  sure	  your	  personal	  
information	  is	  safe.	  The	  anonymous	  usage	  information	  we	  collect	  will	  be	  owned	  
by	  the	  researchers	  involved,	  so	  if	  you	  pull	  out	  at	  some	  point	  we	  will	  still	  use	  the	  
information	  collected	  up	  until	  that	  point.	  
	  
What	  will	  be	  done	  with	  the	  collected	  information?	  
We’ll	  be	  analysing	  the	  information	  for	  the	  purpose	  of	  research.	  We	  will	  use	  the	  
results	  of	  the	  analysis	  in	  publications	  and	  also	  in	  Rhys’	  PhD	  Thesis.	  Of	  course,	  all	  
this	  information	  will	  be	  anonymous.	  
	  
How	  much	  does	  this	  thing	  cost?	  
Availability	  and	  access	  to	  this	  project	  is	  free.	  There	  are	  no	  costs	  associated	  with	  
it.	  
	  
What	  if	  I	  require	  further	  information?	  
If	  you	  would	  like	  to	  find	  out	  more	  about	  this	  project	  please	  get	  in	  contact	  with	  
the	  principle	  research.	  The	  principle	  research	  is:	  Rhys	  Tague	  and	  you	  may	  use	  
this	  contact	  form	  click	  here	  or	  use	  the	  mailing	  addresses	  above.	  
	  
What	  if	  I	  have	  a	  complaint?	  
If	  you	  have	  any	  complaints	  or	  reservations	  about	  the	  ethical	  conduct	  of	  this	  
research,	  you	  may	  contact	  the	  Ethics	  Committee	  through	  the	  Office	  of	  Research	  
Services	  on	  Tel	  +61	  2	  4736	  0229	  Fax	  +61	  2	  4736	  0013	  or	  email	  
humanethics@uws.edu.au	  
	  
Any	  issues	  you	  raise	  will	  be	  treated	  in	  confidence	  and	  investigated	  fully,	  and	  you	  
will	  be	  informed	  of	  the	  outcome.	  
	  
To	  be	  registered	  and	  take	  part	  in	  this	  project	  to	  use	  the	  web-‐site/mobile	  
applications	  you	  will	  give	  consent	  during	  registration.	  	  
	  
Terms	  and	  Conditions:	  
To	  be	  part	  of	  this	  project,	  meaning	  have	  access	  and	  be	  allowed	  to	  use	  the	  online	  
services,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  applications,	  you	  must	  agree	  to	  and	  consent	  to	  the	  
terms	  and	  conditions	  of	  this	  project.	  
	  
The	  following	  terminology	  applies	  to	  these	  Terms	  and	  Conditions	  and	  any	  or	  all	  
Agreements:	  "User",	  “You”	  and	  “Your”	  refers	  to	  you/I	  ,	  the	  person	  accessing	  this	  
website	  and	  accepting	  the	  researchers	  terms	  and	  conditions	  and	  giving	  consent	  
to	  the	  researchers	  research	  for	  which	  you	  will	  be	  a	  participant.	  "The	  researcher",	  
“Ourselves”,	  “We”	  and	  "Us",	  “Our”,	  refers	  to	  researchers	  or	  associated	  
investigators,	  .	  “Party”,	  “Parties”,	  or	  “Us”,	  refers	  to	  both	  the	  User	  and	  ourselves,	  
or	  either	  the	  User	  or	  ourselves.	  Any	  use	  of	  the	  above	  terminology	  or	  other	  words	  
in	  the	  singular,	  plural,	  capitalisation	  and/or	  he/she	  or	  they,	  are	  taken	  as	  
interchangeable	  and	  therefore	  as	  referring	  to	  same.	  
	  
	  
Privacy	  Statement	  	  



We	  are	  committed	  to	  protecting	  your	  privacy.	  We	  constantly	  review	  our	  systems	  
and	  data	  to	  ensure	  the	  best	  possible	  service	  to	  our	  users.	  We	  will	  not	  sell,	  share	  
or	  rent	  your	  identifiable	  information	  to	  any	  third	  party	  or	  use	  identifiable	  
information	  for	  unsolicited	  mail.	  Any	  correspondence	  by	  us	  will	  only	  be	  in	  
connection	  to	  the	  agreed	  services	  we	  provide.	  	  
	  
Your	  Content	  and	  Information:	  
You	  are	  the	  owner	  of	  all	  the	  content	  and	  information	  you	  share.	  The	  content	  you	  
share	  is	  your	  responsibility.	  When	  you	  share	  content	  it	  will	  be	  publically	  
available.	  If	  you	  do	  not	  want	  content	  or	  information	  to	  be	  publically	  accessible	  do	  
not	  share.	  	  
	  
We	  are	  not	  held	  responsible	  for	  the	  views,	  opinions,	  comments,	  statements,	  and	  
beliefs	  you	  provide	  through	  sharing,	  publication,	  or	  in	  any	  form	  of	  media	  upload	  
or	  download.	  If	  you	  defame,	  or	  cause	  loss	  to	  any	  party	  because	  of	  your	  actions	  
with	  us	  you	  understand	  you	  will	  be	  held	  responsible	  for	  that	  loss	  in	  its	  entirety.	  
	  
For	  content	  that	  is	  covered	  by	  intellectual	  property	  (IP	  content),	  such	  as	  videos,	  
images,	  or	  audio	  you	  here	  by	  assign/give	  us	  a	  non-‐exclusive,	  transferable,	  sub-‐
licensable,	  royalty-‐free,	  worldwide	  license	  to	  use	  any	  IP	  content	  that	  you	  share	  
with	  us	  to	  fulfil	  requests	  within	  our	  web	  site,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  applications.	  
Deletion	  of	  this	  content	  when	  requested	  by	  you	  will	  result	  in	  the	  end	  of	  this	  
license.	  	  
	  
If	  content	  is	  copyrighted	  and	  not	  solely	  owned	  by	  you,	  you	  must	  seek	  permission	  
from	  original	  copyright	  holder	  before	  use	  with	  us.	  Failure	  to	  do	  so	  will	  result	  in	  
the	  offending	  content	  removed	  and	  deleted	  from	  our	  servers	  and	  repositories	  
with	  out	  notice	  with	  the	  possibility	  of	  suspension	  or	  deletion	  of	  your	  account.	  
	  
Data	  Use	  Policy:	  
The	  type	  of	  information	  we	  collect	  from	  you	  may	  be	  personally	  identifiable.	  This	  
information	  will	  not	  be	  sold,	  distributed	  or	  rented.	  This	  information	  is	  collected	  
for	  normal	  system	  operations	  to	  provide	  a	  service	  to	  you.	  	  
	  
Examples	  of	  personally	  identifiable	  information	  may	  include,	  but	  not	  limited	  to,	  
First	  Name,	  Last	  Name,	  Country,	  Age,	  Gender,	  Social	  networking	  identifiers.	  	  
	  
We	  will	  collect	  information	  on	  how	  you	  use	  our	  web	  site,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  
applications.	  This	  information	  includes,	  but	  not	  limited	  to,	  the	  type	  of	  social	  
networking/collaborating	  tools	  you	  may	  or	  may	  not	  use;	  how	  you	  use	  these	  tools	  
(click	  data);	  the	  social	  ties	  (profiles)	  you	  interact	  with;	  your	  Internet	  browser	  
type;	  your	  operating	  system	  type;	  your	  computational	  device	  type.	  This	  
information	  will	  be	  stripped	  of	  personally	  identifiable	  information	  when	  used	  for	  
the	  purpose	  of	  this	  project.	  
	  
For	  successful	  operation	  of	  our	  web	  site,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  applications	  we	  may	  
or	  may	  not	  use	  cookies	  and/or	  sessions	  to	  store	  information.	  This	  information	  
includes,	  but	  not	  limited	  to,	  date	  and	  time	  of	  access;	  social	  tie;	  profile	  id;	  the	  web	  
address	  (URL);	  IP	  address;	  browser	  type;	  the	  device	  type	  used	  to	  interact;	  



geographical	  location	  (mobile	  device).	  The	  collection	  of	  this	  data	  will	  allow	  us	  to	  
fulfil	  requests	  by	  and	  for	  you.	  This	  data	  is	  system	  operational	  data	  and	  may	  or	  
may	  not	  be	  used	  in	  analysis	  of	  the	  research	  project.	  This	  information,	  if	  needed	  
for	  project,	  will	  be	  striped	  of	  identifiable	  information.	  
	  
	  
Online	  Behaviour:	  
The	  Internet	  should	  be	  a	  place	  where	  you	  are	  free	  to	  express	  yourself	  and	  
respect	  others.	  You’re	  free	  to	  express	  yourself,	  however	  trolling,	  offensive,	  
discriminative,	  or	  vulgar	  behaviour	  or	  behaviour	  that	  disrespects	  other	  members	  
of	  our	  service	  will	  result	  in	  possible	  suspension	  or	  deletion	  of	  your	  account	  
without	  notice.	  	  
	  
Other	  types	  of	  behaviour	  that	  will	  result	  in	  suspension	  or	  deletion	  of	  your	  
account	  without	  notice	  are:	  
	  

• Uploading	  content	  or	  behaviour	  that	  results	  in	  crashing	  or	  halting	  the	  
service	  provided.	  	  E.g.	  Denial	  of	  service	  attack.	  

• Posting/distributing	  content	  that	  is	  threatening,	  pornographic,	  incites	  
violence,	  or	  contains	  nudity.	  

• Promoting	  unlawful	  multi-‐level	  marketing,	  such	  as	  pyramid	  schemes	  for	  
the	  purpose	  of	  recruiting	  or	  other	  reasons.	  	  

• Publishing	  advertising	  material	  considered	  spam.	  
• Intentional	  or	  non-‐intentional	  defaming	  of	  a	  location,	  person,	  or	  other.	  	  

	  
Mobile	  and	  Tablet	  Devices:	  
You	  understand	  the	  usage	  of	  our	  service	  consumes	  resources,	  such	  as	  battery	  
life,	  Internet	  download	  and	  upload.	  It	  is	  your	  responsibility	  for	  any	  fees	  you	  incur	  
with	  your	  service	  provider	  (telecommunications	  provider)	  to	  access	  our	  service.	  
Our	  service	  is	  free,	  yet	  your	  service	  provider	  may	  charge	  you	  for	  use	  of	  our	  
service.	  We	  are	  not	  responsible	  for	  incurred	  usage	  fees	  or	  any	  fees	  associated	  
with	  operation	  of	  your	  device.	  
	  
Account	  Termination:	  
If	  you	  no	  longer	  want	  your	  account	  to	  be	  associated	  with	  us	  you	  must	  write	  an	  
email	  to	  us	  to	  have	  your	  account	  deleted.	  When	  your	  account	  is	  deleted	  it	  will	  be	  
like	  emptying	  your	  trashcan	  on	  your	  computer.	  The	  data	  may	  be	  deleted,	  yet	  it	  
may	  still	  be	  recoverable	  for	  a	  period	  of	  time.	  Once	  your	  account	  is	  deleted	  it	  will	  
not	  be	  recovered	  for	  any	  reason.	  All	  information	  will	  be	  lost	  and	  considered	  
unrecoverable.	  
	  
Changes	  to	  terms	  and	  conditions:	  
If	  there	  are	  any	  changes	  to	  these	  terms	  and	  conditions	  or	  your	  participation	  in	  
the	  research	  you	  will	  be	  notified	  by	  a	  viable	  contact	  method,	  such	  as	  email.	  If	  the	  
changes	  are	  unacceptable	  to	  you	  stop	  using	  the	  web	  site,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  
applications	  or	  terminate	  your	  account.	  
	  
Agreement:	  



By	  registering	  or	  participating	  in	  any	  use	  of	  our	  web	  site,	  mobile	  and	  tablet	  
applications	  you	  agree	  and	  give	  consent	  to	  the	  research	  project,	  your	  
participation	  in	  the	  research,	  the	  use	  of	  anonymous	  information	  that	  may	  or	  may	  
not	  originate	  from	  you,	  and	  the	  terms	  and	  conditions	  outlined	  above.	  
	  
	  
(This	  information	  will	  be	  represented	  in	  electronic	  
form	  presented	  on	  either	  a	  web	  page	  or	  a	  mobile	  
window/dialog/box.	  It	  will	  be	  formatted	  according	  to	  
the	  device	  upon	  access)	  
	  
Consent:	  
	  
Project	  Title:	  
A	  framework	  for	  understanding	  and	  predicting	  the	  take	  up	  and	  use	  of	  social	  
networking	  tools	  in	  an	  online	  collaborative	  environment.	  	  
	  
The	  following	  terminology	  applies	  to	  this	  ensuing	  consent	  statement.	  “I”,	  “me”,	  
“my”,	  refers	  to	  you,	  the	  person	  accessing	  this	  online	  content.	  	  
	  
I	  consent	  to	  participate	  in	  the	  research	  project	  titled:	  A	  framework	  for	  
understanding	  and	  predicting	  the	  take	  up	  and	  use	  of	  social	  networking	  tools	  in	  
an	  online	  collaborative	  environment.	  	  
	  
I	  acknowledge	  that:	  
	  
I	  have	  read	  the	  participant	  information	  page	  and	  have	  been	  given	  the	  
opportunity	  to	  make	  contact	  and	  discuss	  the	  project	  information	  and	  my	  
involvement	  in	  the	  project	  with	  the	  researcher/s.	  
	  
The	  procedures	  required	  for	  the	  project	  and	  the	  time	  involved	  have	  been	  
outlined	  to	  me,	  and	  any	  questions	  I	  have	  about	  the	  project	  have	  been	  answered	  
to	  my	  satisfaction.	  
	  
I	  consent	  to	  the	  terms	  and	  conditions	  outlined	  of	  the	  services	  provided	  by	  the	  
researchers.	  
	  
I	  understand	  the	  anonymous	  information	  that	  is	  gained	  during	  my	  involvement	  
in	  the	  study	  may	  be	  published	  but	  no	  information	  about	  me	  will	  be	  used	  in	  any	  
publication	  or	  research	  output	  of	  the	  study	  that	  reveals	  my	  identity.	  
	  
I	  understand	  I	  can	  stop	  using	  the	  services	  provided	  to	  by	  the	  researchers	  at	  any	  
time,	  without	  affecting	  my	  relationship	  with	  the	  researcher/s	  now	  or	  in	  the	  
future.	  	  
	  



I	  understand	  upon	  registration	  of	  the	  services	  provided	  by	  the	  researchers	  for	  
this	  project	  that	  I	  give	  consent	  on	  the	  date	  of	  registration	  to	  the	  participation	  
information,	  terms	  and	  conditions,	  and	  this	  consent.	  
	  	  
This	  study	  has	  been	  approved	  by	  the	  University	  of	  Western	  Sydney	  Human	  
Research	  Ethics	  Committee.	  
	  
The	  Approval	  Number	  is:	  
	  
If	  you	  have	  any	  complaints	  or	  reservations	  about	  the	  ethical	  conduct	  for	  this	  
research,	  you	  may	  contact	  the	  Ethics	  Committee	  through	  the	  Office	  of	  Research	  
Services	  on	  Tel	  +61	  2	  4736	  0229	  Fax	  +61	  2	  47360013	  or	  email	  
humanethics@uws.edu.au.	  Any	  issues	  you	  raise	  will	  be	  treated	  in	  confidence	  and	  
investigated	  fully,	  and	  you	  will	  be	  informed	  of	  the	  outcome.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
Sample	  Registration	  form:	  
Each	  form	  will	  have	  the	  same	  fields,	  but	  rendered	  differently	  dependent	  on	  
device	  for	  access	  
(All	  copy	  that	  is	  italic	  is	  a	  link)	  
	  
All	  fields	  are	  required:	  
	  
First	  Name:	  
	  
Last	  Name:	  
	  
Email:	  
	  
Password:	  
	  
Birth	  Year:	  
	  
Country:	   	  
	  
☐ I	  agree	  and	  give	  consent	  to	  the	  participant	  consent,	  participant	  information	  
and	  terms	  and	  conditions.	  	  
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